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PEEFACE

The following pages are a simple narrative of the

principal incidents in the career of one of the ' Rulers

of India,' a career marked by eventful scenes in both

European and Oriental history. The narrative is

based on public documents, family papers, and letters

of Lord Hardinge, written immediately after the

events they describe—some of them almost on the

field of battle. I have ventured to add some personal

recollections of the period when I was his Private

Secretary in India. But I feel that the words which

his own pen indited portray his character better than

descriptions and arguments by another hand. It has

been my special aim to throw light upon those matters

to which my Father himself attached importance, and

concerning which his desire was that they should,

after due lapse of time, become publicly known.

With regard to the literary arrangement of the

work, I have to acknowledge the assistance of Mr.

J. S. Cotton, which has been of great value.

HARDINGE.
South Pakk, Penshubst,

March, 1891
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LORD HARDINGE

CHAPTER I

Birth and Boyhood

Heney, first Viscount Hardinge of Lahore and

King's Newton, was descended from a family that

had been long settled at King's Newton in Derby-

shire, where the name can be traced back among
the local landowners to the reign of Henry VI. His

ancestor at the time of the Great Rebellion was Sir

Robert Hardinge, who raised a troop of horse for

Charles I, and was knighted after the Restoration. His

monument in the parish church of Melbourne (a fine

old Norman building) records that he was * a faithful

servant to God, the King, the Church of England, and

his country in the worst times.' This monument,

together with others in the Hardinge chancel, was

restored by the Governor-General before he went to

India. King's Newton Hall, built in 1563, was a

good example of the Tudor architecture of that period.

Unfortunately, it was destroyed by fire in 1859; all

that now remains of it is a picturesque ruin, ovei-
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grown with ivy and other creepers. The estate had

been sold in 1796 to Lord Melbourne, and has now

passed into the possession of Lord Cowper.
Lord Hardinge was born at Wrotham, in Kent, on

30th March, 1785. He was the third son of the Rev.

Henry Hardinge, rector of Stanhope, in Durham, by
his marriage with Frances, daughter of James Best of

Park House, Boxley, Kent.

The eldest son, Charles, succeeded to the baronetcy

which had been conferred upon his uncle. Sir Richard

Hardinge of Lurran, County Fermanagh, with re-

mainder to his heirs general. Sir Charles sold the

Irish estate and purchased Bounds Park in Kent.

Having taken holy orders, he held the vicarage of

Tunbridge from 1 809 until his death in 1 864.

The second son, George, distinguished himself

highly in the Navj^, until his career was cut short by
an early death. Li March, 1808, while cruising off

the coast of Ceylon, in command of the ' San Fio-

renzo' {^d guns and 186 men), he fell in with the

•

Pi^dmontaise,' a French frigate carrying 50 guns

and ^66 men. She was boarded and captured, but

Captain Hardinge fell mortally wounded at the very

moment of victory. He was only in his twenty-

seventh year. A monument was erected to his

memory in St. Paul's by Parliament, and another of

larger dimensions at Bombay, subscribed for by the

merchants residing in that Presidency.

The youngest son, Richard, entered the Royal Ar-

tillery. Like his brother Henry, he saw service during
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the Peninsular War and in the Waterloo campaign,

and rose to the rank of Major-General.

Mention, too, should be made of his uncle, George

Hardinge, well known as a lawyer, scholar, and lite-

rary critic. After a successful career at the Bar and

in Parliament, he was appointed Judge of the three

Welsh counties of Brecon, Glamorgan, and Radnor.

His wife was Lucy, daughter of R. Long of Hinxton,

Cambridgeshire, whose portrait by Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds is considered one of his finest works ^. After

his death, his Miscellaneous Writings were published

by his friend James Nichols (3 vols., 181 8).

Henry, the future Governor-General, passed his

childhood at The Grove, near Sevenoaks, under the

charge of two maiden aunts, whom he ever spoke of

with great affection. Before entering the army he was

for some time at school at Durham
;
and he used to

relate how he was always told off by his school-

fellows for climbing the buttresses of the Cathedral

and other services of danger in search of birds'-nests.

When a boy, he was short in stature
;
and he would

tell how his aunts made him hang with his arms

on a door in order to stimulate his growth. The

result of this treatment was in their minds satis-

factory ; for, although never a tall man, he passed

* This portrait of Mrs. George Hardinge was for some years lost.

When Mr. Tom Taylor made enquiries from tlie family rospecting

its whereabouts, no information could be given ;
but it afterwards

turned up in the possession of Lord Clanricarde. The mezzotint

engraving of the picture is well known.
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muster as to height when he was gazetted to his

first regiment, the Queen's Rangers, in 1799, ^"^^

joined it at the age of fifteen.

The regiment was then stationed in Canada, and

there Hardinge remained until it was brought home

to England after the Peace of Amiens. One of the

anecdotes he often told was how, when he was returning
one evening from mess at Montreal, his attention was

drawn to a group of three or four men who were assault-

ing and rifling the pockets of a man on the ground.

Drawing his sword, ho threatened their lives ;
and

such was the cowardice of these buUies that, seeing

an officer in uniform, they fled, after a short resistance.

On going up to the injured man he found it was a

Mr. Edward Ellice, who was naturally profuse in his

thanks. The assailants were captured, and brought up
the next morning before the magistrate. The strongest

evidence against them was the discovery of young

Hardingc's military
'

pigtail
'

in one of their pockets.

This incident led to a lasting friendship between Ellice

and Hardinge. Both became Cabinet Ministers, and

each held the oflSce of Secretary at War. Mr. Ellice

was a distinguished member of the Whig party, and

the two had often amicable contests on the floor of

the House of Commons. On one occasion, on a

military committee of which both were members, Sir

Henry, irritated at some expressions that had fallen

from his old friend, exclaimed, 'Ah! Ellice, I almost

begin to think it would have been better if I had not

saved your life in the streets of Montreal.'



CHAPTER II

The Peninsular War and "Waterloo Campaign

In 1804 Hardinge was promoted to a company in

the 57th Foot, and shortly afterwards was entered as a

student at the senior department of the Royal Military

College, then at High Wycombe, under General Jarry.

There he worked with such energy and success that,

on leaving the College, he was selected to fill a staff

appointment in the Quarter-Master-General's depart-

ment under Sir Brent Spencer, who commanded the

expedition sent out to the Peninsula in 1807.

In 1808 Sir Brent Spencer's force was united with

that which had sailed from L'eland under Sir Arthur

Wellesley. The result of this campaign was the com-

plete defeat of Junot's corps d'avTYiee; and on this

and other occasions the lessons which Hardinge had

learned at the senior department of the Military

College were, as he often mentioned in later life, of

the greatest practical benefit. He had the good
fortune to be present at the battles of Roli9a and

Vimiera, in the latter of which he was severely

wounded.

Sir Benjamin D'Urban, the Quarter-Master-General

of the Portuguese army, in a letter dated from the
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field (June 22nd, 1808), writes respecting him in the

following terms :
— '

I grieve to tell you that our in-

estimable friend, Captain Hardinge, was wounded in

the hottest point of attack. It is his custom to be

foremost in every attack, where an unaffected gallantry

of spirit irresistibly carries him. Here he was con-

spicuous where all were brave, and it is a conso-

lation to know that there is not a man in this

army who does not regret this misfortune. The

wound is in the bottom of the left side, under

the lowest rib. The ball passed through, and the

surgeons are of opinion that nothing is injured which

can warrant any apprehension of a bad result. At

the same time, it would be deceiving you to say

that he is not severely wounded, or that a perfect

recovery may not be tedious because of the sinews

which the ball has passed through. I will not attempt

to tell you how I lament this accident. As a friend

with whom I have lived above four years in the

greatest intimacy, whose society has formed part of

my happiness, and whom I hold in the truest affec-

tion ; as a soldier, whose conduct and courage I have

often admired
;
and as a man whose virtues I esteem

and venerate—you who know him may well judge

how deeply I feel interested in him. He is now an

example of fortitude and tranquillity ; and higlily as

I thought of liiiii l)efore, it remained for me to see

him in his present state to be aware of all the ex-

cellences of his nature.'

And here I am induced to give the following
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extracts from a letter which Hardinge himself wrote

to his relative, Lord Camden, in August, 1 808, giving

interestincr details of the battle of Vimiera. 'Be

assured that I should have written the day after the

action on the 21st, had I not been prevented by a

numbness in my right hand occasioned by my wound.'

The letter then proceeds to describe how our troops,

after having forced the heights and pass, beneath

which the village of Roli9a stands, had frustrated all

attempts of the enemy to harass their advance, and

how the position of Vimiera was taken up. The army

having been reinforced by the troops under Generals

Anstruther and Acland on the morning of the 21st,

General Ferguson's brigade was ordered to the left,

supported by the brigade under General Nightingall

and covered by the skirmishers of the 95th, now the

Rifle Brigade. The French began the attack on the

centre, and were received with so hot a fire that

before they had reached the valley they turned and

fled. On the left of the British centre two strong

columns of the enemy advanced, the officers and men
'

evincing a resolution and steady courage improved

by discipline.' Their commander. Colonel Patervil,

was shot down in the act of carrying his hat on the

point of his sword, the whole mass shouting 'En

avant.'

Let me again quote Hardinge's own words at this

juncture :
— ' H. M.'s 50th and 43rd received them

steadily ; then, wheeling up four companies, made a

noble charge upon four times their number, over-
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throwing all before them and precluding the power to

rally. The carnage was dreadful, and the calculation

is that in this one attack they lost 1 200 men. The

Portuguese horse took this opportunity of making a

charge, but galloped away when they were near the

enemy, as they have always done. The handful of

British performed wonders. Then along the whole

line the enemy began to waver. General Ferguson's

brigade with General Spencer's charged the line and

guns, when they fled in confusion, leaving the whole

of the latter in our possession.'

In this letter, too, he gives details of the estimation

in which the British force was held by the enemy.
' The courage of British troops in the field admits

of no doubt, but it is a source of peculiar satisfaction

to have discovered that in skill and manoeuvring

light troops we are in no way inferior to the French.'

As to our artillery,
'

they confess ours to be superior to

any of theirs. They fired much, and we have scarcely

a man wounded by artillery fiii-e. The French cavalry

simply disgraced themselves.'

The next extract describes the dispute that took

place on the halt of the British force, as soon as the

enemy were routed. It is specially interesting, as

being the contemporary record of an eye-witness :
—

* Sir H. Burrard ari-ived on the field in the midst of

the attack on the left. He made no offer to assume

the command. When the enemy were in full retreat,

Sir A. WellcHlcy asked for the guides to Toires Vedras.

It was replied that they were at hand, and Fergu-
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son's brigade was ordered to advance, when it re-

ceived positive orders from Sir H. Burrard not to

move. Ferguson begged that he might do so on his

own responsibility
—not one step' of concession could

this message obtain. Sir A. Wellesley rode up, and

asked if it was in orders that the troops should not

advance. Angry words then passed, but not a move

was made.'

After observing that the British force was com-

pai'atively fresh, that the reserves were at hand with

an ample supply of stores and ammunition, that meat

and biscuits for two days were in every haversack,

and that the enemy were in a state of complete demor-

alisation, Hardinge justly condemns this inactivity.

The enemy had lost 30CO men and all their guns ;

their columns were three miles asunder, while they

had to march eight miles to reach Torres Vedras.

Hardinge maintains that an advance would in all

probability have put the finishing stroke to a glorious

victory. He declares that from i p.m. on that day
the murmurs of the army were loud and deep, that

the officers of Sir A. Wellesley 's corps were disgusted,

and that inefficiency in council was apparent in every

day's orders.

The victory at Vimiera led to the Convention of

Cintra, concerning which there was much discussion

when the news reached England, and which its advo-

cates had no easy task in defending.

At the close of the year 1808 Hardinge was so far

recovered from bis wound as to be able to carry
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important despatches to Sir John Moore, performing

the journey to Eenevente with singular rapidity. We
then find him with the rear-guard of Sir John Moores

force during the arduous retreat to Corunna, ending

in that brilliaiit engagement which purchased the safe

embarkation of the army at the price of its com-

mander's life. As Hardinge was, I believe, almost

the only officer by the side of Sir John Moore when

he received his fatal wound, it may be worth while to

quote his own description of the scene :
—

' The circumstances which deprived the army of its

gallant commander, Sir J. Moore, are of too in-

teresting a nature not to be made public for the

admiration of his countrymen ;
but I trust that the

instance of fortitude and heroism of which I was a

witness may also have another effect—that of afford-

in'T some consolation to bis relatives and friends. I

had been ordered by the Commander-in-Chief to de-

sire a battalion of Guards to advance, which battalion

was intended to have dislodged a corps of the enemy
from a la-rge house and garden on the opposite side

of the valley ;
and I was pointing out to the General

the situation of the battalion, when a shot from the

enemy's battery carried off his left shoulder and part

of the collar bone* The violence of the shock threw

him off his horse
;
but not a muscle of his face altered,

nor did a sigh betray the least sensation of pain. The

blood flowed fast, but the attempt to stop it with my
sash was useless from the size of the wound. Sir

John as.sented to being removed in a blanket to the
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rear. In raising him for that purpose, his sword

hanging on his wounded side became entangled in his

legs. In the act of my unbuckling it, he said in his

usual tone,
"
It is as well as it is : I had rather it

should go out of the field with me." Observing the

resolution and composure of his features, I caught at

the hope that I might be mistaken in my feai-s of the

wound being mortal, and remarked that I trusted

when the surgeon dressed the wound he would be

spared to us and recover. "
No, Hardinge," he said,

" I feel that to be impossible."
*

This letter appears in Moore s Campaign in Spain,
which was published by his brother, Mr. J, C. Moore,

in 1809.

Returning to England the same year, Hardinge was

promoted to a majority, and went back at once to

Portugal on the staff of Sir W. Beresford, who had

been entrusted with the organization of the Portuguese

army. As Deputy-Quarter-Master-General he was

present at the passage of the Douro and othei* actions.

Still attached to Beresford's staff, he served with the

army of observation in Castile, and was thanked in

General Orders issued at Guizo, May, 1809. The

next campaign was the famous defensive one of 1810,

when Wellington out-manoeuvred Mass^na with con-

spicuous success. After the battle of Busaco, Hardinge
was mentioned in Sir W. Beresford's despatch to the

Portuguese Regency. In the operations of the year
1^1 1 he was again actively employed, and the part

he took in the siege of Badajos and the storming of

E 2
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the Fort of Picarina in 1812 was mentioned in the

official despatches.

But it was on the hard-fought field of Albuera

that Hardinge's reputation was established as a staff-

officer of no ordinary distinction. Sir W. Napier,

who has painted in vivid language the heroic struggles

which took place on the plateau above the Albuera

river, thus describes the turning-point of the engage-

ment :
— ' Whilst the Marshal was thus preparing to

resign the contest. Captain Hardinge
^
boldly ordered

General Cole to advance with the Fourth Division.

Then, riding to Abercrombie's brigade, he directed him

to push forward into the fight. The die being cast,

Beresford acquiesced, and the terrible battle was con-

tinued. Colo led the Fusiliers up the contested height,

when for a moment Houjjhton's brio^adc could no

longer hold its ground. The Fusiliers soon mounted

the hill, and appeared on the right of Houghton's

lirigade simultaneously with the advance of Aber-

crombie on the left. Such a line issuing from the

smoke startled the enemy's masses. The Fusilier

Battalion reeled and wavered. It was then seen with

what a majesty the British soldier fights. Suddenly

lecovering, they closed on their terrible enemies.

Then the French reserves endeavoured to maintain

the fight. The rain flowed in torrents, discoloured

with blood, and 1500 men out of 6000 unconqtierable

British soldiers stood triumphant on that fated hill.'

In 1H29 strictures were publif^hed on Napier's ac-

' Ho was thon only twenty-five years of age.
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count of the battle by an anonymous military critic.

In the extract above quoted, Napier had implied that

at one moment thoughts of retreat had crossed Beres-

ford's mind. This Hardinge always denied. In his

MS. notes on the battle, written in 1830, he main-

tains that no order to retire was ever given, nor w^as

there any evidence to show that any one had carried

or meditated such an order.

In his further strictures, the anonymous critic gives

his version of the advance of the Fourth Division

under Cole :
— '

Captain Hardinge having given his

message to General Lumley, proceeded to Sir* Lowry
Cole's position. What the motives were which in-

fluenced him at that moment after the lapse of so

many years lie nfiay not he able himself to assign ;
but

having been with Sir W. Beresford when he attempted
to attack the enemy's left with the Spaniards, and,

seeing General Cole's position on the reverse of the

ridge and that Hamilton was not there, it is probable

that these cii'cumstances had their influence and in-

duced him to propose to Cole to advance his Division

and charge the enemy. That excellent officer, not

having any orders, was with difficulty persuaded to

adopt the course which had been suggested. As Cole

came into contact w4th the French, the other parts of

the line charged simultaneously ;
and victory from

that moment was gained.'

Now read Hardinge's own account of the affair,

taken from MS. notes written in 1830. In reply to

the suggestion that he probably would not be able to
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explain his motives for this action, he simply replies

that ' the only motive in moving the Division was to

attack the enemy and defeat that enemy. I would add

this to the reasons subsequently given, tli.ai 1 tlioiigld

tlie battle desperate, and that nothing hut an ofensive

flank movement could retrieve it.' With regard to

the decisive movement of the day, he states :
—' The

instant Cole's Division was in movement, and his left

lirigade approached the right of Houghton, I went to

Abcrcrombie's brigade and authorized him to deploy
and move past Houghton's left. While Houghton's

brigade held the hill, Myers and Abercrombie passed

the flanks on the right and left, and made a simul-

taneous attack on the enemy, who began to waver and

then went off to the rear. Myers and Abercrombie,

in my opinion, decided the fate of the day.'

Sir B. D'Urban, the Quarter-Master-General of the

Poituguese army, published in the same year an ac-

count of the battle of Albuera, in which he maintains

that Colonel Hardiuge had simply anticipated Beres-

ford's order. But there is no evidence that anv such

order was contemplated by Beresford, who, in his offi-

cial account of the battle, merely records the fact that

Cole's Division advanced at this particular crisis.

I have inserted the above extracts from Hardinire's

MS. notes, because they show that he alone was

responsible for Cole's advance, and thnt Napier
was justified in attiibuting to him the credit of

]>eing the sole originator of the movement. I believe

1 am correct in stating that the advance of the>.e
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brigades, and that alone, turned the tide of this

memorable action. Lord Hardinge's equestrian statue

by Foley, R.A., on the Maidan at Calcutta, records on

its pedestal the part he took in this great victory
—a

victory which was all-important in its results on the

subsequent operations in the Peninsula.

For his services at Albuera, Hardinge received the

Portuguese decoration of the Tower and Sword, and

was marked out to take a leading part in the re-

maining operations of the campaign.

Being again wounded severely at Vittoria, he was

for a short time placed hors de covihat
;
but with his

wound still open, causing him great pain, he was de-

termined to go to the front, and was in time to take

part in the subsequent memorable actions of the

Pyrenees, Nive, and Nivelle. He was also present at

the siege of St. Sebastian and the operations on the

Bidassoa. For these he received the gold medal of

distinction, which in those days was the only decor-

ation gi-anted by the Sovereign for services in the

field. Li the campaign of 1 8 1 4 he was in command of

a PortufTuese brio;ade at Orthez and Toulouse. He

was publicly thanked in General Orders and received

his tenth decoration. During the whole of the Penin-

sular War Hardinge was never absent from his duties,

except when incapacitated by the severity of his

wounds. At the close of the campaign he was pro-

moted to a Lieutenant Colonelcy in the Foot Guards,

and was knighted, receiving the K.C.B. when the

Order of the Bath was remodelled in January, 1815.
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Hardinge accompanied SirC. Stewart to the Congress

of Vienna; and when the war again broke out on

Napoleon's return from Elba, he was at once selected

as a military and diplomatic officer on Bluchers staff,

with the rank of Brigadier-General. Muffling held the

corresponding post of Prussian representative at Wel-

lington's head-quarters. Their chief duties were to

act as channels of communication between the allied

commanders. The Duke had here rightly estimated his

officer, such duties requiring not only firmness and mili-

tary knowledge but consummate tact and judgment.
On June i6th, in the early morning before the

memorable battle of Ligny, the Duke of Wellington,

being doubtful as to Napoleon's real intentions and

considering the small French force in front of Quatre

Bras to be only a feint, rode forward to the windmill

of Bussy, near Brye, overlooking the position at Ligny,

for the purpose of conferring with Bliichcr on the best

plan for uniting against their common enemy. At

this moment Sir H. Hardinge, who was engaged in

reconnoitring the French position, saw a group of

horsemen whom he at first took to be a party of the

enemy. On coming nearer he observed that their

horses' tails were '

docked,' and at once concluded they

were English. Galloping up to the group, and trusting

to the speed of his horse in the event of his being

mistaken, he came upon the Duke and his staff. Then

occurred a conversation, published in ^tanliopes

Recollections, which relates how the Duke expressed

his strong disapprobation of the ground taken up by
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the Prussian army and their disposition. Sir Hemy
replied that he had already expressed the same mis-

givings to Marshal Blueher, upon which the Duke

remarked,
'

Ever3'body knows their own army best, but

if I were to fight with my army here I should expect

to be beaten.' A long conversation then took place

between Wellington and the three Prussian generals,

Blueher, Miifflino:, and Gneisenau. as to the mode in

which the English should be brought up, after which

the Duke rode off, promising to come to Bllicher's

support if he were not himself attacked.

Sir H. Hardinge was present during the whole

of the battle of Ligny in attendance on Marshal

Bliicher, and it was at his suggestion that several

movements were made which retarded the success of

the French. Towards the close of the day his left-

hand was shattered by a round-shot
;
but with the

couranre for which he was so distinguished, he had a

'

tourniquet
'

placed on his arm and remained at

Bllicher's side till the end of the action.

The Marshal's unaffected grief was the best proof of

the opinion he entertained of the young officer's mili-

tary capacity. Being taken to the nearest hut or

stable, it was not till midnight that Sir Henry was

visited by a Prussian surgeon, who amputated the

hand. The operation was not skilfully performed
—

the ligatures subsequently gave way, and he sutiered

much from loss of blood. He then sent his brother,

Colonel R. Hardinge, R.A., to report the result of the

action to the Duke. Colonel R. Hardinge "s report was
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to the effect that the Prussians were beaten but not

broken, and ready to fight again. He returned, bring-

ing with him a surgeon of the Life Guards at the

Dukes special desire, and a second operation was

perfoi-med. When the Prussians retired to Wavre, Sir

Henry was conveyed at some risk to the Mai'shal's

head-quarters in that town.

It is difficult, after the lapse of many years, to

ascertain with accuracy the dates of certain conversa-

tions which took place ;
but Lord Stanhope, an his-

torian of singular accuracy, who probably took the

words down in his Journal whilst they were fresh in

his mind, relates how Sir Hemy described the above

occurrence. The following is the account given by
] ord Stanhope of what took place at Walmer Castle

in October, 1837:
—'The Duke remgirked that at

Ligny it was a most extraordinary circumstance that

the French did not maintain the position they had

won; that the first thing he did on the 17th was to

send William Gordon and two squadrons with orders to

make their way through all obstacles and let him know
what had become of the Prussians

;
that he came

back early on the 17th, having found the French gone
off the field of battle and not in possession of Som-

])ieffo. "Yes," said Hardinge, "Blucher had gone back

as far as Wavre. I passed that night with my ampu-
tated arm lying on some straw in the ante-room. Next

morning Bliicher sent for me, calling me ' Lieber

Freund,* and embracing me. I perceived he smelt

strongly of gin and rhubarb. He said to me,
' Ich
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stinke etwas
;

'

that he had been obliged to take

medicine, having been twice ridden over by the

cavahy ;
but he should be quite satisfied if, in con-

Junction with the Duke, he was abje now to defeat

his old enemy. I was told there had been a great

discussion that night in his roopos, and that Blucher

and Grollenau had carried the day for remaining in

communication with the English army, but that

Gneisenau had great doubts whether they ought not

to have fallen back on Lie'ge."
'

It has been said that the Marshal, who. as Muffling

puts it, was not famous for his strategy, relied

implicitly on the military ability of Gneisenau as

Chief of the Staff. However, in this case Elucher and

Grollenau appear to have fought it out with Gneisenau

and carried the day. The above discussions have

been so ably commented upon by Colonel Maurice, K.A.,

in his article in the United Service Magazine for July,

icSgo, that those specially interested in this question

need only be referred to it.

As on previous occasions. Sir H. Hardinge did not

permit his wound to detain him long from his duty,

although from some attendant circumstances he

suffered severely from it. He was, of course, unable

to accompany the Prussian army to Waterloo, but

within a fortnight he had so far recovered as to be

conveyed to Paris in an ambulance waggon. He used

to relate how he suffered on this journey in his de-

bilitated state, and how on arriving at the barriere at

Paris he was met by one of Bliicher's staff", who directed
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lijin to drive at once to St. Cloud. There an unex-

pected sight met him. The Palace had been lit up in

his honour. Guards holding torches were on the main

staircase, and at the top stood Bllicher and his staff. He

came down the stairs to the ambulance and embraced

him, saying,
' Mein lieber Freund, to-night you shall

be in comfort
; you shall sleep in Marie Louise's bed.'

The Guards then carried him up and placed him in

the Imperial bed, whilst the staff saluted him with

those '

hochs,' for which the Germans are famous. In

the morning he espied his servant cleaning his boots

in an Imperial jar of Sevres china. Such are the

vicissitudes of war, and the events of 1870 show but

too clearly how history repeats itself.

After Waterloo, the Duke of Wellington devoted a

special Gazette to Sir H. Hardinge's services, and at a

review of the Prussian army on the plains of Sedan in

1816 he took from his own side Napoleon's sword and

presented it to him. At the same time the King of

Prussia decorated him with the Order of Merit and

conferred on him the Red Eagle. Many years after-

wards he wore Napoleon's sword in the battles of the

Sutlej ;
and when matters appeared desperate during

the eventful night of the 21st December, 1845, he sent

his surgeon with it to a place of safety, lest it should

fall into the hands of the Sikhs.

During the Peninsular and Waterloo campaigns Sir

Henry Hardinge was four times wounded and had

four horses shot under him.



CHAPTER III

ParliamentARY Life in Englanj>

On the withdrawal of the Army of Occupation, Sir

Henry Hardinge was employed in a less stirring field of

action. After serving for a short time in the Grenadier

Guards, he entered Parliament, and retained a seat

there for more than twenty years. He was first re-

turned as member for the city of Durham in the Tory
interest at the General Election of 1820, his colleague

being Michael Augelo Taylor, the well-known Whig.
He was four times re-elected for that constituency

without ever encountering any serious opposition.

On the dissolution of Parliament occasioned by the

demise of the Crown in i(S30, he was proposed as

a candidate for the county of Northumberland
;
but

both he and his Tory colleague withdrew before

the poll. A seat, however, was at once found fur

him at St. Germans, in Cornwall, which he held for

only a few months, vacating it in December of the

same year in favour of the poet, Winthrop Mackworth

Praed, and being himself returned instead for Newport
in the same county. On the disfranchisement of that

borough by the Reform Bill of 1832, he was elected

for the adjoining borough of Launceston, which
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was allowed to retain one of its members and -where

he succeeded a distinguished Anglo-Indian officer, Sir

John Malcolm. In spite of a sharp contest on his

first election, he continued to sit for Launceston until

his appointment to the Governor-Generalship in 1844,

Here should be recorded the happiest event of his life

—his marriage in 1821 -with Emily, daughter of the first

Marquess of Londonderryand sister of Lord Castlereagh.
She had previously been married to Mr. J. James,
British Minister to the Netherlands and father of the

present Lord Northbourne. Those only who knew the

virtues of her character and her devotion to her hus-

band in all the trials and changes of mortal life can

form a true conception of the happiness of this union.

Her last act of devotion was an attempt to join him in

India. When sailing from Nice, in 1844, her strength

proved unequal to the undertaking, and on the per-

emptory advice of the doctor she was obliged to

retrace her steps. This may be considered as having
been providentially ordained—for the consequences
of an enervating climate on a frame far from strong

might have led to results which her husband shrank

from contemplating.

While M.P. for Durham, Sir Henry Hardinge was

appointed Clerk of the Ordnance, which office he held

from 1823 to 1827. In 1828 he entered the Cabinet

as Secretary at War, in succession to Lord Pahncrston.

For a few months in 1830, and again during the brief

Tory Administration of 1834-35, he undertook the yet

more responsible duties of Ciiicf Secretary for Ireland.
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In 1841, when Peel came back to power with a sub-

stantial majority, Sir Henry Hardinge returned to his

former office of Secretary at War, which he continued

to hold until he was selected to succeed Lord Ellen-

borough as Governor-Genei-al of India.

His political career commenced in troublous times.

He witnessed the great struggles which ended in

Roman Catholic Emancipation and the passing of the

Reform Bill. As Chief Secretary for Ireland, he had

to combat the determined attacks of Mr. O'Connell in

the House of Commons, and his agitation for the Repeal
of the Union. His speeches in Parliament were clear

and businesslike
;
and many were the congratulations

from both sides of the House, when he returned

from India to take his seat in the House of Lords. He

frequently mentioned that, during his tenure of tlie

office of Secretary for Ireland, he had some misgivings

as to whether he could successfully encounter the

phalanx of Irish orators and able lawyers opposed to

him, who, then as now, made the Chief Secretary the

object of their incessant hostility. However, he firmly

stood the fire of their guns ;
and when some one, on

his Irish appointment being announced, expressed a

doul)t to the Duke of Wellington as to whether he

was a strong enough man for the post, the Duke i-e-

plied,
'

Hardinge will do
;

he always understands

what he undertakes, and undertakes nothing but

what he understands.'

In 1834 it fell to his lot to introduce in the House

of Commons the Ministerial plan for the settlement
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of the Irish Tithe question. By this scheme it was

proposed that tithes should in future be recoverable

only from the landlords
;
that the tithe-owners should

receive only three-quarters of the total amount to

which they had been previously entitled
;

that the

tithe should be redeemable by the landlord at twenty

years' purchase, calculated upon this diminished rate
;

that the proceeds thus arising should be invested

in land or otherwise for the benefit of the tithe-

owners; that the arrears of 1834 should be paid out

of the residue of the million advanced from the Con-

solidated Fund for the benefit of the clergy ;
and that

the advances already made under the ' Million Act
'

should be remitted. Lord John Russell contended

that the bill was identical with tliat brought in by
Mr. Littleton in the preceding session, which had been

thrown out by the House of Lords, while Mr. O'Connell

condemned the bill in toto. But the Ministerial pro-

posal was carried by 213 votes to 198, and a settle-

ment of the question was subsequently effected on

these principles.

The following extract from notes of a speech de-

livered by Sir H. Hai'dinge in the same }'ear on the

Mimicipal Corporations Act is not witliout appli-

cation at the present time:—'Do not let the House

be led away by what the hon. and learned member

for Dublin [OConnell] calls justice for Ireland. At

one moment he pretends that identity of municipal

institutions is justice to Ireland; at another time

be makes a crusade through England, inviting the
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people to join him in an alteration of the House

of Lords. This fails
;
and after abusing the Radicals

of England, he falls back upon a total abolition

of the tithe and the establishment of the voluntary

principle. Now, Her Majesty's Government are op-

posed to all these "justice" nostrums of the learned

member, with the exception of the Bill before the

House; and that Bill, if passed into law, will not

satisfy him. It is, as he terms it, merely an instal-

ment and a fulcrum on which he is to erect his

lever to extort the remainder of his demands.

Now, looking to these demands, which are supported

by gentlemen opposite in terms of equal justice to

Leland, let me ask any calm and moderate states-

man whether the Lish people are really insulted

because there is a refusal to pass laws of the same

nature and principle as those passed for England.

The real principle, for all practical purposes, appears

to be to consider the social, political and rehgious

state of the country, and to legislate in such a manner

as to afford equal protection to every profession and

party, and to give equal enjoyment of all rights and

privileges to every subject.'

Many fundamental changes have since taken place

in L'eland. The Church has been disestablished and

disendowed. The tenure of land has been radically

altered. The franchise has been fixed on a democratic

basis. And yet the cry is still heard for further and

more sweeping reforms
;
the struggle is as keen as ever.

As Secretary at War, Sir Henry Hardinge was

c
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enabled to confer lasting benefits on the rank and

file of the army, by which he earned the title of the

'

Soldier's Friend.' His authority as a statesman and

a military man of long official experience was quoted

as recently as last year (1890) during the enquiry of

Lord Hartington's Commission on Army and Navy
Organisation. In paragraph 79 of that Report it is

stated that the principle that the Commander-in-Chief

could claim no authority in matters of finance was

strongly upheld by Lord Hardinge in 1837, He held

that the exclusive control over public money voted for

military purposes rested with the Secretary at War.

It was also maintained by the Duke of Wellington,

who asserted before the Finance Committee in 1828

that the Commander-in-Chief has no power of giving

an allowance to anybody or of incurring any expense

Avhatever. Again, in paragraph 80 of the same Report,

it is mentioned that further powers were claimed for

the Secretary at War by Lord Hardinge, who stated

in 1832, 'I think that the Secretary at War is, in a

constitutional point of view, the proper person to

draw up the Mutiny Bill and Articles of War. He

is bound to stand between the civil subject and the

military ;
and it is his duty to take care that the civil

part of the community are properly protected, and

that those who enter the army are not treated in an

unnecessarily strict manner. I must maintain that it

is, in a constitutional point of view, the duty of a

Secretary at War to be responsible for all military

transactions to this House and tlie country.'
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These are weighty opinions, coming from one who

had no small experience of the working of the mili-

tary departments. They were always held by his

predecessor, the Duke of Wellington, as well as by
H.R.H. the present Commander-in-Chief.

On the subject of recruiting for the army Sir Henry

Hardinge was opposed, as most military men are, to

the enlistment of soldiers under nineteen years of age.

In a Memorandum on recruiting, written in 1829, he

recorded that the 7th Foot in the Peninsula lost in

one year 246 men by disease, of whom 169 were re-

cruits recently landed
; whilst out of 1145 old soldiers

only 77 died. Similarly, in the 40th Foot in the same

campaign, out of 170 recruits 104 were lost to the

service fi-om the same causes. He always insisted on

the supreme importance of not sending men under

twenty years of age upon foreign service. These

opinions he still held when he was Commander-in-Chief

during the Crimean War
;
but such was the pressure

then placed on the resources of the country from the

duration of the siege of Sebastopol and other causes, that

the Government was obliojed to reinforce Lord Raglan's

army in the trenches with young recruits, who perished

in large numbers as rapidly as in the Peninsula.

Even now, in a time of profound peace, drafts are

sometimes sent to India containing a considerable

proportion of boys under twenty, a state of things

which is one of the great difficulties of ^^Mftiiii^-
an Indian army by a system of short seuw^lK ?i^ ^ rv

During his parliamentary career as ^ec»KbrVw4?t J-r

c a i -iV-XSlIb
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War, Sir Henry Hardinge was constantly confronted

by Mr. Joseph Hume, the well-known Radical M.P.

for Montrose, who examined and criticised the esti-

mates for the army Avith special ability. In the year

1853, when a parliamentary committee was enquir-

ing into the renewal of the East India Company's

Charter, IMi-. Hume cross-questioned him upon his

distril)ution of patronage in India. Lord Hardinge,

amongst other appointments referred to, replied

that one of the best men he had brought to the

front was a man of extreme democratic views, ' Ah !

'

said Joseph Hume, 'then you found out that an

out-and-out Radical was not such a bad fellow

after all ^'

To Sir H. Hardinge is due also the humane pro-

hibition against firing on mobs by the military. The

instructions are now much more precise as to the

circumstances under which the soldier is to supersede

the magistrate. He was an advocate of corporal

punishment in the army, as necessary for the pre-

servation of discipline, whenever its abolition was

proposed in Parliament. Of this he was so con-

scientiously convinced that one of the acts which

marked his Indian administration was the restora-

tion of flogging in the Native army, which had been

nljolished by Lord AVillijim Bentinck. This was

looked upon as a very hazardous undertaking, but

the result was so far satisfactory that corporal

'

liciiiu' II menibor of thai Committee, I heard Mr. Hume use

tltcau woi'da.
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punishment at once became practically a dead letter

in the Native army.
The following Memorandum, drawn up in 1826,

when Sir H. Hardino-e was Clerk of the Ordnance, is

interestinof, as showinof the views he advocated with

regard to the want of preparation and organisation

which he thought existed at that period :
— ' The

expediency,' he remarks,
' of being prepared at all times

for a renewal of war, as it regards the security of the

country and its colonies, and the power of making

early and vigorous offensive exertions, cannot admit

of a doubt. This object, it is conceived, may be as-

sisted by carefully looking into every branch of the

Ordnance establishment as it now is [in 1826] after

ten years of peace. Assuming the establishment to

rest on its present basis, and that all augmentations

in case of war have to be provided for, it will be de-

sirable to ascertain whether the Department, in all its

parts dispersed over this vast empire, is in that state

of order and readiness in which it ought to be to meet

a sudden renewal of hostilities, to discover those parts

which are defective, to apply remedies, to distribute

the Ordnance resources in just proportions to its

necessary wants, so that by previous arrangement

every measure of a general and local nature should

be decided in order to avoid delay at the moment of

action, and that the means and mode of augmenting

each branch with rapidity should be calculated and

fixed beforehand, thereby accomplishing the double

purpose of putting everything in a secure state of
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rlefence, and in a fit state for rapid augmenta-
tion.'

The Memorandum states that this question must

become more pressing the longer we remain at peace.
' As the feeling and recollection of the late war sub-

sides, the more confirmed becomes the habit of lookincj

at all our establishments as a sort of arrangement
limited to the duties required of them in peace, with-

out reference to a state of preparation for war.' It is

further maintained in the same Memorandum that ' we

ought to redouble our efforts to counteract the ill

effects of over-reduction for all the various parts of

which the military force of the empire is composed.

The Ordnance establishments, from the scientific nature

of their details, are those which are the slowest to

bring to perfection. The clamour raised against many
of these establishments is followed by the assertion

that the manufacturing departments should be put

down, and that the private mills and manufacturing

agencies of Birmingham should supply our wants,

without such establishments as Enfield, Waltham, &c.'

Sir H. Hardinjxe also observes that 'on the breakinji

out of the Revolutionary War the inefficiency of the

army did not proceed so much from any inferiority

of discipline, as from the total break-down of its

establishments. The troops constantly distinguished

themselves, but the artillery department was so un-

wieldy that the guns were an impediment instead of

aflbrding assistance to the troops. The army had no

field-train, no waggon-train, and can hardly be said
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to have had a Commissariat or a Medical Department.

The steady successes at the end of the war show that,

under proper direction, the country can and ought to

rely on its national troops, and that the army can

never be effective unless its military establishments

are kept in efficiency in time of peace, of which the

most important are under the direction of the Ordnance

Department.' He then concludes by saying that 'the

most important question to be thoroughly looked into

is the question of coast-defence—how the batteries

should be armed, where placed, and how the additional

expense should be met, especially as regards Ireland,

where, from the temper of the people, a proper amount

of force should be always distributed.'

The principles thus advocated in 1826 have not lost

their importance at the present day. Royal Commis-

sions and Departmental Committees without number

have enquired year after year into all these questions ;

but nothing has been practically done until recently,

when estimates have been passed providing for our

coast-defences at home and abroad. Guns, however,

like ships, are ever changing as to type. Augmenta-
tions in numbers are sanctioned only to be cut down

again in a succeeding session, and with the view of

squaring a popular budget, while departments are re-

modelled for the purpose of centralizing or dispersing

.the responsibility of the different heads. He would

be a bold man, whether statesman or soldier, who

would maintain that everything has even now been

finally settled on a secure basis.
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In 1829, as Secretary at War, Sir Henry Hardinge

revised and consolidated the system of pensions which

had existed since 1806. The necessity for this re-

vision arose from the fact that the number of pen-

sioners of fourteen years' service and upwards had

increased since 1817 from 64,000 to 84,000, and in-

cluding the artillery to 94,000 ;
while the number of

admissions to the list exceeded the number of deaths

by 500 annually. Under the existing system, 17 15

men had been pensioned off at the average age of

twenty-four years, most of whom had completed only

four or five years' service. That short-service soldiers

should be pensioned for life at so early an age was

attributable in a great measure to a statute of George

III, under which soldiers' pensions, formerly depend-

ent upon royal bounty, became vested interests under

the guarantee of an Act of Parliament. Moreover,

pensions were often granted to men discharged for

every sort of military crime, contrary no doubt to

what were the intentions of Parliament.

All this could only be corrected, according to the

views of Sir H. Hardinge, by cancelling all previous

warrants and substituting a fresh system. Under the

new warrant, soldiers of only fourteen years' service

were allowed a temporary and conditional pension;

while long and faithful service was duly recognised.

It, was, at tlic same time, not retrospective. The pen-

si(»n for wounds remained the same as had been laid

<lown in 181 2 ; but the rate for length of service was

increased from i«. to i«. id. per diem after certain
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periods. Soldiers of fourteen years' service received

in future only a gratuity in proportion to their length

of service. This substitution of gratuity instead of

pension for short service put a stop to the practice

of '

malingering,' which the previous system had en-

couraged by giving a pension to every man discharged

on the ground of disability.

In a discussion with Sir Herbert Taylor, Sir H.

Hardinge's own words are these :
—* I state twenty-

one years to be a fair term of service
; efficiency is

true economy, and is the great principle by which

the army should be regulated.' I quote these pas-

sages to show that the decrease of the charge for

pensions was not the chief object of the warrant, but

that efficiency, justice to the old soldier, and the sub-

stitution of the principle of pensions for long service

instead of for disability, formed the basis on which it

was to be worked. Lord Hill, Lord Beresford, Sir George

Murray, and many others of great military experience

concurred, as well as the Duke of Wellington, who

said :
— 'I contend that disability on account of

disease is not merit—it may more properly be termed

demerit.' These were the main features of the war-

rant of 1829, and they met with general approval.

Modifications have been subsequently introduced, but

the principles applied to long service by Six H.

Hardinge still remain in force.

The short service of seven years has since been

established ; but all non - commissioned officers, as

well as rank and file, can re-engage, if approved
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of by their commanding officer, and on certain other

conditions, with the object of earning the pension

after completing twenty-one years' total service.

Short service has, no doubt, provided the army with

a valuable reserve. But it has, like every other

scheme, its shortcomings and drawbacks. The pro-

blem which still remains to be solved is whether our

recruiting powers will at all times be found equal to

the emergency, combined with the drain upon the

finances of India caused by bringing home the time-

expired men.

In dealing with the political career of Sir H. Hard-

inge, the prominent part he took in the debates on

the Carlist War in 1836 and 1H37 must not be passed

over. On the death of King Ferdinand, the Ministers

of England and France saw the necessity of maintain-

ing the title of" Isabella to the throne of Spain ;
she

became bound to us as we became bound to her and

the other Powers by the Quadruple Treaty, which was

signed in 1834. The object of this Treaty, as stated

in its principal articles, was the establishment of

peace by the expulsion of the Infantas from Portugal,

where Don Carlos and his adherents were not only

supporting Don Miguel, but entering into ever}^ sort

of intrigue to subvert tho Spanish Munarchy. By the

third article, E^ngland engaged to co-operate with a

naval force in the operations to be undertaken by
the troops of Spain and Portugal. Shortly after the

signing of the Treaty, Lord Palmerston had issued an

Order in Council suspending tho Foreign Enlistment
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Act in favour of Queen Isabella. Colonel (afterwards

Sir) De Lacy Evans was appointed to command the

Auxiliary Legion, and landed at St. Sebastian in July,

1835. The Tory party in Parliament vigorously as-

sailed this policy. It was contended on their part that

the Government had gone bej^ond
—and had even con-

travened—the terms of the Treaty. In 1837 a motion

was brought forward condemnino; the Order in Council.

Mr. Roebuck supported it, with the view of putting

an end to the policy of intervention in the affairs of

the Continent, while Lord Palmerston replied in his

happiest vein. The House divided, and the motion

was negatived by a majority of thirty-six votes.

In the meantime, Sir De Lacy Evans's Legion

had been employed in raising the siege of Bilbao,

in conjunction with the naval force under Lord

John Hay. Other operations followed, in which the

Legion fought gallantly, but under the disadvantages

of want of training, want of supplies, and want

of officers of experience. This led to the return

of Sir De Lacy Evans to England, where he had to

defend himself against the numerous critics who

had sprung up. It was on this occasion that Sir

H. Hardinge made one of his forcible speeches, in

reply to the explanations offered by the commander

of the Legion in the House of Commons. He reminded

Sir De Lacy that the Liberal and Tory press had

criticised him with equal asperity. He compared the

medical arrangements made by the Spanish Govern-

ment with those of the Peninsular War, showing that
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the loss by sickness in the Duke of Wellington's army
was one in thii-ty, w^hilst the Legion lost one in five

from the same causes—sixty officers and 2000 men had

died in one winter from disease, misery, and star-

vation, without pay and without rations. He de-

nounced the conduct of the Spanish Government as

infamous. He next found fault with Sir De Lacy
Evans for having issued an order on his arrival at St.

Sebastian that a soldier for certain offences should

receive two dozen lashes without a court-martial,

he himself having voted steadily in Parliament for

the abolition of corporal punishment.

After denouncing Don Carlos's Darango Decree,

he alluded to the retreat from Ernani :

' When the

gallant officer [Sir De L. Evans] spoke of the retreat

at Ernani as a "
mischance," his force of 14^000 men

having lost four hundred men in the retreat, the effi^rts

of the Legion cannot have been very great.' When he

criticised their conduct on that occasion, his criticisms

were only equalled by those of the gallant officer himself

in his own despatch ;
after such a despatch he considered

the mischief irremediable, and that the Legion could

do no more good. This defeat, he held, was owing to

the ' insubordination which had arisen from the gross

neglect of the Spanish Government.' He then showed

that want of communication with Espartero and the

other generals had created a disaster
;
and a disaster

on the field of battle was much worse, and a very dif-

ferent thing from a retreat, which (as at Corunna) might
be a brilliant achievement. He further stated that
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the Duke of Wellington's Peninsular army had never

attacked a position which they did not take, or defended

a position which they did not keep. He remarked

that this reminded him of an anecdote told of Napo-
leon by General Foy : Napoleon was observing that

the British force was defending a position in which

it had been vigorously attacked. '

Yes,' said General

Foy,
' these English always keep a position when they

get it.' Napoleon said it was always so. He knew

of no instance to the contrary.
'

Yes,' said Foy,
' the

contrary occurred at the battle of Almanza.' 'But

at that battle,' said Napoleon,
' the French army was

commanded by the Duke of Berwick, an Englishman,

and the English by Euvigny Lord Galway, a French-

man.'

The Times, in reviewing the debate, remarked that

Sir De L. Evans was specially unfortunate in being

answered by Sir H. Hardinge, whose comments were

unanswerable, and who retracted nothing.

Sir Henry Hardinge's political views were essen-

tially Conservative. He lived at a time when the

excitement of party politics ran high, and when a

sharp line of demarcation divided the contending

factions in Parliament. A political opponent has

described him as a warm but generous adversary,

liable to be roused by the slightest imputation, but

one who never allowed the sun to go down upon his

w^ath. When, on his return from India, a dinner in

his honour was given at the Carlton Club by the

Conservative party, he remarked, in reply to the
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Chairman's speech, that he went to India a Con-

servative, and that his opinions had undergone no

change.

When affairs of honour, as they were termed in

those days, were in vogue. Sir Henry Hardinge was

frequently appealed to for advice by the most eminent

men in public life. No man possessed a greater

reputation for sound judgment and tact in matters re-

quiring the most delicate handling, and both the Duke
of Wellington and Sir Robert Peel had the advantacre

of his advice on several occasions. The most memor-

able of these was the meeting which took place

between the Duke of Wellington and Lord Win-

chelsea in 1829.

During his political career it was to Peel that Sir

Henry Hardinge was most devotedly attached. The

following letter shows the affectionate terms on which

they corresponded. It was written in reply to a

private account of the battle of Firozshah, which the

Governor-General had sent home to him.

'1846.

*My DrAR HARDTXaE,
' Your loss has been very severe. It demon-

strates the extent of danger and the necessity for

unparalleled exertion. We are astonished at the

numbers, the power of concentration, and the skill

and courage of the enemy. On all matters of re-

inforcement, I hope Lord Ripon will write to you as

fully as the short time will allow. We shall lay

some of your letters on the table of the House,
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tending to show the policy which you had resolved

to pursue, and the unprovoked and wicked aggression

which you have repelled. Your escape and that of

your sons, amid all the perils that surrounded you,

has filled us with delight. Lady Peel is greatly

pleased that you thought of her amid the pressure of

such events as those in the midst of which your letter

was written.

'My boy (William)^ is just come home from the

Sandwich Islands, being sent home after a personal

survey of the Oregon, with despatches.
' I think we shall be able to preserve peace with the

United States, notwithstanding the blustering of Polk

and the American Congress.
' God bless you, my dear Hardinge. Excuse my

hurried letter. I am fighting a desperate battle here.

Shall probably drive my opponents across the Sutlej,

but what is to come afterwards, I know not.

' Ever affectionately yours,
' R. Peel.'

The above letter is now preserved in a case at the

National Portrait Gallery, with others written by the

most eminent men of the day.

1 may here mention another letter, addressed by

Sir Robert Peel to Sir Henry Hardinge, on the eve of

his departure for India. Peel mentions how he had

noticed that Hardinge wore only the ribbon of a

> Sir William Tccl, RN., afterwards so highly distinguished in

the Crimea and in the Mutiny.
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Prussian Order, that his military services were well

known, and that he proposed to confer on him the

Grand Cross of the Bath in the civil division, in

recognition of the political services he had rendered

to the country.

In 1842 peace had been made with China, and the

Kabul disaster was avenged by the entry of Pollock's

army into the Afghan capital, while Peel's Cabinet

bade fair to enjoy public confidence till the Irish

famine broke up the hitherto united party, led by
such distinguished statesmen as Lord Aberdeen,

Mr. Sidney Herbert, Mr. Stanley (Lord Derby), Mr.

Gladstone, and Sir J. Graham. With all these Sir H.

Hardinge was on terms of the closest confidence and

intimacy. All of thein have left the scene of their

labours, with one brilliant exception, whose name

must occur to every one in the political world.

It would not be within the scope of this Memoir

to review the conduct of Lord Ellenborough as

Governor-General of India (1842-44) and his recall.

He was the kinsman by marriage of Sir H. Hardinge,

and corresponded with him during his Indian admini-

stration. When he left India, he prided himself on the

state of profound peace in which he had left the country.

Whether that peace could be preserved was a matter

which gave rise to much speculation ;
and without

doubt the selection of a distinguished soldier, who
also possessed the experience of a Cabinet Minister,

rather pointed to the anticipation of war. A few

years before, on the receipt of the news of the Kabul
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disasters (1842), Sir Henry Hardinge had been pressed

to accept the command of the Indian army, which for

urgent private reasons he was compelled to decline.

Now, on being offered the higher office of Oovernor-

General, he felt it an imperative duty to waive all per-

sonal considerations. This is so well expressed in a

speech of Sir R. Peel's, on moving a vote of thanks in

Parliament, on April 2nd, 1846, to the Army of the

Sutlej, that I feel the following extract should be

reproduced :

' He made a great sacrifice, from a sense

of public duty. My gallant friend held a prominent

place in the councils of Her Majesty ;
he was, without

reference to party divisions, held in great esteem in

this House, as well by his political opponents as by
his political friends. He was regarded by the army
of this country as its friend, because he was the friend

of justice to all ranks. It was proposed to him—at a

time of life when perhaps ambition is a less powerful

stimulus than it might have been at an earlier period
—

it was proposed to him to relinquish his place in the

councils of the Sovereign, and to forego the satis-

faction he must have felt at what he could not fail

to see, that he was an object of general respect and

esteem.' Such words are no ordinary tribute to his

memory, especially when uttered by so great a

statesman.

Read, too, the parting words of the Chairman (Captain

Shepherd) of the Court of Directors, addressed to Sir

H. Hardinge at a farewell banquet of the Court, June,

1 844 ;
'

By our latest intelligence we are induced to

D
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hope that peace will be preserved in India. I need not

say that it is our anxious wish that it should be so. You,

sir, know how great are the evils of war. And we feel

confident that, while ever ready to maintain unim-

paired the honour of the country and the supremacy of

our arms, your policy will be essentially pacific. It has

always been the desire of the Court that the govern-

ment of the East India Company should be eminently

just, moderate, and conciliatory; but the supremacy

of our power must be maintained when necessary by
the force of our arms.' May it not be said that Sir

H. Hardinge's subsequent policy carried out almost

to the letter the above instructions %

In the preceding pages the early life and political

career of Sir H. Hardinge have been briefly sketched,

the limits of this Memoir not admitting of further

detail. Few soldiers of the present century can point

to such a combination of military and political ser-

vices
;
while his Indian administration, now to be

described, is not the least eventful chapter in the

history of that country.



CHAPTER IV

The Voyage to India

1844

One of the characteristics of Sir H. Hardinge was a

resolution to carry through without delay whatever

duty devolved upon him. Having therefore arranged

to proceed at once to Calcutta via Marseilles and the

Mediterranean, he left England on the 12th of June,

1844. Crossing the Channel, he reached Paris and

Orleans on the same day. At Orleans, as in those

days the railway was unfinished, a travelling car-

riage was hired, and the rest of the journey was ac-

complished enposte without a halt as far as Marseilles.

Here his party, which included Colonel Wood,

A.D.C., and the present writer, embarked on board

H.M. S. 'Geyser,' which was waiting in the harbour.

After a voyage of eight days on the smooth waters

of the Mediterranean, the low shore and palm-trees

of Alexandria hove in sight. On disembarking,

the usual hubbub of Arabs and donkey boys assailed

us. We were compelled to force our way through the

crowd, in order to reach the hotel. It was Sunday,

and with that observance of the day which he never

omitted, Sir K. Hardinge attended service at the small

Protestant church in the town.

D 2
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Having to deliver a despatch to Mehemet Ali from

Lord Aberdeen, he repaired to the palace later in the

day, and was ushered into the hall of audience. In a

letter to his wife he describes the scene in these

words :
—'At the end of the presence chamber there

sat an old man rather short and lame. He scrambled

off his ottoman, walking half-way down the room to

receive me. Pipes and coffee for His Highness and

his brother Viceroy were then produced, all his

courtiers being kept standing ; and then Artin Bey,

whom you may recollect in England, interpreted my
limping French into Turkish, The eyes of this old

man are very fine and inquisitive ;
he never took them

off me
; encouraged me to talk, but said little in reply.

I then left Lord Aberdeen's despatch with the Minister,

and took my leave.' Such was the portrait of this

eminent man.

The next morning the conversation was resumed.

The Pasha remarked that up to the age of forty-seven

he was unable to read or write, but had subsequently

taught himself Arabic. He always consoled himself

for every misfortune by the reflection that it was so

predestined, or that the loss was a real gain. Thus

he praised Lord Palmerston for combining against hira

to deprive him of Syria and Arabia, saying that these

campaigns had required 50,000 men ;
that the expense

was thrown on Egypt ;
and that when Syria was forced

from him by England and the Allied Powers, there

was no disgrace in his son Ibrahim's abandoning

it, whereby he was able to administer the finances of
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Egypt at less cost and with greater benefit to the

country.

On the morning of the 26th of June the Pasha's

carriages conveyed us to the Mahmudiyeh Canal,

where a flat-bottomed steamer was waiting for us.

This canal had been made twenty years before by

300,000 poor villagers, and it is calculated that its

construction cost the lives of 20,000 men. Then

began a tedious journey up its waters, the shallow-

ness of which made our progress so slow that at the

first station a regiment 600 strong was ordered to tow

the steamer up the muddy and sluggish stream. Our

rate of progress had been about six miles an hour.

The troops, who hitherto had towed the steamer

from the bank, were now ordered to throw oflf their

clothing and accoutrements; they then dashed into the

water, and with long ropes dragged it up the stream.

Their officers seemed to look upon them as mere

animals, and treated them as such. Some fell out and

were seen to fall on their knees in prayer, while the

rest were urged on with those wild cries peculiar

to Eastern nations. Sir Henry remarks on this:—
' The same devotions were constantly going on on

board, and I never was so much struck with an

exhibition of religious feeling as that which seemed

to have such complete possession over these poor

Muhammadans.'

Cairo was reached on the evening of the 28th of

June, the voyage having occupied thirty-eight hours

instead of thirty. The next day the usual visit of
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ceremony was paid to Ibrahim Pasha, a tall, Jewish-

looking man, very different in appearance from his

father. There were marble courts with fountains of

different designs, some constructed on the model of the

Alhambra, with lions spouting out water. When Sir

Henry remarked that these courts reminded him of

the Alhambra, Ibrahim asked in what part of the

world such a palace was situated. 'He had never

heard of the Caliphs in Spain, and seemed astonished

at my admiration
;
but when he was told that we owed

the invention of the watch to the Moors, his look of

increduhty was quite a study.' Ibrahim had dis-

tinguished himself in the Syrian campaign, and was

now devoted to planting trees and irrigating the land

by hydraulic power. He and his father were Alba-

nians by birth, it being the tradition of the country

that Turks should not be employed in the highest

offices of the state.

Cairo is now well known to the European traveller.

Boulevards, with gas lamps, have superseded many of

its beautiful old buildings. In 1844 there was only

one small hotel in the city, the Overland Route being

then in its infancy. We traversed the city on horse-

back, with an Egyptian escort in front to clear the

way. The citadel was next visited, and we were shown

the spot where a single Mameluke alone escaped from

the general massacre ordered by Mchemet Ali. At

nine that evening we turned into bed, half-dressed,

havinj; made an"an<:;ements to ride across the desert to

view the Pyramids by moonlight. I cannot do better
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than describe this expedition in Sir Henry's own

words :
—

' The night was lovely : a full moon, with the

Pyramids seen indistinctly on the horizon. We had

six or seven men with long poles, with a covered

iron grating at the top, in which were placed pieces of

dry wood to serve as torches. These men were distri-

buted along the road, running at the rate of four or

five miles an hour. The neighing of forty horses, the

screams of the camels, the partial obscurity and con-

flict between the light of the moon and that of the

large torches, contributed to make it one of the most

extraordinary scenes I had ever witnessed. I am as

fresh as when I started, having ridden twenty-four

miles there and back.'

On our return to Cairo, our farewell interview with

Ibrahim took place. He insisted on giving us a

Turkish dinner; and it was strange to see four officers

booted and spurred reclining on ottomans, with pic-

turesque attendants to hand round the dishes, no

knives and forks being allowed, only chopsticks.

Ibrahim himself tore up with his fingers the meat

which was placed before him, whilst sherbet and

other cooling drinks washed down this Eastern fare.

After taking our final leave, we got into an English

landau diiven by an Englishman, with a postillion on

the leaders, and horsed by animals of the country.

After the usual amount of neighing and kicking we at

last got under weigh. There were relays of Nubian

runners carrying torches as usual, going at the rate
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of twelve miles an hour. When we had galloped in

this style about fifty miles, changing horses at every

ten, the unfortunate postillion, who had determined to

ride the whole way (eighty-four miles), was thrown

under the carriage by his horse falling. We feared

he was killed, but it turned out that his foot was only
bruised. We left him at the next bungalow, consoling
him with a present.

In the words of Sir Heniy, 'We then went the

remainder of the distance with four-in-hand, the

Englishman driving with extraordinary skill and

speed. Suez was reached an hour after sunrise, the

distance between Cairo and the latter place having

occupied only twelve hours. I stopped and dressed

in the same room that Napoleon had used during
his campaign in Egypt; and, our boats being ready,
I was on board the "Hindostan" for breakfast.

The heat was intense, 94° in our cabins, while

in the engine-room it was, of course, almost in-

supportable (120°). In carrying on their duties

the unfortunate stokers are obliged, in order to

keep body and soul together, to drink strong

spirits. Their wages are high, but their lives are

short.'

Such was the Egypt of those days. The country
has since passed through many vicissitudes. It was

a dream of Lord Ellenborough to bring about its

occupation by British troops ;
and there is a letter

from him in existence in which he expresses the

desire to have Sir H. Hardinge as Commandor-in-
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Chief in India, in order that they might conjointly

carry out such a project.

On the ist of July we were steaming down the

Red Sea, and on the 5th disembarked at Aden, which

was carefully inspected by Sir Henry. Mounting
his horse before daybreak, he rode over the whole

cantonment, after having first inspected H.M.'s 17th

Foot and the 47th Regiment of Madras Native In-

fantry. He remarks in a letter to his wife that this

chaotic mass of volcanic rock, with hardly a blade

of grass visible, exceeded anything he had ever seen

in Europe or America. The Arabs of the neigh-

bourhood were small, active men
;
but when he went

down the ranks of his own sturdy Englishmen, their

marked superiority over the Sepoys of the garrison

was a matter of no small satisfaction to him. During
his short stay at Aden he made notes on all the

weak points of defence then to be detected, and on

his return to the steamer employed himself in drawing

up an ofiicial report pointing out the errors of the

Bombay Engineers, and proving how unnecessary was

the extravagant expenditure then going on upon the

rock.

This Aden report, the substance of which was made

public, is considered to be among the ablest of Lord

Hardinge's military minutes. Though not himself a

military engineer, he had acquired at the Staff

College all the information requisite for seizing at

once upon the strong and weak points of such a

question. He ridiculed the idea of making Aden a
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Gibraltar, while Singapore, Hong Kong, and the Cape
remained practically defenceless. He laid down the

principle that works for 1200 men in peace and 1500
in war were sufficient protection against any enemy
that was not master of the sea. I may here mention

that such was the confidence reposed in him on

these questions that, soon after his return from

India, Lord John Russell asked him, although not

then in office, to draw up a scheme for fortifying our

coasts and detailing the number of ships he deemed

necessary for home defence.

In another fortnight our party reached Point de

Galle. Twenty-four hours sufficed for coaling ;
so

that after dining with the Governor of Ceylon^ an old

Peninsular officer, we were again at sea. At Madras

we lay to for a few hours, surrounded by those cata-

marans which defy the heaviest surf. Then, with a fair

wind, we reached the Sand Heads at the mouth of the

Hiigli on the 23rd of July. On approaching Calcutta,

Lord Ellenborough's private secretary, Captain H.

M. Durand, came on board. Captain Durand was on

Lord Ellenborough's departure appointed Governor of

the Tenasscrim Provinces, and subsequently made his

mark as Sir Henry Durand in the annals of Indian

history.

The reception of a new Governor-General on the

steps of Government House, although an accustomed

ceremonial in the eyes of the Calcutta world, is a

novel and imposing sight for European travellers.

Lord Ellenborough and his Council met the new
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Governor-General in the Marble Hall of Government

House, this reception being followed by a State

dinner, which the civil and military dignitaries at-

tended. Sir Henry Hardinge was then sworn in, and

on the following day entered upon those laborious

duties to which he devoted unwearied zeal and

energy for more than three years.



CHAPTER V

First Year at Calcutta

1844-45

Lord Hardtnge always expressed himself deeply

grateful for the advice and help so heartily rendered

to him by the members of the Indian services, both

civil and military. And it is only just to record the

names of those who formed his Council at Calcutta,

and of those who were at this time at the head of

the several departments of the Secretariat. Sir Hugh
Gough, a Peninsular officer somewhat senior to Sir

Henry Hardinge, was commander-in-chief. The

military member of Council was Sir George Pollock,

who had shortly before returned from leading the

army of Kabul through the Khaibar Pass. The legal

member of Council, appointed in England, was Charles

Hay Cameron, a pupil of Bentham
;
the representa-

tives of the civil service were Sir Herbert Maddock
and Frederick Millett. The foreign secretary was

Currie (afterwards Sir Frederick), with W. Edwards

for his assistant
;
tho home department was under

Bushby, finance under Dorin. The administration of

Bengal was under the direct charge of the Governor-

(leiieral, with Halliday for his secretary ; though
when Sir H. Hardinge was called to the frontier, Sir
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Herbert Macldock officiated as Lieutenant-Governor.

The sole survivors (1890) are W. Edwards and Sir

Frederick Halliday ;
the latter recently retired from

the India Council, after a long and distinguished

service of more than sixty years.

It was the Governor-General's custom, after a short

ride at daybreak, to transact the current business of

the day with the different members of the Secretariat.

He was recommended not to grant interviews. Had

he done so, it would have been impossible, ruling as

he then did Lower Bengal as well as the whole of

India, to have got through his day's work. There

was hardly an official at Government House who did

not recognise the necessity of this principle.

Once installed in office, Sir H. Hardinge spared no

opportunity of enquiring without delay into the

military departments of the country. Having de-

voted so much of his time and energy during his

English career to questions of military organisation

and national defences, he felt, as he remarks in a letter

written at this period, that, although he wished to

maintain the Sikh Government in power and not to

enlarge our overgrown empire, due precautions must

be observed. Troops were moved up quietly towards

the frontier, so that when the crisis came he was

equal to the occasion.

While these precautionary measures were going on

almost unobserved, the Governor-General by no

means neglected such matters of civil administration

as called for special attention.
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The Calcutta Review of 1847 remarks that ' The

Punjab has been called the difficulty of recent

administrations, but Oudh is the difficulty of all.'

Such a difficulty now arose from the King of Oudh's

attempt to supplant his Wazir, Muna-ud Daula, by a

mere upstart, Amin-ud Daula. The Governor-General

might have enforced one of the articles of the Treaty,

but preferred giving friendly advice accompanied by
a solemn warning, which for the time put an end to

the systematic disregard of the Resident's representa-

tions. It was reserved to him at a later period of

his administration, on visiting Lucknow, to take up
the question from a more serious point of view.

The next subject that engaged his attention was that

of native education, which may be regarded as a test

by which to measure the beneficent results of British

administration in India. The Muhammadan College at

Calcutta and the Hindu Sanskrit College at Benares

(in addition to the missionary and other private

institutions) had already done much good by intro-

ducing improved literature and modifying the pre-

judices of the higher classes of the population.

Education—and especially education in English
—has

since advanced by rapid strides, until what was at

that time but a small beginning, has now grown into

a general system of instruction, with ramifications in

every village.

To stimulate this progress was the aim of Sir

Henry Hardingc's Minute, dated October loth, 1H44:
' The Governor-General, having taken into considera-
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tion the existing state of education in Bengal, and

being of opinion that it is highly desirable to afford

it every reasonable encouragement by holding out to

those who have taken advantage of the opportunity

of instruction a fair prospect of employment in the

public service, and thereby not only to reward

individual merit, but to enable the State to profit as

largely as possible by the result of the measures

adopted of late years for the instruction of the people

as well by the Government as by private individuals

and societies, has resolved that in every possible

case a preference shall be given in the selection of

candidates for public employment to those who have

been educated in the institutions thus established, and

especially to those who have distinguished themselves

therein by a more than ordinary degree of merit.'

The effect of this Minute was remarkable. Early

in the December following, the Calcutta Babus called

a meeting, at which five hundred native gentlemen

attended, to present an address to the Governor-

General in acknowledgment of the policy he had pro-

pounded. In his reply, Sir Henry Hardinge dwelt

on the advantages both to the governors and to the

governed of the spread of education, laying special

stress on the services of natives of superior intelligence

as tending to the happiness and prosperity of the

community at large.

In the following March (i 845) the Governor-General

distributed the prizes at the Hindu and Muhamma-

dan Colleges, and was much struck by the ability of
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the native students, remarking how admirably they

delivered some of Shakespeare's finest speeches, and

how on examination they explained with intelligence

and fluency the passages which they had recited. He
concluded his address by giving his hearers a practical

account of the magic powers of steam and electricity,

and announced amid cheers the appointment of one of

the students as a deputy-magistrate for special pro-

ficiency in the English language.

The seed thus sown has borne good fruit. Not

only has the native youth come forward to compete
with English students in examinations in England,

but in every Council in India native representatives

now take their seats by the side of their English

colleagues, thereby adding weight and stability to our

institutions.

Almost contemporaneously with this Education

Minute, the Governor-General issued another notifica-

tion of special interest to the poorer classes of the

community. This was a reduction of the salt duty,

which was at that time levied on different principles

and at different rates in the three Presidencies, The

reduction applied only to Bengal, where the supply of

salt was then chiefly derived from a Government

monopoly of manufacture, somewhat similar to the

existing opium system, although importation from

p]ngland, which has now almost entirely superseded

this local manufacture, had even then begun. At that

time the rate of duty in Bengal was three and a-quarter

rupees per Tnaund (So lbs.), contrasting with three-
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quarters of a rupee in Bombay and one rupee in

Madras. Lord Hardinge struck off the odd fraction,

bringing the duty in Bengal down to three rupees.

This is not the place to consider the incidence of

the salt-tax, which has frequently formed a subject for

discussion in the Imperial Parliament as well as in

India. Suffice it to say, that it forms the one impost

which every inhabitant of the country must pay ;
and

that, from the nature of the case, it falls with spe-

cial severity upon the poorest classes. It was this

consideration that influenced Sir H. Hardinge in

sanctioning the reduction. It had previously been

contemplated while Mr. W. Wilberforce Bird was

Deputy-Governor of Bengal ;
but had then been post-

poned through fear of tampering with a branch of the

revenue which yielded more than two millions sterling

in Bengal alone. The reduction of one quarter of a

rupee per maund was estimated to produce a loss of

about j^ 1 20,000.

Seldom has a just financial policy been followed

by more favourable results. The reduced rate was

originally guaranteed until April, 1849. But before

that time arrived, Sir Henry's military reductions

after the close of the Sikh War had so much im-

proved the Indian finances that he was able to give

up a further quarter of a rupee in 1847, and to

leave it to his successor to make a similar reduction

again in 1849. The varying rates of the salt-tax were

not finally eqnahsed until 1882, when a uniform duty of

two rupees per maund was fixed for the whole of India.

E
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Although to Lord Dalhousie belongs the credit,

which cannot be over-estimated, of having founded

that vast system of railway communication now

existing in India, it is but fair to mention the steps

taken by his predecessor with reference to this im-

portant question. Having made himself well ac-

quainted with the various reports laid before him,

Sir Henry Hardinge drew up a Minute on which a

writer in the Calcutta Review makes the following

comments:—'We are much mistaken if his Excellency

has ever written a State paper on which he can reflect

with more satisfaction, or which will more worthily

illustrate his sagacity, penetration, and practical

wisdom as a statesman.'

In this Minute, Sir H. Hardinge gave his approval

to the Grand Trunk Line (now the East Indian Rail-

way), as offering special advantages on military,

political, and commercial grounds. With regard to

the question of land, he argued that it should be

granted free to the companies ;
and he further main-

tained that the assistance to be given by the State

should include other substantial concessions, on the

ground that English capitalists would not enter into

such speculations without more encouragement from

the Government. In his opinion, the reasons for such

assistance arose from the military and political advan-

tages to be derived from the lines when completed. He

argued too in this Minute that it would not bo prudent

to leave the whole affair in the hands of the Govern-

ment—the State in India, as in England, deriving its
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advantage without interfering with the profits of the

companies. The Court of Directors at that time enter-

tained grave doubts whether an extensive railway

system was applicable to India. Various lines were

competing for precedence, and neither the Court nor

the Government appeared to have sufficient informa-

tion on the general question.

Mr. Sims, well known in the scientific world, assisted

by two officers of the Bengal Engineers, drew up an

exhaustive report on the question. Lines were sur-

veyed. The practicabihty of bridging over the Soane

(Son) River, with other works of importance, was

duly considered. The land question was so far set-

tled that the Home authorities decided that the land

should be given free to the companies, since its pur-

chase could be effected by the Government more

easily than by individual companies. The President

of the Council (Sir Herbert Maddock) suggested that

at the end of twenty-five years the railways should

revert to the State, on a fair valuation, and that no

dividend should be guaranteed either before or after

the completion of the work, one-tenth of the capital

being paid to the State in the event of failure.

It will be seen from the foregoing that, although
Sir Henry Hardinge'a attention was concentrated in a

great measure on the North-West Frontier and the

affairs of the Punjab, he found time to study and

grapple with such a difficult and comprehensive sub-

ject as that of Indian railways. Years have passed

since these deliberations took place. Some of the

E Z
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principles which he enunciated have been carried out,

and England has conferred on India a boon of ines-

timable value
;
while the facility of rapid communi-

cation has enabled the State to reduce its armies, to

provide security for the population against famine,

and to place its political relations on a much firmer

basis.

It was in the summer of the year 1844 that the

little war in Kolhapur and Sawantwari occurred.

Prompt measures suppressed the insurrection
;
and

Sir Henry Hardinge at once approved of the appoint-

ment of Colonel Outram, who brought the affair to

a speedy termination. The entire authority in the

State of Kolhapur was vested in British agents during

the minority of the young Raja. The country soon

became perfectly tranquil. The forts were dismantled

and the hereditary militia disbanded; while due

punishment was inflicted on the leaders of the insur-

rection.

Another subject which required the attention of Sir

Henry Hardinge during the first year of his rule was

the prevalence of human sacrifice among the Kandhs,

or Kondhs. This wild tribe, occupying the hill tracts

on the borders of Orissa and Ganjiim, had just been

brought under effectual British supervision. The

British officers ascertained that the Kandhs were

addicted to the practice of offering human victims,

'bought with a price,' to the Earth-god, in order to

propitiate his favour at seed-time and harvest. By
an Act of the Legislative Council (Act XXI. of 1845) a
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special agency was established for the tract of countiy

inhabited by the Kandhs
;
and this horrible custom

was suppressed by the energetic interference of a

series of able officers, among whom Major Macpher-

son is deserving of special mention.

Before he left Calcutta for the frontier, the

Governor-General also passed an Order prohibiting

Sunday labour—a boon to all creeds, and one that

was thoroughly appreciated by every section of the

community. This rule has been consistently carried

out in Government works, factories, and all official

undertakings. It means a weekly day of rest to

hundreds of thousands who would not otherwise have

had one.



CHAPTER VI

Anarchy at Lahore; Preparations for War

We must now turn to the state of affairs on the

North-West Frontier. It has been said that the pages

of Gibbon do not contain a chapter more fuU of

horrors than those which were of daily occurrence

at the Court of Lahore. After the death of Ranjit

Singh, intrigue, debauchery, and riot reigned supreme.

Raj^s and Ministers alike were massacred in quick

succession ;
while the army of the Khalsa, like the

praetorians of Imperial Rome, sold the supreme power,

which rested entii-ely in their hands, to the highest

bidder. They had expelled their officers, including

two European generals, Avitabilc and Court, and

transacted all negotiations by means of Panchayats

or representative committees.

Ranjit Singh is described as spending his last days

on a bed, scarcely able to speak, but still dictating his

orders to his officers. The road from Lahore to the

temple at Jawdlamiikhi ^ in the Jdlandhar Doab was

dotted with hackeries filled with ghee to feed the

sacred llame and propitiate the Deity, till one

morninf in 1H39 it was announced that the 'Lions'

spirit had fled to another world.

• A model in bronze of the silver gates of this Temple, copied for

Lord Iliirdinge, is now at South Park, Penshurst.
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When Sir Henry Hardinge arrived in India, both

the Rajd, Sher Singh, a son of Ranjit, and also the

Minister Dhian Singh, a brother of Ghulab Singh, had

recently been murdered on the same day. By means

of bribes to the army, Hira Singh, a son of Dhian, ob-

tained the succession to the post of Minister
;
while

the infant Dhulip, another son of Ranjit, was placed

on the throne, with his mother, the Rani, as Queen-

Regent. Hira Singh is thus described by Sir Henry

Hardinge:
—'He is the handsomest man in the East,

twenty-four years of age, and has shown considerable

ability. He is brave and reckless, and it is probable

that among people so ferocious he will not long escape

a violent death.' . . .

' Of the chief Sardars, ten have

already been destroyed ;
and when the expected event

of Hira Singh's death takes place, some soldier of

energy may possibly be found capable of controlling

this turbulent army.' The same letter also contains a

description of Ghulab Singh :
—' The most remarkable

man in the country is Ghulab Singh, the uncle of Hira

Singh. He was formerly a running footman in Ranjlt's

service. Entrusted with the task of conquering the

Hill tribes, he displayed great military ability and se-

cured for himself a revenue exceeding ^'600,000 a year.'

At this time Kashmir was in a state of insurrection.

The Afghans were threatening Peshawar, while Hira

Singh was endeavouring to induce Ghulab Singh to

march against them. The Governor of Multan had

lately been in conflict with the troops of the Sikh

Darbar, so that the Punjab was threatened from various
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quarters, and its dismemlDermeiit seemed inevitable.

The next event was the death of Hira Singh and

Pandit Julia, the latter one of the ablest and most

astute of the Lahore Sardars. They both fell in an

action which took place on December 21st, 1844.

Peshora Singh was now made use of by the army
to coerce the Rani. They declared him to be their

Sovereign, but he declined the proffered honour.

Major Broadfoot, the British Agent, at once informed

the Darbar that the Governor-General had recognised

Dhulip Singli as the Sovereign, and would be no

party to permitting any other successor to Ranjit.

In the meantime, overtures were made to our Agent

by the Darbar. They asked for a British force to

be permanently stationed at Lahore, with the view

of overawing the army. But Major Broadfoot

aerain declined to interfere. The Governor-General

remarks in a letter written at this time,
' That as

long as this military power is under no control, there

is no chance of a permanent government; that the

Government of Lidia were determined to respect the

Treaty of 1809, and to avoid all interference with the

dissensions of the Darbar.'

The Panchayats now entered into negotiations

with Ghulab Singh. Ho received them with humi-

lity, placing his sword and shield at their feet, and

gave .^^250,000 to be distributed among the men.

The post of Minister was offered to him
; which, with

bis usual cunning, he declined in favour of Peshora

Singh, Negotiations were broken off; but the crafty
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Ghulab again appeared, in a white sheet, expressing

sorrow for what had taken place. He threw himself

on the mercy of the Panchayats, who in consequence

of his promises of higher pay swore allegiance to liim

as Minister. Meanwhile, the Rani had caused Pe-

shora Singh to be murdered at Lahore, through the

agency of her favourite Lai Singh and her brother

Jowahir Singh, the latter of whom was appointed Min-

ister. But he did not long hold that office. Having been

called to account by the delegates of the army for

the murder of Peshora Singh, he was shot down on

his elephant, after the infant Maharaja had been torn

from his side and conveyed to a place of safety. Four

of Jowahir Singh's widows were burnt on the funeral

pile, whilst the Pani prostrated herself before them.

The army was now divided in allegiance between

Lai Singh and another Sardar named Tej Singh ;

while Ghulab Singh hung back as usual, waiting on

events. On the 4th of December, 1 845, affairs became

critical. The Rani, foreseeing that another revolution

would be fatal to her, ordered the army to march to the

Sutlej, which then formed the British boundary. When

they asked,
' What had the English done, that their ter-

ritory was to be invaded ?' she replied that the whole

of the English Sepoys would join them at once. Then

followed the usual recriminations, with mutual accu-

sations of treachery. But the end was at hand. In

a few days the first shot had been fired, and this

unprovoked aggression startled even those who Lad

long looked upon it as inevitable.
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It is the lot of public men, whether soldiers or

statesmen, to have their actions closely scanned and

canvassed. Of course, there were those who, during

the interval that elapsed between the battles of

]\Iudki and Firozshah and the crowning victory of

Sobraon, maintained that due preparations had notbeen

made against the emergency and that the Governor-

General had been taken by surprise. A writer in the

Quarterly Review of June, 1846, undertook the task

of giving an historical account of the events of this

period. Unfoi-tunately, many of his facts and figures

were inaccurate, not from any wish on the part of the

author (who was, indeed, an old friend of Sir Henry

Hardinge) to detract from his merits, but from in-

sufficiency of information and incorrectness of details.

The words of the Reviewer are these :
— '

If there

had been urtrent arguments addressed to Lord Ellen-

borough in favour of a peaceful reign, the wish both

of the Court of Directors and of the Cabinet on that

head was expressed to Sir Henry Hardinge with in-

creased earnestness. Sir Henry entered upon the

duties of his office more anxious than perhaps any

other Governor-General had been before him to sig-

nalise the entire term of his residence in India by the

useful labours of peace. At the same time, he did

not consider himself bound cither to censure or re-

trace the steps which his predecessor might have

taken in an opposite direction. He found the atten-

tion of Lord Ellenborough had been turned seriously

towards the North-Western Frontier; that all towns
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from Delhi to Karnal were filled with troops ; that the

Commander-in-Chief had already surveyed the whole

extent of the Protected States with a view to make

choice of military positions, and that the advanced

posts of Ludhiana and Firozpur had been strength-

ened. 8ir H. Hardinge neitlier tindid anything of

all this, nor found fault with it, but he carefully ab-

stained from the discussion in Council or elsewhere

of topics which might turn men's thoughts to war.'

Again,
' That he kept his eye on the Punjab, and

was neither regardless of the confusion which its

affairs were falling into nor of the consequences to

which this might possibly lead, is most certain. He
had already dkected the works at Ludhiana and

Firozpur to be strengthened, and raised the garrison

of the latter place from 4000 to 7000 men. The

former was held by about 6000
;
and at Ambala, where

Cough's head-quarters were established, and among the

cantonments in the rear, there were about 7500 of all

arms. But as Sir Henry certainly did not anticipate

that the whole power of the Punjab would be thrown

across the Sutlej, he naturally concluded that there

was force enough at hand to meet and repel whatever

invasion might be hazarded.'

The apologetic tone of these extracts seems to imply
that Lord Ellenborough had prepared everything and

Lord Hardinge nothing. So far from the towns from

Delhi to Karnal being filled with troops, Lord Ellen-

borough had abolished Karnal as a military station ;
and

as for the othertowns, there was hardlya soldier in them.
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The writer in the Quarterly, when called upon by
Sir Henry Hardinge to amend his facts and figures,

as well as the conclusions he had arrived at, published
a 'Note' in the January number of the year following

based upon information sent from Simla, having
been requested to lay the real facts before the public.

The contents of this ' Note '

may be described as the

Governor-General's '

case.' He was naturally annoyed
at having been misrepresented in a periodical so

widely read and of such weight, and it is with this

view that the details of his military preparations are

now given upon his own authority.

Now, let us see how the case really stood :

Post.
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The above return, which was di-awn up by the

Governor-General at the time, speaks for itself. He

landed in India in July, 1 844. On the 23rd August of

that year he addressed the Commander-in-Chief on

the distribution of the force in Bengal. On the 8th

September, five Native regiments were placed at the

disposal of the Commander-in-Chief for distribution

between Meerut and the frontier. On the nth of

the same month, confidential orders were sent for the

construction of two barracks at Firozpur, to accommo-

date a regiment of European infantry and two bat-

teries of artillery. The two European regiments at

Sabathu and Kasauli were also added to the gar-

rison. In January, 1845, ^^^ Bombay Government

was requested to send up H.M.'s 14th Light Dra-

goons to the frontier, and the batteries in the

Sirhind Division were raised from 90 to 130 horses.

As the result of these measures, the British force at

and above Ambala was augmented from 13,600 men

and 48 guns in January, 1844, to 32,500 men and

68 guns in December, 1845; while the total force at

and above Meerut, including Delhi and the Hill

Stations, which had been only 34,000 men and 66

guns, now amounted to 45,5°° men and 98 guns.

Lord Ellcnborough had made no fresh distribution

of troops before leaving India, but he had ordered

fifty-six boats to be built on the Indus. These Sir

Henry Hardinge brought up to Firozpur in Sep-

tember, ivS45, and on them, immediately after

the battle of Sobnion, the army crossed the river
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Sutlej. Pontoons had likewise been brought up from

Sind, and on the same occasion 24,000 men were

conveyed across the river, besides a siege train of

40 heavy guns, 100,000 camp-followers, and 68,000

baggage-animals. In the Memorandum referred to,

the Governor-General observes that ' The result of

these arrangements was that, nine days after the Sikhs

had crossed the Sutlej, the British armj^ fought the

battle of Firozshah, 19,700 strong, with 6^ guns,

including seven regiments of British infantry, a force

unparalleled in the annals of India.' ' It may be

asked why the force at and above Ambala only

fought 19,000 strong at Firozshah. The answer is,

that if in nine days 19,000 men and 6^ guns out of

a total force of 32,000 men were available, with a

reserve of 7090 men and 24 guns marching up from

Meerut, the Governor - General had done all that

wisdom and foresight could have achieved.'

The writer in the Quarterly Revleiv makes

another misstatement when he writes that ' The

Commander-in-Chief, conceiving hostilities about to

commence, ordered up to Meerut a regiment of Euro-

pean cavalry and two of infantry ; but various causes

connected with the political state of affairs induced

the Governor-General to disapprove of the latter

suggestion.' And further he adds that ' This forward

movement was countermanded by the Governor-

General, and our preparations may be said to have

reverted to what they were in the summer.'

The answer to all this is a simple negative. No
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retriinents from Meerut were ordered to inarch by the

Commander-in-Chief, with the exception of the 9th

Lancers. The regiments there were only ordered to

hold themselves in readiness. The Governor-General

wrote to the Commander-in-Chief: 'I concur in

moving up the 4th and 8th Irregular Cavalry with

the wing of the Shaikhawati Brigade. With regard to

H.M.'s 9th Lancers and the Sirmur Battalion, I

have forwarded the Adjutant-General's letter post-

poning their march
; agreeing with you, however, in

the orders at the time they were issued. The force at

and in front of Ambala must be strong enough to

move on Firozpur without waiting for the force at

Meerut. My own impression remains unaltered. When

I hear of a single piece of artillery having crossed the

Sutlej, I shall consider the movement to be made in

earnest.' The Commander-in-Chief concurred and

observed :

' I am still of opinion that they never will

be beaten this side of the river, except as plunderers.'

It is unnecessary to make further observations on

these extracts. They prove that the Governor-General

countermanded no orders of the Commander-in-Chief,

except as regards the 9th Lancers
;
and they also show

that the Commander-in-Chief himself did not expect

the Sikh invasion, and considered that there was

no necessity for moving up the Meerut force.

The Governor-General arrived at Ambdla on the

3rd December, 1845. On the 6th, Sir J. Littler asked

for another European regiment at Firozpur. The

Governor-General approved, and recorded his opinion
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that the AmMla force should be moved up immedi-

ately. With regard to Firozpur he observes :

' My
views have always been expressed and recorded that

the force there should be increased, and I am there-

fore very glad to have my opinions supported by
the Commander-in-Chief.' On the loth December,

H.M.'s 8oth Foot was ordered to march on Firozpur,

and two Native regiments were moved up from the

rear. On the 7tli the Commander-in-Chief writes :

' The force shall be all closed up as you wish, giving

the Darbar full time for decision.' It appears from

this that the Commander-in-Chief was well aware

that the Governor -General was only waiting for the

final answer to his letter of the 3rd December, when

the Vakil was dismissed. On the 9th the Governor-

General ordered H.M.'s 29th Foot and the 1st Bengal

Europeans from the Hills to be in readiness to

march. Sir J. Littler was now perfectly satisfied

with the strength of this force, and wrote that if the

Sikhs attacked him he was quite prepared to receive

them.

On the 12th December the Commander-in-Chief

moved from Ambjila, whilst the Governor-General rode

over to inspect Ludhi^na. Deeming it secure, he gave

orders for the withdrawal of its garrison to Basian,

the great grain depot on which the army depended for

its supplies. This movement was one of the most

important in the whole campaign. Had Basian been

destroyed by any sudden inroad of plunderers, the

army would have been delayed by at least ten days.
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and Firozpur itself might have been cut ofF^. On

the 15th the main body of the army was disen-

cumbered of its baofo-age, while their commissariat-

elephants brought up the stores and the footsore men

of the two regiments who had come from the Hills.

It has been necessary to enter into the above details

because Sir Henry Hardinge felt very strongly on the

question which had been raised. The result showed

his foresight. In the three subsequent actions not a

man could have been spared ;
in the last, every avail-

able soldier was utilised. His case was proved and

his defence is complete.

It may be well to insei-t here the latest intelligence

from the Lahore Darbar, which was received daily by

Major Broadfoot, who had now joined the camp of the

Governor-General :
— '

Tej Singh, on the Rani's urging

him to move forward, said they had none of their old

leaders left. They knew that certain death was before

them, and refused to march. Ghulab Singh, on the

other hand, was ready to treat, saying that he would

carry out whatever orders might be given by the

British Government. Bhai Ram Singh was also de-

puted by him to negotiate with the British.' So that

up to the last there was positive doubt as to the

intentions of the Darbar.

^ In this step the Governor-General acted on his own responsi-

bility. The Commander-in-Chief had protested against the evacu-

ation of Ludliiana on the score of its exposure to hostile attacks.

But the Goveri or-General saw the absolute necessity of placing

5000 men in advance of Ambala, and the result more than justified

the risk he had incurred.
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MUDKI AND FlROZSHAH

On December 12th, 1845, the Governor-General,

who was two marches ahead of the Commander-in-

Chief, received trustworthy intelligence that the Sikh

army had crossed the Sutlej. He immediately issued

a proclamation, declaring the Cis-Sutlej States to be

annexed to the British territories, and calling upon

the chiefs of those States for co-operation and fidelity.

He then met the Commander-in-Chief, when orders

were at once issued for a forced march to Esru, the

object being to reach Basidn before any Sikh force

could destroy the stores which had been accumulated

there. The Ludhiana force, 5000 strong, was in ad-

vance, while Sir J. Littler moved out of Firozpur

with two brigades, to engage a considerable force of

Sikhs who were threatening the town and who re-

tired immediately. Ldl Singh then advanced with

the main body of the Sikh army to Firozshdh, where

he entrenched himself. Afterwards, thinking possibly

that the British advanced guard was only the Lud-

hiana force, he moved on the 18th to Mudki, where

was fought the opening battle of the campaign.

No one who has not witnessed a night march with
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an Indian army can form any conception of the weird

aspect of such a scene. The expiiing fires round

which the shivering camp-followers congregate, the

roaring of the camels, the babel of tongues, the heavy

tramp of the troops as they move off. form incidents

that cannot be found together in any other army.
The number of camp-followers, too, is legion, while

the dark forms of the elephant-contingents add a

mvsterious character to this movinsr mass of duskv

warriors. As the day breaks, the scene changes. The

long lines of camels, the troops in column of route,

the grey-headed Subahdar and the light-hearted

ensign, all remind us that we are in India. Though

many battle-scenes have been depicted in Europe,
India for many reasons is to the artist a sealed book
Xo country is so fertile in picturesque incident, none

so glorious in colour and atmospheric effect

It was on such a morning that the army marched

to Wadni on December i6th. Sir Harry Smith was
in command of the leading Division, when it was

reported that the Sikhs had moved forward with the

object of cutting off our supplies. The report was. to

a certain extent, con-ect
;
for on arriving under the

walls of the fort at Wadni, resistance was threatened

and grain refused. This was but for a moment. The

Horse Artillery, with their horsehair helmets and

heavy jack-boots, were sent to the front, and, un-

limbering. were about to open fire, when discretion

proved the better part of valour, and the supplies

were forthcoming. The fort, however, still held out ;

F 2
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and as the heavy guns had not yet been brought up,

the First and Second Divisions were ordered to

resume their march on the following morning, leaving

it to the rear-guard to put down further resistance.

Here the Governor-General gave up three hundred

camels and sixty elephants, transferring aU his bag-

gage-animals to the Commissariat for the conveyance

of stores and supplies. On December 17th a short

march was made to Charak, and the next day a march

of twenty-one miles brought the whole force to

Miidkl.

According to modern ideas of the use of cavalry,

our available force of that arm should have been more

actively employed in scouting, &c.
;
and this has given

rise to the criticism that the army was surprised at

Mudkl. Lai Singh had taken up his position in rear

of a jungle, where he was apparently waiting to be

attacked. Sir Hugh Gough's despatch as Commander-

in-Chief accurately describes the action, while two

articles in the Calcutta Review, by Herbert Edwardes

and Henry Lawrence, supply graphic details of this

fir^t encounter with the forces of the Khtilsa.

As related in Major W. Broadfoot's Life of his dis-

tinguished brother, while we were sitting in a small

tent the latter rushed in, exclaiming,
' The Sikhs are on

us !

'

Then there was the usual stampede. Sepoys, dis-

encumbered of their belts and cooking their 'chapatis,'

picketed horses, camels but a short time before

relieved of their loads, all were got together in more

or less confusion. But discipline soon evolved order
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out of chaos. The brigades were then formed into

cokimn, and ere long a round-shot or two told us the

battle had began.

Sir Hugh Gough, with the Cavalry Division, had

moved to the right, and soon engaged the enemy's

horse. Then ensued a sort of Balaclava mel(^e,

except that the Sikhs made a more determined stand

than did the Russians against Scarlett's Heavy

Brigade. In his official despatch, the Commander-in-

Chief states that, 'whilst our twelve battalions formed

from Echelon of brigades into line, a heavy cannon-

ade was opened on our advancing troops. Then the

British cavalry turned the left of the Sikh army.

The enemy's ample and extended line, from their

superiority of numbers, far outflanked ours, but was

counteracted by the flank movements of the cavalry ;

so that when the attack of the infantry commenced,

the whole Sikh force was driven from position after

position with great slaughter. Night only saved them

from worse disaster, for this stout conflict was main-

tained during an hour and a-half of dim starlight,

amidst a cloud of dust from the sandy plain, which

yet more obscured every object,'

I can attest the accuracy of this description. The

scene of the action was enveloped in a sort of

November fog, making it difficult to distinguish

friend from foe. The Governor-General, with true

instinct, had been bringing into action the several

infantry brigades. All his aides-de-camp had been

told off to head-quarters, including Captain Arthur
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Harilinge. Broadfoot, with Oust, the Assistant Political

Agent, and myself alone remained. On advancing to-

wards the line of infantry which had deployed, we saw

to our dismay a regiment of Native Infantry, not only

firing into the air, but some of them firing right and

left. Their offieei-s seemed to have no control over

them. The men had lost their heads, and I am afraid

this was not the only instance
; but, as usual, the

steady discipline of the Europeans carried the day.

I mention this incident because Sir H. Hardinge
alluded to it in a private letter to Lord Ripon :

' The

men soon got under arms. We advanced through
some jungle, and after a heavy cannonade and file-

firing, drove our assailants back at every point, ad-

vancing about four miles from our camp and capturing

seventeen guns. The dai-kness of the night, and the

risk of the troops firing into each other, which they

did, rendered it necessary that the pursuit should not

be continued. There can be no doubt that the follow-

ing reasons may have operated prejudicially upon the

Native corps. The troops having been collected from

various points, and constantly engaged in marching,

had only been brigaded on paper. British and Sepoy

regiments who have served together before, ought to

be reunited whenever it is possible to do so. The

troops, therefore, were not in that state of organisa-

tion and formation so essential to discipline and field

movements. The brigadiers and their stati* were

unknown to the men, and the men to the briga-

diers, while at Mudki the confusion of the attack,
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combined with the facts above-noticed, had created

a feeling that the army was not well in hand.'

Sir H. Hardinge always maintained the opinion

that the Sepoys resembled the Portuguese, in that

they had their fighting days. At the close of the

campaign, when their dread of the Khalsa troops had

more or less disappeared, they fought at Sobraon

with a determination to efface their former unsteadi-

ness, and vied with the Europeans in the attack on

the breast-works.

The next day, December 19th, was occupied in bury-

ing the dead. We visited the field of battle in the

morning. Heaped round the captured cannon, fifteen

in number, lay the stalwart forms of the Sikh gunners,

locked in death's last embrace. How the native

reveres his guns was well exemplified. There were

few that had not fallen near the pieces they wor-

shipped. Over the field itself there was the usual

mingling of the dead. The Khalsa soldier, the Euro-

pean linesman, the young ofiicer, with groups of horses

and camels, all lay in one shapeless mass.

The night before I had ridden back to camp in

advance of the columns. I rushed to the mess

tent for some water, where I found Baxu, the old

Khansamah, arranging the plates and chairs as if

he was preparing for a State dinner at Government

House. He had begun life with Lord Wellesley, and

faithfully did he serve successive Governors-General.

On that night there were several vacant chairs ! Her-

ries, the son of the Cabinet Minister, and Muni-o, both
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admirable staff officers, were killed
;

Hillier was

severely wounded. Amongst the distinguished general

officers who fell on this occasion were Sir John

McCaskell, K.C.B., and Sir R. H. Sale, K.C.B., whose

services were so pre-eminent and well known that it

is needless to recapitulate them. After performing

the last melancholy rites, it was necessary to turn to

the more pressing exigencies of the situation.

The most important incident of this day was the

formal offer of Sir Henry Hardinge to place his mili-

tary services unreservedly at the disposal of Sir Hugh

Gough the Commander-in-Chief, who suggested that

he could serve in no other capacity than second in

command. Sir Hugh Gough reports this in his des-

patch :
— ' This evening [the 1 9th] in addition to the

valuable counsel with which you had in every emer-

gency before favoured me, you were pleased yet

further to strengthen my hands by kindly offering

your services as second in command in my army.

I need hardly say with what pleasure the offer was

accepted.'

This proposal has been much criticised
;

but as

it will be referred to again further on, it is un-

necessary to dwell upon it now. Herbert Edwardes,

in his account of the campaign in the Calcutta Review,

observes :

'

It has been censured as derogatory and

rash. We have every respect for the abstract dignity

and high mightin<'ss of the Governor-General of India,

embodying as it does the irresponsibility of the Great

Mogul with the infallibility of the Pope, but we are
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among those who think that to lead on a wing of a

British army against the enemies of this country can

derogate from the dignity of no man.'

The same day, the 29th Queen's, the ist Bengal

Europeans, and two Native regiments were brought

up on commissariat-elephants, which had been des-

patched from the camp at Miidki. . Prince Waldemar

of Prussia, with his aides-de-camp Counts Grueben

and Oriolla, had previously joined the army in

time for the battle. Their charming manners and

gallant bearing endeared them to all with whom they

came in contact. At Firozshah they were under a

very heavy fire
;
and it was not until matters had

become critical that they were specially ordered to

the rear, as the Governor-General declined to be re-

sponsible for their safety.

Everything being ready by midnight on the 20th

December, another night march took place. All were

aware that a general action was again immment ;
one

of the Governor-General's staflfhad even predicted that

every member of it would be hit, and little knew at

the time that his forebodings were about to be so

nearly realised. The welcome dawn of day at last

disclosed the country which was about to be the

scene of another sanguinary encounter. A broad ex-

panse of level plain, dotted here and there with low

jungle, was no doubt generally favourable for ex-

tended operations ;
but the hues of the Sikh camp

had been so skilfully chosen that our troops were to

a certain extent impeded in the advance by the
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jungle. A circuitous route was taken, with the

view of attacking the weakest face of the paraHelo-

grani ; and on halting we knew that it would not be

long before Sir J. Littler would come up with his

5000 men and twenty-four guns.
At this moment, as the Governor-General and his

staff were sharing the provisions which they had

brought in their saddle-bags and holsters. Sir Hugh
Gough rode up and exclaimed :

' Sir Henry, if we
attack at once I promise you a splendid victory !

'

There was a small grove of trees some fifty yards off,

to which the two generals at once retired; what there

took place was for many years known only to a few,

to whom it was communicated in confidence. After

a long lapse of years, these incidents may now be

made public. Sir Hugh proceeded to repeat his pro-

posals, which the Governor-General in the most posi-

tive manner declined to entertain. At last, wearied

out by the reiteration, he calmly observed :

'

Then,
Sir Hugh, I must exercise my civil powers as Governor-

General, and forbid the attack imtil Littler's force

has come up.' Such powers had never 1 .'fore been

exercised by any Governor-General in the held. Once,
in an Indian debate in the House of Lords, Lord Albe-

marle alluded to the fact without mentioning names,
but it passed unnoticed. I mention the incident be-

cause I was an eye-witness of the scene, much specu-
lation being rife among our staff as to tlie probable
result of the interview under the little grove of trees.

Littler had left his camp standing, to disarm sus-
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picion. Quietly at 8 a.m. he moved off without Toj

Singh being aware of his departure. Broadfoot and

his Sawars met him, and conducted him to the Com-

mander-in-Chief. His force arrived about i p.m. His

route and his orders had been carefully laid down,

with the entire concurrence of Sir H. Gough, so

that it was with no small surprise that the Governor-

General found himself confronted with such extra-

ordinary proposals. It is almost impossible to realise

what would have been the result of an attack without

the substantial reinforcement of 5000 men and twent}^-

four guns, in addition to the strength of the Ambala

force. As it turned out, the fate of India trembled

in the balance during the eventful night of the 21st

December ^.

Major W. Broadfoot, in the biography of his brother,

mentions that some were of opinion that the attack

on the Sikh camp was commenced at too late an hour

of the afternoon. It will be seen from a subsequent
letter that a most unaccountable delay did take place

in getting the troops into position ;
but it was abso-

lutely necessary to attack that day, as may be

learned from the following extract from a letter of

the Governor-General's to Lord Ripon, dated December

27th:
'

I then informed the Commander-in-Chief that

there was daylight for an action, and he made his

' No moment was perhaps more critical during the whole of the

campaign, but the Governor-General was equal to the occasion— his

firmness and decision were as important as they were characteristic

of the man.
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arrangements. About 3 p.m. we were formed opposite

the entrenched camp, and, I think, on the weakest side,

being considerably to the left of his defences raised

to oppose an attack from the Mudki road. It was

scarcely possible to adopt any other alternative than

to fiecht the battle that afternoon. Our forces were as

strong as they ever would be in twenty-four hours.

The men were not tired. There were three hours of

daylight. No water was to be procured for so large

a force within a moderate distance. If we had

delayed till the next morning, our wounded might

have been sacrificed at Miidki during the night,

and the town of Firozpur destroyed by Tej Singh's

force in the neighbourhood. The troops were ready,

and the moral effect of fighting at once prevented

Tej Singh from coming up. I entirely approved of

the battle being fought that evening.'

The crisis had at last arrived. The brigades were

deployed into line, and advanced as steadily as the

low tree jungle permitted. When they emerged on

more open ground, the Sikh batteries could easily be

discerned. The following letter from the pen of the

Governor-General deals so grapliically with what took

place on that eventful evening, that it should bo given

in extenso. It is addressed to the President of the

Council in Calcutta, and is dated January 5th, 1 846 :
—

'The ground was intersucted with low trees and

Imshes, affording cover to the timid to skulk be-

liind, and rendering the advance in line very diffi-

cult
;
and when wc did open into the plain, the fire
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from the "batteries with grape and canister at 300

yards was tremendous. The Sikh guns were well

served, and vigorously defended to the last. For me,

therefore, who have commanded Portuguese troops,

I can faii-ly say that they would not have behaved

better than our Sepoys did, and as the list of killed

and wounded will prove. The batteries were carried

by our brave British infantry. Sir J. Littler told me

H. M.'s 62nd gave way when almost in the battery,

but what is the fact % One hundred and eighty-five

men were killed and wounded in ten minutes by

grape and canister, and can he or any other officer

be surprised that boys who never before heard a ball

whistle should turn back % Their officers were nearly

annihilated, and I maintain, and shall on the first

occasion tell that regiment, they nobly did their duty.
' The people under my immediate command carried

the battery and camp ;
and we were pushing through

in the midst of their tents when by the explosion of

some powder or tumbrils the tents and forage caught

fire, and we were obliged almost in the dark to take

up ground on the edge of the burning camp. Here

I insisted on every man lying down and not talking.

On the left, Littler having failed by the 62nd Queen's

giving way, he retired a short distance, and we

could not find him. On my right I was joined in

about an hour by the Commander-in-Chief. Firing

was heard on our right, which we supposed to be the

reserve under Sir Harry Smith, and on our left,

which we supposed to be Littler. Thus the left centre
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having perfectly succeeded but oLliged by the burning
of the camp and the darkness of the night to suspend

its operations, we remained quiet, the enemy on both

tianks of the camp firing shot and grape in the dark,

while their camp opposite to us was continually

exploding live shells and loose powder. In this

state we passed the night, hearing the march of large

Sikh bodies close to us. Whenever they were too

impudent, I ordered up Colonel Wood with the 8oth

and 1st Europeans. The vigour of this attack and

the British cheers in carrying the battery at midnight,

with the spiking of their guns, caused them, I believe,

to recede and confine their firing to the batteries on

their extreme flanks.

' The despondency of several brave officers was

gi-eat during the night. My resolution was recorded

three or four times, when they came to me with timid

counsels of retreat upon Firozpur, that our line of duty

was clear, namely, to wait patiently for daylight

and then, without a moment's hesitation, to attack

the enemy and carry everything before us that re-

mained to be carried. Sir Hugh came to me, candidly

avowed the critical state of our aflairs, but most

cordially concuiTcd in all my sentiments. I sent

away every officer I did not absolutely want, such as

]*rinc(' Waldenmr, my doctor, and Wood, who although

wounded, refused to go until I ordered him off.

' When morning came, we carried battery after

liattery without a check. wwA completed the victory

which the conflagration and darkness had suspended.
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From about 8 to 1 1 a.m. and at 3 p.m. the enemy-

came towards us with immense bodies of cavalry and

infantry. The latter showed the same spirit as before
;

but whenever our jaded men advanced the Sikhs

retired. The 3rd Light Dragoons had in all these

affairs behaved admirably. The Governor-Generars

body-guard [a Native cavalry corps] behaved beauti-

fully at Mudki as well as at Firozshah.'

I would now quote another report of the action in

a letter to Lord Eipon ^, dated December 27th. After

describing the character of the advance, Sir H. Har-

dinge continues : 'Our artillery, with the exception of

two 8-iuch howitzers, was unequal to contend against

theirs, many of which were 12-pounders. Our artillery

endeavoured to shake them before the infantry ad-

vanced; but firing from the jungle I believe no officer

could distinctly aim at any object, so that after a

large consumption of ammunition the line advanced,

with Sir Harry Smith's Division of two brigades in

reserve. The men advanced well, consideriug the

difficulties opposed to them. I led the left centre, and

when we came opposite the Sikh batteries the fire was

very heavy with grape and musketry. The infantry

pressed on
;
and we gained that portion of the camp

opposed to us, as did the right under Sir Hugh

Gough. Sir J. Littler's brigades had inclined too

much to their left, and the gap between his right

and my left was considerable.

* Then the President of the Board of Control.
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' In the meantime I was in the enemy's camp, from

which we had driven them. Darkness was fast settinjr

in. Mines and live shells were exploding and the

tents and forage catching fire
;
that portion ofthe camp

we had carried was in tiames. It was impossible to

proceed through the flames. We could not distinguish

friend from foe, and we took up our ground as near

to the edge of the burning camp as we could. On our

right and left we heard incessant file-tiring and dis-

charges from the enemy's guns. In our front we had

their burning camp, in our rear the jungle through
which we had advanced.

' We had no alternative but to make the men lie

down and be quiet. The Commander-in-Chief soon

joined me. We knew nothing of what had passed on

our flanks; and we agreed to keep the men together, to

collect what troops we could, and if possible to com-

municate with Smith and Littler. The artillery was

nowhere, but we considered it to be safe in our rear.

In this state we lay on our arms, the enemy firing

from his batteries, hurrahing, and tiring mines during

the night. The oflUcial details will report the conduct

of the 8oth Queen's, which I ordered at midniglit to

attack some guns, led by my aide-de-camp, Colonel

Wood. These brave fellows had borne the brunt of

the action during the attack
;
and now, though sulfering

from fatigue and excessive thii\st, they patiently sub-

mitted to the cannonade, and obeyed the orders they

received with celerity and courage. I had been on

horseback since 4 the preceding morning, and I lay
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down successively with four of the British regiments,

to ascertain their temper and give the encouragement

required. I found myself again with my old Penin-

sular friends of the 29th, the 50th, the 31st, and the

9th, all in good heart.

'Towards the morning, the cries of the Sikhs and

the tramp of bodies of men showed that they had re-

inforced that part of their position which we had not

attacked. The &"e of their guns still continued, as

signals to that part of the army which had been

worsted that their comrades still held their ground

and required support, and everything announced that

in the morning we should have a desperate struggle.

The brave men in our line were re-formed. The

Commander-in-Chief came to me and told me his

opinion that we were in a critical and perilous state.

I fully agreed, and we were both of one mind that

we should attack the enemy's camp and carry it at

all hazards.

'

Having made every disposition for the morning's

work, we waited impatiently for the break of day.

Sir Hugh Gough led the right, and I the centre and

left. I have in my official report related what passed,

to which I refer you. The Eritish infantry quite

reminded me of the glorious days of the Peninsula.

Depend upon it, the cheapest accession of force will

be found to consist of British troops.
' At 1 1 o'clock a.m. [December 22nd] we were threat-

ened by another attack. Camel-swivels came to our

front and fired with some effect upon our infantry.

a
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The enemy appeared behind the camels with a few

thousand infantrj' and then made off. At 3 o'clock

another demonstration was made of infantry, artillery,

and cavalr3^ I threw a brigade of Littler's into the

village of Firozshah, where it was not only safe but

could give protection to the horse artillery. The

remainder of the infantry was in line, in a firm

attitude to resist any attack. At this moment the

British cavalry were suddenly seen to go off towards

Firozpur, followed by the horse artillery. The

infantry, with the greatest unconcern, held their

ground and advanced when ordered. The enemy

again retired, afraid of the infantry, which was

actually abandoned by the cavalry and at least thirty .

pieces of artillery. We slept in the open air in rear

of the infantry. The Sikhs were evidently in full

retreat.

' The next morning [December 23rd] I rode into

Firozpur to collect intelligence. I met the cavalry

and artillery returning to the camp, and crowds of

men who had either fled or lost their way. I also

met the brigadier commanding, who stated that he

had received an order from the acting Adjutant-

General to save his cavaliy and retire upon Firozpur.

The other brigadier made a similar explanation. The

horse artillery explained that, wanting ammunition,

they had followed the cavalry. The oilicer who gave

the order was Captain L .'

I have given the al)Ove extracts from two separate

letters, because, although they describe the same
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scenes, tliey vary in details and contain information

hitherto unpubhshed.

Having myself ridden into Firozpur with the

Governo-r-General on December 23rd, I was an eye-

witness of his rencontre with the cavalry and

artillery coming out of the town. The Governor-

General was naturally very indignant when he ap-

proached the head of the column, and addressed

them in unmeasured terms. He then turned to Captain
L

, demanding an explanation from that unfortun-

ate officer, who was evidently suffering from the effects

of a sunstroke ^. On being asked why he appeared in

such a dress (having nothing on his legs but paijar^ias),

he told us that during the action of the previous day
his overalls had been so riddled with balls that they
had dropped oflf! It was most unfortunate that his

order w^as obeyed as coming from the Commander-in-

Chief, who being on the right flank was totally ignorant
of what was going on, while the camp was left more

or less at the mercy of Tej Singh's force.

Good, however, sometimes comes out of evil. It has

been surmised that the Sikhs, seeing this lai'ge force

of cavalry moving to the left, imagined that their

flank was being turned, and dreaded being cut off from

the river. Others have thought that treachery on the

part of Tej Singh was the true motive of his retreat.

Certain it is that from want of ammunition our army
was in a greater state of peril than even the night
before. Happening to be alone with the Governor-

* He was shortly afterwards invalided home,

G 3
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General at that moment—my brother being with Sir IT.

Gough—I can recollect the late Lord Dclawarr, then

Major West, riding up and delivering a message from

the Commander-in-Chief. The men were lying down

in the Sikh trenches, with only a few rounds left.

The Governor-General exclaimed ;

'

Recollect, men, you
must hold your ground to the last, and trust to your

bayonets!' Our relief may be imagined when we saw

the long line of Sikh infanti-y, camel-swivels, and ar-

tillery, moving slowly away towards the Sutlej.

Efforts were made, when the campaign was over, to

ascertain the truth of these surmises, but no reliable

evidence was forthcoming. The fact is on record that

a fresh division of the Sikh army refused to attack a

handful of British soldiers, defending the village they
had captured early in the day, without ammunition

and without the support of either artillery or

cavalr3^ That some abandoned the army during the

night is, I fear, painfully true. When the village was

captured at break of day, and the Commander-in-

Chief and the Governor-General passed down the

line, the colours dropped and the men cheered. One

officer commanding a Native regiment, whose men had

only just turned up, stepped out and said :

'

Sir, these

cheers of my men are not worth having ; only a few

of the regiment were with me during the night.'

Such occurrences were liajipily not common. It can

only be remarked, in all fairness, that at Sobrdon the

Sepoys fought gallantly and kept up theii" old repu-

tation for valour.
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The official records soon gave to sorrowing friends

the melancholy death-roll which throws a gloom over

every victory. I can add but little to what Major W.

Broadfoot has published with regard to his gallant

brother. But I can say this, from personal knowledge,

that no officer fell on the 21st who was more sincerely

mourned by the Chief he had served so well. No one

was held in more affectionate remembrance, and no

one has ever better justified the high expectations

which from the first were formed of his diplomatic

and military abihties. It was my privilege to attend

the gallant Somerset (Lord Raglan's son) in his last

moments. A finer spirit was never called away from

a short but active career. Munro and Hore, both

aides-de-camp of the Governor-General and excellent

officers, were also dead. The long list of wounded

included Saunders Abbott ; Lake, of the Engineers ;

Mills, who on that occasion took command of his old

troop of Horse Artillery ;
and Becher, of the Quarter-

Master-General's Department. These were all
'

Politi-

cals
'

except Becher, and had done good service in the

Cis-Sutlej States. The remains of those that fell lie

in the little church at Firozpur, but their memories

live in the hearts of their comrades.

On the 24th of December, the Governor-General's

camp was pitched at Firozpur. The i7)ipedi7nenta

had arrived, and we at once settled down to our

usual camp-life. The Commander-in-Chief remained

with the main body near Firozshah, until arrange-

ments had been made for a forward movement. On
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Christmas Day tlie Governor-General pulilished a

notification, which was read on every parade, con-

gratulating the army on the complete success of their

operations, and inviting them to assemble at head-

quarters to return thanks to Almighty God for His

late mercies. When the 62nd Regiment joined the

Commander-in-Chief's camp, a General Order was is-

sued exculpating them from the reflections contained

in Sir J. Littler's despatch, and making it known that

they retired by the order of their Brigadier after ex-

tremely heavy loss, and that the despatch was never

intended for publication.

The following extracts from a letter of Sir H.

Hardinge to Lord Ripon on December 27th sum up the

results:—' I have now closed my narrative. Our suc-

cess with the defensive force has been complete. Every
combination for repelling the enemy, which the sudden-

ness of the attack required, has been successful. The

celerity of the march, the rapid movement of the

Ludhiana force of 5000 men on Basian, securing the

supplies and adding the above numbers to the relieving

force from Ambsila, were dispositions as prudent as they
were valuable for securing our success. The instruc-

tions to Littler to move from Firozpur and form his

junction, in spite of the enemy attempting to prevent
our progi-e.ss with 60,000 men and 150 guns, prove
the accuracy of the combinations. The battle of the

2i8t was fought with the greatest numl>er that we could

bring against the enemy. No delay couM have aug-

mented our force ; it would only have augmented that
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of the enemy. The postponement of the battle was

nearly impossible. Water was not to be had. All the

difficulties of the approach to the Sikh camp would

have been the same as they were on the 2Tst. Littler

joined at one o'clock
;
and although time was lost, the

want of daylight, while it rendered our decided success

less secure, caused the enemy to abandon that portion

of the position which had not been attacked, and was

as detrimental to him as it was hazardous to us.

'

I deplore the derangement of mind which caused

the unfortunate order to be given to the cavalry. If

advantage be taken of this grave error, it will lead

to useful results. I know I am not responsible for

military misconceptions, nor will I say one word on

the extraordinary position in which I am placed.

I have never desponded ;
and now I can sincerely

assure you that, as far as the results of these difficult

operations are concerned, I am perfectly satisfied. No

impression has been made on the loyalty of the

Sepoys. Victory has re-assured the wavering. Every-

thing is in a state of security, which will be materially

increased in four or five days, when the Meerut force

arrives.'

I have been induced to insert copious extracts from

the Govemor-General's correspondence with the autho*

rities at home and others, because such letters speak

for themselves. The formal despatches, recording these

eventful and sanguinary actions, necessarily omit

much that should now be made known after the lapse

of nearly fifty years. They were at the time merely
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the outline and framework of information, which up

to the present period has for many reasons been kept

in the background and not seen the Hght.

The news of the battles of Miidkl and Firozshah

aroused the greatest excitement in England, not un-

mixed with anxiety. The despatches an-ived on

February 7th, 1846, having been conveyed by an Aus-

trian steamer to Trieste, on the breakdown of the mail

steamer at Malta. The Tower guns were fired in cele-

bration of the victory ;
but it was felt that serious

conflicts were yet imminent, and that no one could

foretell what might be the result. All that was

known was that the Sikhs had been driven from two

positions with the loss of their guns ;
and that the

largest British force which had ever been mustered on

the plains of India was still facing the enemy on the

banks of the Sutlej. The general uneasiness in the

public mind was shared by the Government, w^hich re-

solved that certain contingencies must be provided for.

Lord Ripon, w^ho, as President of the Board of

Control, was the mouthpiece of communication be-

tween the Cabinet and the Governor-General, wrote

to the latter in the following terms on February 24th :
—

'
' The Cabinet have decided that it is indispensably

necessary that some means should be taken whereby

the command of all the operations in the field should

be under you. It has a very strange and somewhat

unseemly appearance tliat the Governor-General should

be acting as second in command to the Commander-

in-Chief in the field
;
and as these Punjab affairs are,
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and must necessarily be, so much mixed up with

political matters, it is quite reasonable that the same

head should direct both. We think that the best

mode in which this could be done is by giving you

(as was done in the case of Lord Wellesley in 1 800)

the commission of
"
Captain-General and Commander-

in-Chief." This would place you in the position in

which we wish to see you upon public and obvious

grounds, and the commission would be so worded as

not in any degree to point to any distrust of Gough.

Lord Wellesley's commission was not given him when

he first went out in 1797, but was given afterwards

for special reasons assigned. The possession of the

same powers will not compel you to exercise the

power given you at all times and upon all occasions,

but it will enable you at your own discretion to avail

yourself of it.'

This letter was subsequently modified by another,

dated March 7th:
—

' We found so much difficulty and technical doubt

as to the Letters Patent which I mentioned to you in

my last letter of the 24th, and the law officers con-

sidered Lord Wellesley's case so inapplicable to yours,

that we have been compelled to abandon the plan.

We are, however, so convinced of the absolute necessity

of meeting the difficulty of the case that we have

adopted a course suggested by the Duke of Wellington,

and explained in a Secret Committee Despatch of this

day's date, that you should have a Letter of Service

from the Queen to enable you as Lieutenant-General
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on the Staff to command personally the troops in

India. The Duke has promised to write to the

General, and to point out to him that this measure

is one of absolute necessity under the very peculiar

circumstances of a great crisis in India.'

The above extracts are now published for the first

time. Few are even aware of their existence. But

any biography of Lord Hardinge, however short,

would not be accurate and complete without a record

of this coiTespondence. So rapid, however, was the

course of events that, before the second of these letters

was written, not only had the crowning victory
of Sobraon been won, but the British army had

marched to Lahore without firing a shot after cross-

ing the Sutlej. The necessity which had arisen no

longer existed. None the less did the Governor-

General appreciate the confidence in him which actu-

ated the Cabinet in proposing that he should exercise

supreme authority in matters military as well as

political.

It remains only to observe that, up to the end of

his administration, no friction occurred between the

Governor-General and the Commander-in-Chief. The
former had no reason to complain that his suggestions
on military questions were disregarded ;

and the latter

was glad to be supported by the advice of his colleague
in every important crisis. The feeling of Sir H. Har-

dinge at the time may be learned from the following

letter, which he addressed to the President of the

Council at Calcutta on January 5th, 1846, only a
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fortnight after Firozshah :

' I never can make any

arrangement by which Sir Hugh Gough's superses-

sion would lead to my appointment. The letters I

annex will show the manner in which I am now

compelled to interfere, and to take the whole of the

military responsibility upon myself.' Four months

afterwards (May 2nd), when the Letter of Service had

reached him, he wi'ote again to the President of the

Council in the same spirit :

' The other affair of

appointing me a Lieutenant-General on the Staff is

more embarrassing. But I have taken my line and

done my best
;
and as the suspension of the order

can do no harm, I hope equally to spare his [Gough's]

feelings by preventing the publication of an arrange-

ment made under very different circumstances from

those in which we are now placed.'



CHAPTER VIII

Aliwal and Sob rAON

To return to the operations of the army. The

Commander-in-Chief had established his head-quarters
at Sultan Khan Wala, and had made a personal recon-

naissance of the banks of the Sutlej at Sobraon. On the

5th January, 1 846, predatory bands of Sikhs advanced

to Ludhiana, burning a few of the bungalows of the

civil and military residents which had been evacuated.

Brigadier Godby was in the Fort with three Native

regiments, an adequate force for its defence. About the

same time Ranjur Singh, with a regular Sikh force of

8000 men and 70 guns, crossed the Sutlej a few miles

from Ludhiana. Some have thought that his object

was to intercept the siege train coming from Delhi
;

others, that he hoped to divide the British army. Sir

Harry Smith with an ample force (the troops from

Mcerut having now come up) was despatched to the

relief of Ludhi^ina. He soon discovered that Ranjiir

Singh had broken up his camp on the river and

marched to Badhowal, a village which rested on the

Ludhiana road directly between that city and the

relieving force. There were three roads leading to

Ludhiana, within twO; three, and five miles respectively
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of Badhowal. Sir Harry Smitli chose the road along

which the Ludhiana force was advancing to join him
;

upon which Ranjur Singh, bending round one wing of

his army, completely enveloped his flank. As Sir

Harry Smith wrote in his despatch,
' The enemy thus

outflanked me and my whole force. I therefore

gradually withdrew my troops in Echelon of bat-

talions, the cavalry in echelon of squadrons, in the

direction of Ludhiana, momentarily expecting to see

the approach of the Ludhiana force. The line was

thrown back, and the movements of the cavalry under

Brigadier Cureton were the most perfect I ever saw.'

On the T9th, the Governor-General wrote to Sir

Harry Smith to lose no time in marching on Ludhiana

by Jagraon, where he was to pick up the 53rd Queen's.

So anxious was he on this point, that in the middle of

the nisfht he rode down to the Commander-in-Chief's

camp to request him to reinforce Smith at once.

Wheeler's brigade was ordered to march for that pur-

pose during the night, as no risk was too great to ensure

an ample force for driving the Sikhs across the Sutlej.

The ensuing operations are thus commented upon by
the Governor-General :

—' Wheeler made a mistake by

marching on the 22nd to Sidham instead of Jagraon.

He first heard that Smith had attacked the Sikhs

and beaten them on the 2 1 st, and therefore took the

direct road. This movement threatened the enemy's

rear, who retired from Badhowal in a fright ;
so did

Wheeler when he found him so close. On the 21st

Smith, having been joined by H.M.'s 53rd, marched
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from JagrAon on Ludhijina, and chose to beard the Sikh

army l»y passing close to the Fort at Badhowal where

they had entrenched themselves. Godby's brigade,

only six miles off, not being aware of Smith's march,

although Smith had written to him, did not move
out to his assistance, so that after a sharp cannonade

Smith's baggage was completely cut off. Nothing
makes people in India so angry as losing theii- eoirr-

foi-ts. "Disaster," "defeat," and every harsh word
was used. I rode down to the Commander-in-Chief's

camp early in the morning of the 27th ;
and after

agreeing as to the great importance of the movement,
we ordered Brigadier Taylor to move from Dharmkot to

Jagraon, while an order was sent to Smith to attack.

The next morning we heard the
fii'ing, and another

order was sent to Smith to the same effect, which was

conveyed to him by Major La^Tence, my Political

Agent. On that morning Smith moved out, found

the enemy—who had been reinforced by 4000 infantry
and 12 guns—advancing against him, attacked and

gained a brilliant victory.
'

Gough was then so extremely anxious to storm the

entrenched camp at Sobnton, with 80 or 90 guns
and a force varying from 40,000 to 50,000 men, that

I went back to camp rather than give way to his

request. To cripple the British force without a reason-

able proHj)ect of capturing 60 or 70 guns would

not be justifiable. I have never considered the Com-
man<ler-iu-Chief'8 position disadvantageous, for the

enemy dare not venture out
;
and until our ammunition
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arrives, which it will on the 6th, it is impossible for

them to undertake any important operation. To illus-

trate the dangers, I must observe that Smith at the

close of the last action had no ammunition left.'

Ranjur Singh is described by Sir Hugh Gough in

his despatch as taking up an entrenched position at

Badhowal, supporting himself on his fort. Threatened

on either flank by Smith and Wheeler, he finally

moved down to the Sutlej. Smith, being now re-

inforced by Wheeler, and having effected his junction

with Godby's brigade from Ludhiana, marched out a

distance of six miles to meet the enemy. The de-

spatches recording the battle of Allwal are matter of

history : how after deploying into line Smith took

ground to the right, and carrying the village of

Aliwal, precipitated himself on the left and centre
;

how the enemy was driven back, while a squadron of

the 1 6th Lancers under Major Smyth and Captain

Pearson carried everything before them—charging

through a Sikh square of infantry, a feat seldom

accomplished even against Asiatic troops ;
how the

53rd carried the village at the point of the bayonet,

while the Horse Artillery under Major Laurenson

dashed among the flying infantry, committing the

greatest havoc. The battle was won
; every gun the

enemy had fell into our hands, to the number of 52.

All the Sikh forts were then blown up ;
and the force

under Sir Harry Smith soon proceeded to join the

Commander-in-Chief before Sobraon.

The battle of Aliwal had the effect of damping the
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ardour of the Sikh troops. They rallied, however, in

a way that bore evidence of their undaunted pluck.

The remnant soon helped to swell the numbers of the

main body, now massed at Sobraon. Cureton's cavalry

brigade in the two days' action had covered the move-

ments of Smith's Division in a manner which proved

how that arm can be effectually utilised when well

handled. It was maintained by some that their

skilful manoiuvring had in reality saved Smith's

force from defeat. Suffice it to say, that this action

contributed in no small degree to the total overthrow

of the Khalsa army on the loth February at the

memorable battle of Sobraon.

As soon as the news of the victory of Aliwiil reached

head-quarters a gala parade of the whole foi"ce was

ordered. The troops had recovered from the fatigues

and privations of their preliminary operations, and

now looked fit to go anywhere. There were the

31st, the 29th, the 50th, the 9th, the 80th, with the

9th Lancers and the 3rd Light Dragoons, who had in-

fused such terror into the Sikh ranks on the night

of the 2 1st December, and other regiments with many

glorious names on their colours. As the two Chiefs

rode down the line to announce the recent victory,

they were greeted by cheers such as Englishmen alone

can give. It was well known that a week would

probably bring with it another sanguinary contest;

and the thought must have crossed most minds that

another such action as that of the 21st December would

jilungf many a distant home in mourning.
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Major Hemy Lawrence had by this time arrived

at the Governor-Generars head-quarters, to succeed

Major Broadfoot as Political Agent. I can see him

now in his long
'

chogah,' with his Van Dyck beard

and lathy figure. We little thought that he was

destined subsequently to play so important a part

in the history of India. The Governor-General had

also fixed his eye on John Lawrence ;
and on these

two brothers the future destinies of the Punjab in

a great measure rested. Many were the pleasant

rides we had from Firozpur to Sobraon two or three

times a week. Starting at daybreak in the fresh

air of the morning, we were then a group of joyous

spirits, the Governor-General heading the cavalcade

on his favourite Arab Miani, and followed by the

escort of the body-guard.

In the camp at Sobraon there was naturally dis-

appointment at the slow progress of the siege train.

'The army/ says Herbert Edwardes ^, in the Calcutta

Review, was '

sickening for want of a battle
;
a malig-

nant fever or epidemic horrors must have broken out

at Sobraon had it been delayed another week.' The

first portion of the siege train, with reserve ammunition

for 100 guns, reached the camp on the 7th and 8th

February. On the 8th Sir Henry Smith's Division,

which had been detached for the Ludhiana operations,

rejoined the Commander-in-Chief. On the 10th was

fought the battle of Sobrdon.

Meanwhile, the days passed in constant recon-

' He was at this time aide-de-camp to Sir Hugh Gough.

H
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noitiing and outpost duty. There was an advanced

post at Rhodawtila, where the staff kept a continual

look-out. By a sort of mutual understanding between

the contending armies, the British evacuated this

post at nightfall, to be again occupied by them when

the day broke
;
and this exchange of duties was

scrupulously observed without opposition. Between

this outpost and the entrenched camp of the enemy

stretched a tract of low jungle ;
and it was one of the

events of the day to watch General Gilbert, a noted

pig-sticker, riding after the boars, which took him

pretty close to the enemy's range, and although this

repeatedly happened we never heard of his being

molested.

A few days before the battle. Sir Henry Hardinge

met with a severe fall while returning to his camp.

His horse, an Arab which had just arrived from

Bombay, came down, bruising his leg very severely.

This did not prevent him from caiTying on his heavy

duties and correspondence as usual
;
and when the

tidings of the approach of the siege train reached him,

he hurried to the Commander-in-Chief's camp in a

light mule carriage.

I must now glance at the conferences which took

place between the two Chiefs before the attack com-

menced. They agreed that it would be highly im-

pnidcnt to assault the entrenched position until it

had been sliaken by the fire of twenty heavy howitzers

and mortars. The Governor-General addressed the

Commander-in-Chief on the jth February and then
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joined him at head-quarters. He saw Colonel Brooke

of the Artillery and Captain Baker of the Engineers,

who agreed as to the feasibility of an assault after a

heavy cannonade. Colonel Benson was sent to report

this to the Commander-in-Chief, who entkely con-

curred in the proposal. The next day Brigadier Smith,

of the Engineers, came to the Governor-General and

threw doubts on the plan of the attack. He was then

sent with Colonel Benson to the Commander-in-Chief,

who expressed his regret at the vacillation displayed

by the engineer and artillery oflSicers. They were all

assembled at head-quarters the next morning, and

their opinions were still unfavourable. Sir H. Gough

reported this by letter, leaving the decision to the

Governor-General. On returning to Firozpur, Sir

Henry Hardinge consulted Major Abbott of the

Engineers and Major Lawrence the Political Agent,

who was also a field-officer of artillery. They both

agreed that an attack as proposed was practicable.

In his next letter he authorised the Commander-in-

Chief to attempt it, concluding with these words :

'

If,

upon the fullest consideration, the artillery can be

brought into play, I recommend you to attack ;
if it

cannot, and you anticipate a heavy loss, I would

recommend you not to attempt it.' The next morn-

ing the artillery and engineer officers were again

assembled ;
and when the Governor-General's letter

containing Major Abbott's opinion was read to them,

they changed their views and sanctioned the attack

as proposed. The Commander-in-Chief then reported

H a
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to the Governor-General that the engineer and

ai-tillery officers had concurred in its practicability;

that his suggestions were excellent and should be

carried out. It was agi-eed that the right flank should

be cannonaded, and the Sikh camp swept from right

to left.

The above account is condensed from a private

letter of the Governor-General to Lord Ripon, dated

Lahore, i6th February. It will be seen that the two

Chiefs were perfectly agreed. The result will show

how difficult it is in war to carry out with certainty

any scheme, however well considered beforehand.

The Commander-in-Chief, in his despatch reporting

the details of the battle, states that there had devolved

upon him the arduous task of attacking a position

covered with formidable entrenchments, and occupied

by not fewer than 30,000 men with seventy pieces of

artillery, united by a good bridge to a reserve on the

opposite bank of the river.

It was intended that the siege batteries and dis-

posable field artillery should be put in position on

an extended semicircle, embracing within its fire the

works of the Sikhs. This was carried out. A heavy

mist hung over the plain as the day began to dawn.

When it broke, the Governor-General mounted his

horse, although still sufiering from his fall, and then

for two hours the plain reverberated with the in-

cessant roar of heavy guns. The Commander-in-

Chief came to the Governor-General and stated his

fears that the artillery had produced very little effi^'ct.
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It was decided, however, that the attack should

proceed. On the right, Sir R. Dick's leading

brigade advanced with great steadiness and carried

the entrenchments. I was close to the Governor-

General at that moment, when we saw our second line

giving way ;
but it soon re-formed outside the breast-

work and ao;ain advanced. The Governor-General

writes :

' The moment was critical, and I ordered

General Gilbert's Division, which was a mile to the

right, to move forward. The Commander-in-Chief

had sriven a similar order on the right flank.'

Gilbert's movement had been originally intended

only as a feint
;
but the check which the second line

had met with made it absolutely necessary that the

feint should be turned into a real attack. Being now

face to face with the strongest part of the Sikh

entrenchments, the line, which had hitherto advanced

with great steadiness, suddenly began to waver under

the murderous fire of grape and canister. *

Rally those

men,' the Governor-General shouted. No sooner were

the words out of his mouth than Colonel Wood, his

aide-de-camp, galloped to the centre of the line, and

seizing the colours from the hands of the ensign

carried them to the front. In a moment they had

rallied and stormed the breastworks simultaneously

with the brigades of Dick's Division, who, having

experienced a similar check, had also recovered their

lost ground and were now engaged in what may be

called a hand-to-hand encounter with the Sikh in-

fantry.
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It should be observed that these regiments carried

the works with the bayonet alone, and without

firing a shot. On the right the same results had

followed the assault of Sir Harry Smith's Division.

They too, for a second, had winced under a hailstorm

of bullets, which it seemed impossible to weather.

At this crisis the cavalry were ordered up under Sir

Joseph Thackwell, who rode with his squadrons in

single file through an opening in the entrenchment. It

seemed as if they were doomed to destruction. Many
fell in the ranks when within the camp. But the

3rd Light Dragoons, showing the same invincible

bravery as on the night of the 21st of December,

quickly re-formed and charged the serried ranks of

the Sikh infantry.

Never perhaps was so obstinate a contest carried

on to the end
; never before was such cohesion dis-

played in the ranks of the Khalsa army. Compelled
to retire, they gave way in such admirable order as to

excite the admiration of the British soldiers. At last

the fire slackened, and then ensued a scene which

defies description. Pressed on all sides by our ad-

vancing infantry, the enemy were hemmed in in one

confused mass at the head of the bridge, there to be

shot down or hurled into the river below. Happen-
ing to be an eye-witness of what then occurred, I saw
the bridge at that moment overcrowded with guns,

horses, and soldiers of all arms, swaying to and fro,

till at last with a crash it disappeared in the runnmg
waters, carrying with it those who had vainly hoped
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to reach the opposite shore. The river seemed alive

with a struggling mass of men. The artillery, now

brought down to the water's edge, completed the

slaughter. Few escaped ; none, it may be said, sur-

rendered. The Sikhs met their fate with that resigna-

tion which distinguishes their race.

It may be asked why such indiscriminate destruc-

tion was dealt out to so gallant a foe. The men^s

passions were roused. They were not forgetful of the

treatment their officers and comrades had met with

from the Khalsa army. The battlefield of Firozshah

disclosed horrible mutilations amongst the British

officers and men who had fallen into the enemy's hands.

The men vowed vengeance, and inflicted it. Moreover,

had not the Khalsa army been annihilated at Sobraon,

they would have rallied again and protracted a

contest north of the river, which it was desirable on

the grounds of humanity should, if possible, be brought
to a close.

Passing through the Sikh camp on our return we
saw Sir R. Dick, a Peninsular veteran, lying on the

ground mortally wounded
;
a little further on Have-

lock (of Lucknow) was standing over his favourite

Arab, which had just been shot under him
; Brigadier

Taylor, too, had fallen, and others whose services

could ill be spared. The total number of killed

amounted to 320, of wounded to 2063. The lowest

estimate of the Sikh loss is 8000. The trophies of

the victory comprised 67 pieces of artillery and 20O

camel-swivels. Prince Waldemar and his aides-de-camp
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were again present in the field. As true soldiers,

they were not satisfied with being distant spectators,

but were continually under fire.

And here I would remark that, as the truth was not

concealed in the earlier part of this narrative with re-

gard to the Native troops firing into the air at Miidki,

so should the facts be now told concerning their

conduct in the closing action of the campaign. I

can personally vouch for the opinion then expressed

by the Governor-General, and repeated on many

subsequent occasions. He was more than surprised

at seeing with his own eyes the steady support the

Native regiments afforded their European comrades.

The advance of Gilbert's and Dick's Divisions was

perfect ;
and if for a moment there was wavering,

it was shared equally by the Queen's regiments. It

was, however, momentary, and both forces carried

the works at the point of the bayonet. The Ghiirka

battalions behaved admirably, and the returns in the

Native regiments prove by the losses recorded how

well they fought.

Let me now give one or two extracts from the

Governor-General's correspondence, dated from Simla

in the following April :
—'I should have preferred more

troops in support of the attacking force, as explained

ill my previous letter, because the assistance, whenever

it might require to be given, would have been given

>)y the rear Uiking the enemy in leverse
;

whereas

by having it in front of his batteries, when the

attacking force required support, we could only give
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it by the front taking the enemy's batteries by

assault. Thus, when the attacking column was re-

pulsed, I was obhged to order Gilbert forward at once,

who after a scallant advance was for the moment driven

back; but the attacking column having been thus

relieved, in its turn rushed forward, and from that

moment had no check. In like manner Smith's Divi-

sion had to carry very strong batteries. The leading

brigade was repulsed ; the brigade in reserve carried

the works. Thus the three Divisions engaged were

each in their turn checked, rallied, and carried

everything before them. As regards the mihtary

view of our recent operations, there can be no doubt

that, if the enemy had avoided a general action and

had retired with its army to Lahore, Govindgarh, and

Amritsar, our operations at this advanced season,

with three sieges in hand, must have been carried on

at great disadvantage, as shown by the unanimous

opinion of the engineer and artillery officers. The

exploit of the army is one of the most daring in the

annals of our military history. The guns captured

were sixty-seven. On the evening of the battle six

regiments near Firozpur crossed into the enemy^s

territory, and on the i6th the whole army, with the

exception of three brigades, was concentrated at

Kasiir. We have now taken in battle 320 pieces cf

artillery, of which 80 pieces exceed in calibre any-

thing known in European warfare. The weight of the

Sikh gun in proportion to its calibre is much heavier

than ours, and the range of the six-pounder is longer.
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The recoil on the carriage is less, and their guns do

not heat so rapidly as ours in firing.'

At I p.m. the battle of Sobraon was over. At 1.30

Colonel Wood, hardly recovered from his wound, was

riding off to Sir J. Grey's Division at Haruku to order

him to prepare for crossing the river immediately ;

he then rode on to Firozpur, twenty-five miles from

head-quarters, to deliver the same order, and at

5 p.m. returned half-way to meet the Governor-

General. On the 13th February, the whole army had

crossed, with the exception of three brigades. On the

12th, the Governor-General himself with his stafi"

crossed the bridge of boats. Abbott and Napier^ both

superintended the operation. We witnessed regiment
after regiment crossing the bridge. The men stepped

out as if conscious of the victory in which they had

participated. Three general actions had told their

tale
; some corps were lamentably weak, l)ut flushed

with victory they were ready for anything.

' Lord Napier of Magdala.



CHAPTER IX

The Treaty of Lahore

March, 1846

The army marched that same day to Kasiir, within

thirty-two miles of Lahore, with no appearance of

any hostile force in its front. Having been joined

by six Native regiments and 100 European recruits

on the road, it was now almost as strong numeri-

cally as before the action. The following extract

from a letter from Kasur, dated February, 1 846, shows

that at that early period the Governor-General had

already sketched out his Punjab policy for the Home

authorities :
— ' A diminution of the strength of such

a warlike nation on our weakest frontier seems to

me to be imperatively required. I have, therefore,

determined to take a strong and fertile district

between the Sutlej and the Beas. This will cover

Ludhiana and bring us within a few miles of Amritsar,

with our back to the Hills. Li a military sense, it

will be very important
—it will weaken the Sikhs

and punish them in the eyes of Asia. I shall demand

one million and a half in money as compensation ; and

if I can arranore to make Ghulab Sin^h and the Hill

tribes independent, including Kashmir, I shall have

weakened this warlike republic. Its army must be
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disbanded and reorganised. The numbers of the

artillery must be limited. The Maharaja must him-
self present the keys of Govindgarh and Lahore,
where the terms must be dictated and signed.'

In the main this policy was carried through. The
Lahore Darbar had hoped that the Governor-General
would have proposed a Resident with a Sub-

sidiary Force—a system against which he had con-

stantly entered his protest, and which would have

inevitably led to insurrection, only to be put down

by British bayonets. The other alternative was
annexation. The extension of the British Empire to

the Lidus, however captivating to a certain school

of politicians, was at that time impossible on military-

grounds. The absolute necessity of waiting for

ammunition for loo siege-guns until the army could

advance, and the equally strong necessity of a sie^e

train such as would deter the Sikh Darbar from

making the war a war of sieges, were paramount
considerations in which Sir Charles Napier (who had
now joined the army) entirely concurred. The inter-

mediate course which the Governor-General proposed
of re-establishing a Sikh government, balanced against
the Muhammadan population and greatly weakened for

hostile aggression, offered, in his eyes, the best solution

of a very difficult problem.
On the i8th of February, when the Governor-

General's camp liad been pitched within a short

distance of Lahore, there arrived a deputation of tho

Sikli Sarddrs, headed by Ghulab Singh, who nominally
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held the post of Minister. He brought with him

not only the usual number of attendants, elephants,

presents, &c., but also the little Maharaja himself—a

charming child of eight years
—

'acting his part,' as

the Governor-General describes him, 'without any
fear and with all the good breeding peculiar to the

Eastern people.' The Minister, having in the Maha-

raja's presence acceded to the preliminary conditions of

the British proposals, presented his tokens ofallegiance,

and retired to confer with Mr. Currie and Major
Lawrence on the details of the Treaty. The Maharaja

remained in the Governor-General's camp, and accom-

panied him on his march to Lahore. On the same

day a proclamation was issued promising protection,

on the part of the British Government, to all persons

at Lahore and elsewhere who peaceably continued in

their usual employments of trade and industry.

On the 20th of February every arrangement had

been made, and Mr. Currie proceeded to the Maharaja's

camp to conduct him to his palace in the citadel. He
was attended by the civil and military staff, and accom-

panied by an escort of four cavalry regiments and artil-

lery under Brigadier Gureton. About a mile from the

camp he was met by Ghulab Singh and the principal

Sikh Sardars. Salutes were fii*ed, and a procession

formed which made the circuit of the city until it

reached the palace, where Mr. Currie took his leave.

Two days afterwards the Governor-General issued a

General Order, thanking the army for the important

services they had rendered, and enjoining the strictest
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discipline during their occupation of the city. On
this occasion a gratuity of twelve months' batta was

announced as a reward for the services of the army
of the Sutlcj.

On the 8th of March the Ministers and Sardai-s

assembled in Major Lawrence's tent to sign the

Treaty. The letter of the Maharaja, expressing grati-

tude to the Governor-General, was read in their

presence ; but at the close of that letter a new request

was added, that a British force should be left at

Lahore for a limited period. It was represented, on

the part of the Governor-General, that the reasons

for this new proposal should be stated in writing ;

and on this promise being given, the Treaty was

signed and the meeting broke up. The promised

explanation was then sent. It stated that it was the
' earnest and sincere desire of the Darbiir that British

troops with intelligent officers should, for some months,

as circumstances seemed to require, be left at Lahore

for the protection of the Mahjirajd, and his Govern-

ment.' On the 9th it was announced in a General Order

that the Treaty would be ratified on that day. It

contained an additional clause to the eflcct that, at

the earnest solicitation of the Mah^r^jii, the Governor-

General had consented to occupy the town and

citadel of Lahore with British troops for a limited

period, in order that opportunity might be aflforded to

the Sikh Darl/ir to reorganise its army according to

the stipulations of the Treaty.

The Governor-General had, no doubt, some mis-
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givings before he consented to this occupation. Hosts

of critics and advisers prophesied a repetition of the

Kabul disaster ;
even Sir Charles Napier thought it in-

volved great risk, and on that ground volunteered to

command the garrison. The Governor-General stated

in reply that, however much he valued his eminent

services, he felt, in consideration of Sir Charles's health,

it would not be fair to him that such an offer should

be accepted.

On the same day (March 9th) the Darbar was held

in the state tent at 4 p.m. It was attended by the

Governor-General, the Commander-in-Chief, the Go-

vernor of Sind (Sir Charles Napier), and the prin-

cipal European and native officers of the army. The

Maharaja, accompanied by Lai Singh, Ghulab Singh,

Tej Singh, and thirty Sardars, took his seat in a

chair of state which had been prepared for him oppo-

site the Governor-General, who was supported on his

right and left by the chief civil and military officers.

The scene was a striking one. The little prince,

loaded with Oriental jewellery and with the Sikh

aigrette in his turban, looked on with perfect calm-

ness. Whether his intelhgence could grasp the pecu-

liarity of his position could not be fathomed
;
but

when the Governor-General rose to address the chiefs

his dark eyes became animated, and were fixed on

the Lord Sahib dictating terms to the descendant of

the great Ranjit.

In his address the Governor-General dwelt on the fact

that the Government had in no way provoked the war,
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and that the proof of its sincerity was to be found in

the moderation of its proposals. With reference to the

occupation of Lahore by British troops, he announced

that he could in no case consent that the troops

should remain longer than the end of the year, and

concluded his speech in these words :
— ' Success

or failure is in your own hands
; my co-operation

shall not be wanting ;
but if you neglect this oppor-

tunity, no aid on the part of the British Government

can save the State.'

The Sikh chiefs expressed their gratitude, and their

resolution to follow the advice of the Governor-

General. Then followed a pause, for the Governor-

General had whispered to the Foreign Secretary that

the Koh-i-nur was by the terms of the Treaty to be

delivered to the Queen of England, and that the

famous gem,
' The Mountain of Light,' should be sub-

mitted for their inspection. His wish was at once

communicated to the Sikh Ministers. Another pause,

and more whispers. At last, a small tin box en-

veloped in a shabby cloth was brought in, containing

the diamond which is now worn by the Empress of

India on state occasions. Many have since seen it ;

to us it appeared to be wanting in that brilliancy which

is the charm of smaller stones. W. Edwards, Under-

Secix'tary in the Foreign Department, was manifestly

uncomfortable ;
for to him had been confided the

precious stone which was now going the round of

the assembled dignitaries. But when it was restored to

his keeping, he resumed his equanimity. Mr. Bosworth
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Smith's Life of Lord Lawrence relates how the Koh-

i-nur was afterwards delivered to John Lawrence for

safe custody, and how Lawrence for a time lost the

priceless gem !

Those who were acquainted with Lahore in those

days can alone form an idea of its picturesque aspect.

Surrounded by the ruined tombs of the Muhammadan

kings, the city with its fortifications, its colossal

pillars and minarets, presented an appearance which

made it rank among the most striking of our Eastern

towns, Amritsar alone excepted. It is now bereft

to a great extent of its old attractions. Canton-

ments with their baiTacks and bungalows, however

indicative of the security of civilisation, do not charm

the eye. The procession of the Maharaja in his cir-

cuit round the city was unique in effect. The colours

of the dresses, the line of elephants, contrasting with

the display of troops, were a sight not easily to be

effaced from our recollection.

I had a delicate business to carry out at this time

on my own private account. It was purely artistic,

and I had little hope of being successful. It had

been intimated to me that Lai Singh had no objection

to sit for his portrait, although he was at the time

hourly engaged in conferences and negotiations. How-

ever, whilst I was waiting by appointment in the

court-yard of the palace, a '

pardah
'

was di'awn aside

suddenly, and Lai Singh rode in equipped in a com-

plete suit of armour. I longed at the moment for

the touch of a Velasquez ;
the subject would have

I
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been worthy of him. For the Rdni's favourite was

every inch a Sikh, as remarkable for his personal

appearance as he w^as infamous for his cruelty and

excesses.

Before leaving Lahore, the Governor-General, ac-

companied by Sir Hugh Gough and Sir Charles Napier,

reviewed the anny of the Sutlej. On that occasion

were drawn up the regiments which had fought many
years before in the Peninsula, in company with the

three distinguished soldiers who now went down the

line. Crippled by the losses the}' had sustained in four

general actions, they were still a proud remnant of

that force which in the previous year had been

massed on the frontier. The 31st, which before the

campaign had mustered 850 bayonets, marched past

with less than half its original strength. The 9th,

with a strength of 874 before Mudki, could only bring

up 450. The gallant 50th, the 'dirty half-hundred,'

had lost 300 men killed and wounded
;
and other

regiments had suffered in proportion. It was an

imposing sight, but not devoid of sad recollections.

As the Governor-General passed along, there was

a word for each regiment. When he halted before

Sir C. Napier's old corps he told them how that

distinguished general had fought with them in the

Peninsula, and how proud he was of their behaviour

in the late battles. It was too much for the gallant

Napier. In vain he tried to speak. He could only

wave his hand as an acknowledgment.
Sir Charles's dress was not strictly according to
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regulation
—a pith helmet, a native leather jacket,

breeches and long boots made up his
' kit/ This dress

he had never changed since his arrival in camp. Had
the war been protracted, the contingent of 12,000

men which he had brought up from Sind would
have swelled our strength; and no man was more

depressed when he failed to reach the array in time.

But he quite concurred with the Governor-General

that annexation at that time was impossible. In

this he must have been sincere : for a protracted war
would undoubtedly have brought him to the front,

and his political antecedents certainly pointed to his

approval of the principle of extending our frontier.

Ever kind-hearted, with a determined spirit and

great professional abihty, he left us prepossessed with

the conviction that he was no ordinary man, however

much his opponents may have declaimed against him
—

perhaps not without some excuse.

To return, however, to the Treaty. Its principal

provisions were the abandonment by the Sikh Darbar

of the strip of territory between the Beas and the

Sutlej ;
the payment of a million and a half sterling

as indemnity for the expenses of the war—should the

Darbar be unable to pay the whole of this sum, or to

give satisfactory security, the provinces of Kashmir
and Hazara were to be ceded as an equivalent

—
fifty

lakhs of rupees (^500,000) were to be paid on or

before the ratification of the Treaty ;
the Sikh army

was restricted to twenty-five battalions of infantry
and 1 2,000 cavalry ;

and all the guns pointed against

I 2
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the British troops were to be surrendered. By Article

1 2 the Mahdrajji agreed to recognise the independent

sovereignty of Ghuldb Singh in such territories as

mi'dit be assigned to him. The occupation of the

city by British troops till the end of the year had

akeady been agreed upon. Liil Singh, Bhai Rflra

Singh, Tej Singh, Diwan Dcna Nath were the signa-

tories of this historic document. The Treaty con-

cluded at the same time by the British Government

with Ghulab Singh made over to him all the territory

eastward of the Indus and westward of the R^vi

River, on the payment of seventy-five lakhs of rupees

(^750,000). The hmits of these territories were not

to be changed without the consent of the British

Government.

Such was the Treaty of Lahore. It added to the

Company's dominions territory yielding a revenue

of i£'4CO,ooo, and strengthened our right flank so as

to protect Simla, Ludhiana, and Ambiila. Some have

blamed the Government for the transfer of Kashmir

to Ghuldb Singh ;
but such critics have probably not

calculated the number of men necessary to hold that

province, or the probable revenue which would have

been derived from its annexation. Those, too, who

cavil against Lord Hardinge's non-annexation policy,

and who think, as Sir C. Napier did, that ' no Indian

prince should exist,' must put to themselves this

question: Could the Governor-General, with the mili-

tary means at his disposal, have achieved such a con-

quest after Sobraon? There was at that time a deficit
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in the Indian treasury. The hot season was setting

in, while four general actions had palpably weak-

ened the strength of our European regiments. Must

it not then occur to every one that in the event of in-

surrection, such as occurred not long after at Multan,

the presence of the British troops at Lahore, backed by
the concentrated force under the Commander-in-Chief,

would greatly facilitate the annexation of the whole

province whenever such an extremity might become

necessary ?

With regard to the transfer of Kashmir to Ghulab

Singh, the Governor-General gives the following

reasons in a letter written to a near relative :
— '

It

was necessary last March to weaken the Sikhs by

depriving them of Kashmir. The distance from

Kashmir to the Sutlej is 300 miles of very difficult

mountainous country, quite impracticable for six

months. To keep a British force 300 miles from any

possibility of support would have been an undertaking

that merited a strait-waistcoat and not a peerage.'

The arrangement made was the only alternative. The

Government took away with one hand and gave with

the other, as the exigencies of the case required ;
and

as regards the honesty of the transaction, the names

of Currie and Lawrence are a sufficient guarantee.

Ghulab Singh's character was not without reproach ;

but where was the native chief or minister to be

found without similar blots on his escutcheon ?

The most complete explanation of Lord Hardinge's

views on tnis subject is to be found in a letter to
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Lord Ellenboroufjli, who had questioned the policy of

rewarding what ho termed Ghul^b Singh's treachery to

the Lahore state. As criticisms similar to those of Lord

Ellenborough have been prevalent, I think it right to

quote pnssages from this letter at some length :
—

'Ghuldb Singh was never Minister at Lahore for the

administration of its affairs. Early in 1845 Jowahir

Singh persuaded the army to march against Jamii.

Ghuhlb Singh, despairing of being able to defend him-

self, threw himself into the hands of the Panchayats
and was brought a prisoner to Lahore. He was there

treated with great severity ;
and subsequently, when

the army offered him the Wazirship, he repeatedly
declined the offer. When the invasion took place, he

remained at Jamii and took no part against us,

but tendered his allegiance on condition of beinor con-

firmed in the possession of his own territories. This

was neither conceded nor refused, as the paramount

power did not think it becoming, while the armies

were in presence of each other, to show any doubt as

to the result by granting terms. I merely referred him

to the terms of the Proclamation of December, when
the Sikhs crossed the Sutlej. Nevertheless, it was

clearly to be understood by the terms of that Pro-

clamation that, if Ghiildb Singh took no part against

us, ho was entitled to consideration whenever the

ulfairs of the Punjab came to be settled. It was evi-

dent that he had no cause of gratitude or attachment

to the Lahore Darb/ir, by whose orders and intrigues

his own family had been nearly extermiuatod, his
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possessions taken, and his son slain. During the

whole of the campaign he had purposely kept aloof ;

not a single Hill soldier had fired a shot against us,

so that the Government had every right to treat with

him. They had their own interests, also, to attend to
;

which in policy required that the Sikh state should

be weakened and that the Hills should be separated

from the plains.

'Were we to be deterred from doing what was

right, and what had been previously determined

upon, because the Lahore Darbar, knowing he had

not participated in their crimes, chose to employ him

for a particular object as being the man most accept-

able to us ? Was he the Minister, and were not four

other Commissioners associated with him for settling

the terms of peace? After Mudki and Firozshah

the Rani had implored him to come to Lahore and

bring his troops to her aid. He sent evasive answers.

After the battle of Allwal more pressing invitations

were sent, as he alone, in their opinion, could settle

affairs with the English, because he had not taken

part against them. He came to Lahore, protesting

publicly in Darbar against all that had been done.

He accepted the responsibility of attempting a settle-

ment, but required the Rani to sign a paper that she

would accede to the terms which he and the other

four Commissioners should agree upon. He had been

told by Major Lawrence on the 3rd of February, in a

written document, that we appreciated his wisdom

in not having taken up arms against us, and that his
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interests would be taken into consideration. The

words of the Proclamation, dated T4th of February,
were these :

" The extent of the territory which it

may be advisable to take will be determined by the

conduct of the Darbdr and by considerations for the

security of the British frontier."

' These words were meant to include any arrange-

ments which would render the Hills independent of

the plains, which arrangement had been well con-

sidered before the battle of Sobr^on. It was always
intended that Ghulab Singh, whose troops had not

fired a shot, should have his case and position fully

considered. What act of treason, then, had he

committed against the Lahore state? He had done

good service to us, which we had recognised before

he was a Sikh Commissioner. After the war com-

menced, were we to abandon our policy and to treat

the only man who had not lifted up his arm against

us with indifference, because he came to head-quarters

specially deputed by the Lahore Darbiir to confer

with us as one who had not joined in their unpro-

voked invasion % His forbearance was rewarded,

because this forbearance was in accordance with an

intended policy, and because the charge of treachery

could not be substantiated.'



CHAPTER X

Kashmir and the Second Treaty of Lahore

December, 1846

The Governor-General now retired to Simla, to

enjoy a few months' repose during the hot season.

There I joined him later in the year, having fii'st made

an excursion into Kashmir. As Kashmir was in

those days unknown to Englishmen, and as it figures

somewhat prominently in the history of the time, I

may perhaps be pardoned for introducing here some

personal reminiscences. The party included Lord

Elphinstone (afterwards Governor of Bombay). Captain

Nicholson (the hero of Delhi), my brother Captain A.

Hardinge, with Dr. "Walker and Major Bates. Need-

less to say that we possessed no diplomatic powers ;

but we kept our eyes open, and reported all that we

observed.

On our way to Kashmir, we visited Ghulab Singh
in his hill-fortress of Jamu. Nothing could exceed

the cordiality of the reception we met with, all being

done of course with a special object. When we were

summoned to Ghulab's presence, a diplomatic difficulty

arose. Nicholson, so distinguished in after years, was

our interpreter and master of the ceremonies, and he

insisted on our taking off our boots before our intro-
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duction to the Eaj^. Being in full uniform, we held

a consultation with Lord Elphinstone, and unanim-

ously agreed that we would not make fools of ourselves,

merely to please a man who owed everything to the

British, Imagine our surprise on seeing Nicholson

enter, also in full uniform, with a pair of very baggy

stockings on his feet ! All I can say is, that while

he was with us he never heard the last of it.

Our interview with the R^jd, a fine handsome old

man with a long beard, was extremely interesting.

He gave us a history of all his campaigns, and pro-

duced a sort of panorama painted by a native artist,

portraying the events of his life. In one there was a

gi'oup of men pouring what was evidently molten lead

down a prisoner's throat. We asked what they were

doing, upon which he laughed heartily, and pointing

to the caldron said,
'

They are making tea !

' When

we alluded to Kot Kangra holding out, he simply

observed that L^l Singh was at the bottom of it all,

and ought to be hanged ;
but he was sorry, at the

same time, to speak thus of an old friend. He men-

tioned, too, the naiTow escape he had had when the

English garrison first occupied Lahore. According to

his account, on returning one day from Lawrence's

tent, he went to a shrine in the city to perform his

devotions, and on rising to mount his horse the Fakir

observed, 'It is not time yet.' He then waited about

a quarter of an hour and again proposed to go. The

I'akir again stoppetl him
; but when half an hour lind

elapsed, he was allowed to go. He afterwards found
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out that a party of men hired by Lai Singh had been

told off to murder him
;
and that these men, finding

that he did not arrive at his house at the usual time,

concluded he had gone round by some other street.

The next day we were off to Kashmir, but before

starting we found that our shooting jackets had been

taken away by the Court tailor. After some delay

they were restored to us, not in their original

tweed mixture but entirely covered with gold
' kin-

kob.' Mounting our hill ponies among the salaams

of the assembled multitude, we presented rather a

strange aspect. None laughed more over it than

our charming friend Lord Elphinstone, who headed

the cavalcade.

From Jamu our route to the pass into the Kashmir

valley was almost impracticable. We repeatedly had

to dismount from our ponies and lead them along

ledges of granite rock, descending abruptly into

the 'khad' below. Ghulab Singh had given me his

best pony—a perfect specimen of the hill breed,

with a white mane reaching to the ground. "We had

not gone far before we heard shouting in our front.

The unfortunate animal had lost its footing ;
and in

spite of the efforts of the coolies to hold it until

further assistance arrived, it was precipitated many
thousand feet into the torrent below. Nor was this

our only disaster. Two days' march further on I had

stopped to sketch, sending on my tents and baggage to

our halting-ground. Darkness overtook us through a

miscalculation of time. It was dangerous to mount, so
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tlmt it became necessary for us to crawl on our hantls

and feet whenever we reached an awkward spot in

the narrow road. In one of these we came to a pool

of water with a torrent running over the road. There

was nothing for it but to drive the pony through the

pool, hoping that he would reach the ground beyond
in safety. To our horror, he too slipped ; heavy
thuds at intervals told us he had gone over. We
waded through this pool, torches were stnt out for us,

and at last we reached the village. To our surprise

the next morning we found the poor animal alive,

with his fore and hind feet across a large fir-tree,

and a water-fall pouring over him. He was rescued,

but, strange to relate, was killed on our return journey

by a similar accident.

The Governor of Kashmir at this time was the

Shaikh Imdm-ud-din,who, in October of this very year,

refused to recognise Ghulab Singh's title under tlie

Treaty of Lahore and brought upon himself a British

expedition. Though we were received by the Shaikh

with every mark of respect and honour, one circum-

stance caused us to suspect that appearances were

deceptive. On our expressing a wish to visit the

fort, in order to get a view of the far-famed lake, it

was intimated to us that troops of the Sikh Darbjir

still held it, but that if we were inclined to go without

any armed attendants we were at liberty to do so. To

this we assented. We found none of Ghuhlb Singh's

troops in the fort, though they arrived shortly after-

wards. Apart from this, we had nothing to complain
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of. Shooting parties were organised for us, and

everything was done by the Shaikh to render our

stay as pleasant as possible.

Here our party separated. I proceeded to join the

Governor-General at Simla, accompanied only by our

surgeon, Dr. Walker. On our way we had to pass

Kot Kangra, and there heard for the first time of the

sun-ender of the Sikh garrison. Kangra is so well de-

scribed in the Life of Lord Lawrence by Mr. Bosworth

Smith that I can add nothing to his picture. Imagine

Edinburgh Castle, on a rock much more precipitous,

encircled by a rushing torrent and completely com-

manded from the hills above, and you can form an

idea of that Eastern Gibraltar. Without siege guns

the place was impregnable. The Sikh garrison had

refused to surrender, and simply laughed at us, till

Wheeler and John Lawrence, who was then at the

head of affaii's in the Jalandhar Doab, brought up the

elephant battery. Roads were immediately cut in the

rock : and these sagacious animals, when they were

in single file, actually pushed up with their foreheads

the ammunition waggons immediately in their front.

Not a shot was fired. The white flag was immediately

hoisted on the citadel, and the garrison laid down

their arms.

Let us now follow the Governor-General to his re-

treat at Simla. The small bungalow overlooking the

snowy range was modest enough compared with the

Government House which has since been erected. I

can see him now, pacing up and down the verandah,
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as he discussed with energy the contents of the latest

' dak
'

from Lahore with some of the secretariat. After

the labours and excitement of the campaign, the repose

now permitted and the pleasant reflection that his

rule was nearly at an end were meat and drink to him.

Shortly after my arrival the mail-bags from Eng-
land wore opened, containing the list of honours for

the army of the Sutlej. Few soldiers had better

merited theii* rewards, which were distributed with

no sparing hand. The two Chiefs received peerages,

and Parliament voted to each an annuity of .^3000

to sustain the dignity. It happened, however, that

before the Cabinet could move in the matter, the

Court of Directors had, by a unanimous vote, granted

to Lord Hardinge a pension of .^''5000, charged on the

revenues of India. It was obvious that no servant of

the Crown could accept this double acknowledgment
of his services

;
and Lord Hardinge was the last

person to avail himself of such excessive liberality.

In his absence, it fell to the lot of his wife to remove

the difficulty which had arisen. In a letter from

her, which was read in the House of Lords by Lord

Lansdowne, she anticipated the expression of her

husband's feelings, and declined the pension voted

by the Court of Directors.

Lord Hardinge always maintained that such honours

from his Queen and country more than repaid him

for his previous months of exertion and anxiety.

JUit what touched his heart more than anything else

was the unanimous approval of the Cabinet, backed
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as it was by the sincere congratulations of all his old

friends. Let me record what Sir Robert Peel wrote

on the subject :
—

' Whitehall Gardens, April, 1 846.

'My Dear Hardinge,
' I know not what I can add to the simple admi-

ration of your conduct, military and civil, thi-oughout
the whole and every insulated part of your proceed-

ings and policy on the banks of the Sutlej. The

original forbearance, the promptitude and skill with

which a scandalous and unprovoked aggression was

repelled, the full reparation demanded, the dignity
and calm fortitude with which it was insisted upon,
the wisdom of the conditions imposed with reference

not merely to our character for moderation in victory,

but to the permanent interests of the Indian Empire,
are themes on which volumes might be written. These

volumes, however, could add nothing to the assurance

of the most cordial a2Dprohation of every act that has

been done and every line that has been written.'

A few days later Sir Robert Peel wrote again :
—

' There is here universal approval and admiration

of your policy from first to last
; above all things,

your moderation after victory is most applauded.
It is thought, and justly thought, that it adds a lustre

to the skill and valour displayed in the military

achievements. It is ten times more gratifying to the

public mind than the annexation of the whole of the

Punjab would have been.
' This is the common sentiment, the instinctive
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feeling of the whole mass of mankind
;
but your policy

is as cordially approved by the reflecting few. They
consider that the annexation of the Punjab would

have been a source of weakness and not of strength,

that it would have extended our frontier at the great-

est distance from our resources and on the weakest

points, that you would have been with reference to

Afghanistan and all the bordering countries in a

much worse position than you were in September last.

' These are Indian considerations ; but there are

higher considerations still nearer homo, affecting

still more vital interests, that are decisive in favour

of your policy. There is not a country in Europe
or America that does not do us justice, that

does not admire the signal proof of bravery and

military skill ten times the more, because it was

called forth in a righteous cause and because it has

been followed by dignified forbearance and modera-

tion in the hour of strength. I believe that what has

taken place on the banks of the Sutlej will have its

influence on the banks of the Oregon ;
that there is

not an American who will not feel that if England
follows the example you have set of moderation and

justice in her negotiations, and is compelled to vindi-

cate her rights or her honour by an appeal to arms, she

will also follow on the St. Lawrence or the Hudson the

example of disciplined valour and heroic devotion.'

In the same month Sir R. Peel offered Lord llar-

dinge the Master-Generalship of the Ordnance, then

un the point of being vacated. This arrangement
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was continsrent on his decidiBg to return home at theo o

close of the military operations.

Lord Ripon, President of the Board of Control,

wrote in the same strain and in equally cordial

language. Then came pouring in addresses from

different bodies at home and in India—the City of

London, the Mayor of Liverpool, the Corporations of

Durham and Launeeston (his former constituencies),

the Council at Calcutta, public meetings of the natives

of Calcutta and Madras—all eulogising his policy and

praising its moderation
;
while there were hardly any

of his old military and political friends who did not

add something to the chorus of congratulations.

Peel's letter was a source of intense pleasure and

satisfaction. Lord Hardinge wi'ote, in reply, that if

his office was wanted when his old Chief went out

he hoped the whole policy of the war would be

scrutinised
;

that Peel had nobly supported him;
that he was truly happy in such a vindicator of his

actions and measures, and in such a friend who so

honourably supported those whom he employed. On
the 4th of July Peel wrote again:

—' You will see that

we are out, defeated by a combination of Whigs and

Protectionists. I had the satisfaction of seeinor two

drowsy Masters in Chancery announce at the table

that the Lords had passed the Corn Bill. I was

satisfied. Two hours after we were ejected from

power.' The next day the news arrived that the

Oregon question was settled. Peel's two forecasts

were thus verified. He had predicted in a former

K
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letter that he would drive his enemies (the Protec-

tionists) across the Sutlej ;
in a later one he alluded to

the policy adopted at Lahore as being not without

influence on the Oregon.

Lord Hardinge was now sorely tempted to resign.

Domestic reasons were for the moment uppermost
in his mind; he also felt that it would not be equally

pleasant to serve under those who had been politically

opposed to him at home. But he came to the con-

clusion that, should the new Government press him,

he was prepared to stay, as he felt bound to watch

the issue of his recent policy in the Punjab. The

Duke and Peel both urged him to remain ;
and on the

8th of July Lord John Russell sent him the following

letter :
— '

I take advantage of the opportunity afforded

me by coming into office to offer you my hearty con-

gratulations on your brilliant victories and un-

chequered success. I am sure that no other Chief

can so well consolidate the peace you have achieved

as yourself. The Eastern nations obey a vigorous

rule, but would easily evade all obligations if they

did not fear the consequences. I trust, therefore, we

shall have the advantage of your continuance in the

Government of India.' The new President of the

Board of Control, Sir John Hobhouse, addressed him

to the same effect.

These letters removed whatever hesitation he may
have felt. He replied, as a soldier should, that he

was at their command. One stipulation, however,

ho made. Looking to the fact that he was arriving
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at that period of life when public servants had

some claim to repose, he trusted that in the following

year he might be permitted to resign the high trust

which had been conferred upon him. He wrote to his

wife that it was essential to the last act of his public

life not to shrink from the responsibility of his Punjab

policy, for the whole of that policy had been accom-

plished without the advice of his Council in Calcutta,

and its results rested entirely on his own shoulders.

The period of repose at Simla was interrupted in

October, 1846, by the news of a short-lived insur-

rection in Kashmir. The Shaikh Imam-ud-din, not

without the connivance of Lai Singh and possibly

other members of the Sikh Darbar, at last openly

refused to carry out that clause of the Treaty of

Lahore by which Kashmir was to be transferred to

Ghulab Singh. Without an hour's hesitation, the

Governor-General declared that the Treaty must be

enforced by British troops. Eight regiments of Native

infantry, with twelve field guns, were at once dis-

patched from the Jalandhar Doab, accompanied by a

Darbar contingent, consisting of 17,000 of those very

Sikhs who had fought against us. The whole force

was under the command of Brigadier Wheeler, with

Henry Lawrence as Political Officer, The Sikhs be-

haved admirably on the march
;
and had the neces-

sity arisen, no one doubted that they would have

shown the same spirit on our side as in the hard-

fought fields on the Sutlej.

But the Shaikh, who had at his disposal not more

K 2
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than 8000 or 9000 men, saw at once that his cause

"W'as hojK'lcss before the expedition had entered

the passes leading into Kashmir. He hurried down

to tender his submission in person, and proceeded to

make disclosures which involved Lai Sinjih in his

downfall. It appeared that he had long been waver-

ing between Ghuldb Singh's ofTer to confirm him in

his government with a salary of one lakh of rupees

(.^'120,000 a year), and Lai Singh's bribe of a receipt

in full for his past accounts. He now showed letters

from Lai Singh ordering him to oppose the transfer of

Kashmir.

Ljil Singh was forthwith put upon his trial on the

charge of having treacherously violated the Treaty of

Lahore, to which his own signature had been ap-

pended. The trial took place in public, before a court

of British officers, composed of Sir John Littler, Currie,

the two Lawrences, and Colonel Goldie. They re-

corded their unanimous opinion that the charge of

treachery was established. The deposition of Liil

Singh was accordingly demanded. To this the other

members of the Darbar gave an equally unanimous

assent. The great Sikh chieftain, who had first

crossed swords with us at Mudki and Firozshah,

was now, despite the ravings of the Lahore Me.-^sulina,

deported to British territory, leaving a name remark-

able only for intrigues and excesses of every shade of

iniquity.

It was argued at the time in some quarters that the

Kashmir insun'ection arose from the aversion of the
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Muhammadan population to the Hindu sovereign who

had been forced upon them. In reply to this, it is

sufficient to quote the high authority of Henry Law-

rence ^ who declared that the arrival of Ghulab Singh

in Kashmir was by no means displeasing to the

inhabitants, the tyranny and oppression of the Shaikh

having become insupportable.

The Kashmir insuiTection and the treachery of Lai

Singh led to a revision of the Treaty of Lahore, in a

direction which the Governor-General had for some

time been contemplating. In a despatch to the Secret

Committee, dated from Simla, September 10th, 1846,

after discussing the advisability of continuing the

occupation of Lahore by British troops, he added :

' The other course which it may be open to the British

Government to take, and which has constantly occu-

pied my attention, would be to carry on the govern-

ment of Lahore in the name of the Maharaja during

his minority, a period of about eight years, placing

a British Minister at the head of the government
assisted by a Native Council.

' The marked difference between the sj'stem of

having a British Minister residing at Lahore con-

ducting the government by native agency, and that

which now prevails, would amount to this : that in

the one case our troops are made the instruments for

supporting misrule
;
and in the other, by British in-

tei-position, justice and moderation are secured by an

' See the Governor-Qeneral's despatch of November 21st, 1846, to

the Secret Committee.
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adininistration through native executive agency in

accordance with the customs, feelings, and prejudices

of the people. If, therefore, the proposal of the Regent
and Darb^ir should lead to an offer to carry on the

government by a British Minister, and the pro-

posa] should be confirmed by the influential chiefs,

I should be disposed to give the experiment a

favourable consideration.'

The contingency here contemplated had now arrived.

In December, 1 846, the Governor-General again visited

Lahore. He announced that he was ready to with-

draw the troops in accordance with the existing

Treaty ;
but that, if the Darbar still wished for British

protection, they must consent to the only conditions

on which it could be aflTorded. Accordingly, a new

Treaty was signed. The Rani was excluded from all

power, receiving a pension of j€^ 15,000 a j-ear. A
Council of Regency, consisting of eight Sardars, was

appointed during the minority of Dhulip Singh ; and

it was stipulated that they should act under the control

and guidance of the British Resident. A British gar*

risen was to occupy the Bunjab during the same period

of eight years, to be stationed in whatever towns and

forts the Governor-General might think fit; while the

Sikh Darbar agreed to pay ^€'2 20,000 a year towards

the expenses of occupation. The first Resident was

Sir Henry Lawrence
; and when he was compelled to

take sick-leave in 1847, ho was succeeded by Sir

Frederic Currie, both of whom had taken a prominent

part in all the preceding negotiations.
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This Second Treaty of Lahore, which governed our

relations with the Punjab until the outbreak at

Miiltan in 1848, was negotiated by Lord Hardinge on

his own responsibility, without reference to his Council

at Calcutta or to the Home Government. But he had

been entrusted with full authority to adopt whatever

policy he thought best, and he subsequently received

the most cordial approval of the Treaty. This may be

seen from the following letters, written at different

times by Sir J. Hobhouse, President of the Board of

Control.

In Decen^ber, 1846, after the news of the suppres-

sion of the insurrection in Kashmir, he wrote :
— '

I may
now congratulate you, as I do most cordially, on the

success of your operations against the Shaikh. This

termination of a very threatening and embarrassing

affair will leave you at leisure to consider the state

of affairs at Lahore, and to determine the important

question of remaining in or quitting the Punjab. You

are in possession of our sentiments on the subject.

But let me again say that we leave the decision to you,

who are on the spot with all the materials for forming

a correct judgment immediately before you ;
and also

that, do what you may, you will be supported by us.'

Again, in January, 1847, 'Let me say that all you
have hitherto done inspires us with the perfect con-

fidence that all you will do will be well done.*

And, finally, after the Second Treaty of Lahore had

been received in England,
' I have now only to con-

gratulate you on all you have done and are doing.
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You -will see by the newspapers that even the best

guides of public opinion are now delighted with your

arrangements, and give you credit for biding your

time.and doing the right thing at the right moment.'

These last words embody the principles by which

Lonl ITardinge was always guided in his dealings

with the Punjab. His policy varied from time to

time, but only with the circumstances of the case.

"While deliberately averse to annexation, he never

disguised from himself that such a contingency might
be forced upon him. A writer in the Calcutta Review,

deft-nding the Treaty of December 1 846, thus expressed

the alternative that was present to the Governor-

General's mind :

' If the time arrives when the Darbar

and the army grow weary of our honesty, then no

voice will be louder than ours for punishing the State

by complete annexation.' Wlu-n that time did arrive,

Lord Hardiiige's voice joined in approving the policy

which was forced upon his successor. In a letter from

England to Sir Henry Lawrence, dated March 24th,

1849, he wrote:—'The energy and turbulent spirit

of the Sikhs are stated by one section [of politicians

here] as ground for not annexing. In my judgment,

this is the argument which would dispose me, if I

were on the spot, to annex. ... I should be ashamed

of myself if I would not depart from a line of policy

which was right at the time, because I might be

charged with inconsistency.'



CHAPTER XI

Nepal and Oudh

At this period the State of Nepal was very un-

settled. The Maharaja had proceeded to Benares on

a pilgrimage, to expiate the guilt which might attach

to himself and his family in consequence of the as-

sassination of thirty-five chiefs in the Audience Hall

at Khatmandu. He was accompanied by the Rani

and her two children, while the heir-apparent re-

mained behind with the Minister, Jang Bahadur. The

latter was himself deeply implicated in the murder of

the chiefs, under the orders, it is alleged, of the Rani,

in revenge for the assassination of her principal

Minister.

These proceedings were involved in much mystery,

but the following is an outline of the story as reported

at the time to the Governor-General. The Minister

of the Rdni had been shot during his devotions. On

hearing the news, the Rani hastened to the spot

with her female attendants, and, taking the Sword of

State in her own hands, walked on foot to the

Audience Hall in the Palace. Jang Bahadur, who was

then in command of the ai'my, observed that, as the

Rani had been invested with fuU powers, it behoved
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her to make the most searcliing inquiry and to

punish the offenders. The Maharaja in the mean time

arrived, attended by his Sardars, with the exception

of one old chief and his relations. The Rani ordered

the absent chief to be brought before her, and directed

another chief, suspected of being concerned in the

murder, to be placed in irons, exhorting him to

confess his crime. He declared his innocence, and

the Riinl gave her sword to the General attend-

ing upon her, and desired him to kill the suspected

chief.

The Mahan'ija now interfered, declaring that it would

be criminal to put to death so old a servant of the

State without trial. He mounted his horse and pro-

ceeded to the Residency to ask advice. In the mean

time the absent chief suspected of the murder arrived

with his followers, and was met by Jang Bahadur,

who related to him what had happened, and declared

it was necessary, in order to appease the Rdni, that the

chief in irons and General Abhiman Singh should bo

put to death. This advice was rejected. The General,

hearing of the conspiracy against him, collected his

soldiers and ordered them to load. As they ap-

proached, the R^nl descended from the gateway and

entering the Hall with the Sword of State exclaimed,
' Who has killed my Minister? Name him quickly, or

with this sword 1 shall kill the prisoner.' This was

prevented by the chiefs placing themselves in her way.
On her re-ascending the staircase, followed by General

Abhimdn Singh, he and the old chief were shot down.
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The massacre then commenced. The troops under

Jang Bahadur fired on the chiefs, the Rani exclaim-

ing,
' Kill and destroy my enemies.'

Jang Bahadur was then invested with the office of

Minister. The Maharaja reproached him with the

massacre
;
while the Rani broke out into loud lamen-

tations, declaring that unless the heir-apparent were

at once put to death, in order to open the succession

to her own son,
' more bloodshed would follow.' Jang

Bahadur laid his turban at the feet of the Maharaja,

and begged that he might have full powers to 're-

move '

the enemies of the heir-apparent. He forth-

with killed in cold blood the chiefs who had espoused

the cause of the Rani. She was then informed that

she must quit Khatmandu, together with her sons,

while the Maharaja was also persuaded to accompany
her to Benares.

The Governor-General had no right by Treaty to

interfere in the internal affairs of Nepal, which then,

as now, ranked as an independent state, outside the

sphere of British suzerainty. All he could do was to

write a letter to the Resident to the following effect :
—

That the previous acts of atrocity committed by the

Minister, in first ordering the massacre of thirty-five

chiefs in the Hall of Audience, and next in putting to

death twenty-six influential chiefs, the adherents of

the Rani, and thus by terror preventing the Maharaja
from returning to his capital, were reasons which in-

duced him to be in no haste to recognise the son who,

under guidance of this Minister, had supplanted his
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fjithcr. The Governor-General could only express
his hope that some arrangement might be made be-

tween the parties before his acknowledgment of the

new sovereign was demanded.

Tliis gliastly story of intrigue and massacre in

Nep^l must sound almost incredible to the present

generation, who only know Jang Bahadur as the

lion of a London season and the ally of England
during the Mutiny. To us at the time in India it

recalled the bulletins of similar proceedings which
we had been accustomed to receive from Lahore
before the Sikh invasion. In Eastern countries such

tragedies have from time immemorial been incidental

to a disputed succession. And those critics who
are disposed to condemn the extension of British

rule in India, should bear in mind that it has ^iven

protection not only to the population at large, but

also to the native princes who still retain the ad-

ministration of their own dominions.

On his way to Lucknow, where his presence was

required to administer a personal rebuke to the King
of Oudh for his intolerable maladministration, the

Governor-General halted for a few days in the neigh-
bourhood of the Tarai, in order to witness a tiL'cr

hunt. Although he had lost one hand he was an

excellent shot, resting his gun on what remained of

his left arm. The 'battue' was organised almost on

military principles, the beaters consisting of no less

tlian seventy elephants in lino. A larger number may
have been collected when the Prince of Wales visited
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India in later years ;
but no one who was present

on this occasion can have forgotten the strange and

picturesque scene. The sagacious animals crashed

through the heavy jungle, uprooting with their trunks

the smaller trees in their way, and avoiding with

natural instinct the dangerous bogs that abounded.

The sport was excellent, two or three tigers being

brought back to camp each day. The Lord Sahib

was as keen as the youngest staff-officer, especially

when a tiger was on foot. We all felt that he

had well earned such relaxation after the constant

anxieties of the last two years.

Thence we proceeded to Cawnpur, then known only

as a large cantonment and a prosperous mercantile

town, but destined ten years later to be the scene

of that terrible tragedy with which its name must

ever hereafter be associated. There we crossed the

Ganges, and entered the dominions of the King of

Oudh, which are naturally fertile and densely in-

habited. The population especially attracted our

notice, as supplying at that time the best high-caste

Sepoys to the Bengal army. Lucknow, the capital,

is a good specimen of an Eastern city, studded with

palaces, mosques, and other picturesque buildings.

When illuminated at night, as on the occasion of the

Governor-General's visit, the effect was most striking.

I can only speak of Lucknow as it was in 1847.

The vicissitudes which it has since gone through may
have changed its aspect materially ;

but in those days

its situation on the river Gumti, with the mosque of
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All Masji'd overhanging it, left, from an artistic point

of view, nothing to be desired.

It cannot be denied that, from the days of Lord

Wellesley, maladministration had been more or less

chronic in Oudh. Successive Governors-General had

placed on record their solemn words of warning
—

words destined to be disregarded until the last crisis

arrived in 1856. One of the first acts of Lord Har-

dinge on his arrival in India had been to protest

against the displacement of the Wazir by a mere up-

start, in opposition to the declared wishes of the

Resident. Friendly advice was tendered on that

occasion, but it remained unheeded. The year 1847

arrived, but with it no manifest improvement. It

was under such circumstances that the present visit

of remonstrance was undertaken.

To illustrate the unsettled state of affairs, an

incident that occurred in April of this very year may
be mentioned. The city of Lucknow had been much

disturbed, apparently by a bad spirit among the

Hindu population directed against the Musahnan

authorities, in consequence of some Hindu temples

having been thrown down. The King was unpopular,

and even his life was in danger. When it was least

expected, an armed soldier with two or three fol-

lowers forced their way into the palace, where they

were immediately cut down. On the day following, the

Minister was attacked by four men, who struck him to

the ground and held daggers at his breast, threaten-

ing his life if any attempt were made at a rescue. A
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crowd was formed round this group, no one ven-

turinor to interfere. On hearinor of the disturbance,

Colonel Richmond, the Resident, hastened to the spot,

with a regiment and two guns, when the same threats

were repeated. Two of these desperadoes held the

Minister down, while the others succeeded in intimi-

dating the lookers-on. These men declaimed against

the bad government of the King, and demanded j^5ooo

as the price of the Minister's life. The Resident refused

to be a party to any pecuniary arrangements of that

nature. He told them that, if they killed the Minister,

they should answer for it with their own lives
; but,

on the other hand, if they spared his life, their own

would be guaranteed. Lieutenant Bird, Assistant to the

Resident,then forced his way into the crowd, when sud-

denly two elephants, carrying the required sum, came

upon the scene. The money had been provided by
the Minister's relations. But the troops seized the

delinquents and escorted them to prison. Colonel

Richmond then went to the King, to whom it was

explained that, in order to save the Minister's life,

he had given these men two alternatives : either to be

liberated, taking their chance of escape ; or to submit

to a fair trial, on the understanding that their lives

would not be forfeited. The King assented, and the

men decided upon standing their trial.

The Governor-General expressed his displeasure

that the Resident had become implicated as the

protector of such ruffians, but enjoined him to observe

the good faith of a British officer, and to prevent their
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being mutilated or treated with inhumanity, recourse

to which was by no means improbable. Such was

the state of the government, and such were the scenes

frequently enacted in Oudh before the Governor-

General's arrival in the province. They told the same

tale as at Lahore and Khatmandu—pointing to two

alternatives, either more direct interference by the

British Government in internal affaii's, or the drastic

remedy of annexation.

On his amval at the palace, the Governor-General

was received with every mark of honour. Darbdrs

were held and the most costly presents offered, with

a general illumination of the city. The King, a

sensualist in appearance, seemed to be lavish to

excess in all his surroundings. Entertainments were

provided in our honour. These consisted mainly of

fights in the arena between various kinds of wild

animals— tigers, buffaloes, and hyenas contending

together. Even quails were pitted against each other

to provide amusement for the royal party. There

he sat in his throne of state, as a Roman Emperor

may have done in days gone by ;
but the dignity and

kingly appearance was wanting. After being satiated

with these sanguinary exhibitions, the Court retii'ed,

and then the serious part of the conference began.
Tlie words of warning had been carefully prepared.

They were described as the '

golden
'

advice of the

Governor-General to the King.
'

Golden,' it may be

presumed, because the whole was subsequently tran-

scribed in golden letters with the most elaborate
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illuminations for presentation to the Governor-

General.

The letter commenced by drawing the King's

attention to the forbearance of the British Govern-

ment and its strict observance of treaties in the case

of the Punjab and Kashmir. Then it was explained
how Lord Wellesley's Treaty of 1801 provided for the

protection of the people, and how their rights were

secured to them by the Convention of 1803. It was

required of the King that he should reform the defects

of his police administration, as well as those of the

judicial and revenue departments. It was stated that,

if oppression and misrule should continue to prevail,

the Government reserved to itself the right of appoint-

ing its own officers for the administration of the

country. Attention too was drawn to the sixth article

of the Treaty of 1801, which enjoined the Governor-

General to carry out its provisions, with reference

especially to the case of the peasants. The King was

reminded how Lord William Bentinck had tendered

similar advice in 183 1, and how he had threatened to

bring the province under British rule. He was also

reminded how, only three years before, he had been

addressed in these terms :
—' The maladministration

of Oudh is extreme. Necessary arrangements must

be made in reparation. I am extremely sorry that

the Wazir has been obliged to resign, contrary to

the wishes of the British Resident. Notwithstand-

ing this, your Majesty has dismissed him on your acces-

sion to the throne and appointed another Minister.'

L
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Since that date many acts of tyranny and oppression

had been proved beyond all doubt. The letter pro-

ceeded:—'In case of delaying the execution of this

policy, it has been* determined by the Government of

India to take the management of Oudh under their

own authority/ Then, alluding to the King's inex-

perience, it further stated that the reform of such a

bad system could not be expected to take effect at

once. The first step would be to ascertain the rental

of every estate and to fix a moderate assessment on

each, so that the cultivators might know exactly their

amount of taxation. This was to be effected in two

years ;
and if the misrule had not diminished during

that time, the Government would then feel justified in

adopting extreme measures.

The above was the purport of the letter of warning.

That it proved ineffectual may be gathered from what

took place in 1854. Colonel Outram's report of that

year proved that not only had no improvement taken

place, but that Oudh was completely delivered over

to anarchy and oppression. Thereupon Lord Dalhousie

advised that, while the King should be permitted

to retain his title, thi' whole of the administration

should be transferred to officers of the Company.
This was the more lenient course, but the Homo

Government adopted a sterner policy. The final

orders for annexation were issued, and Oudh became

in i^j6 a British province.



CHAPTER Xn

Eesults of Administration. Return Home

Lord Hardinge had devoted much of his time

during his stay at Simla to the consideration of cer-

tain civil measures of administration, which were

either initiated or carried to completion before he left

India.

Foremost among these was the question of con-

tinuing the great scheme of irrigation known as the

Ganges Canal, which had been commenced many years

before, and was not opened till 1856. Up to Lord

Hardinge's time the project had encountered serious

opposition, notably from Mr. Thomason, then Lieutenant

Governor of the North-Western Provinces
;
it also met

with but lukewarm support in other quarters. Major

Cautley, who had originated the scheme, was in

England ; while his assistant-engineer. Captain Baker,
had been detached on military duty. On the one

side, it was urged that the construction of the canal

would cause such interference with the natural di-ain-

age as to produce chronic malaria. On the other

side, it was alleged that the people preferred to

take their chance of fever if assured of a constant

water-supply. Lord Hardinge decided that, however

L 2
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great the risk of malaria, the dangers of probable

famine were much greater. He consequently ordered

the works to proceed, though irrigation was stopped

near the large towns, so as to minimise the injurious

consequences. The cultivators of the Doiib owe a

heavy debt of gratitude to the Governor-General for

his firmness in this matter. Not only has the Ganges

Canal saved the country from drought and permitted

the regular cultivation of more valuable crops, but

it has also proved a great financial success. Accord-

ing to the latest returns, which have been supplied

to me by high authority, more than 600,000 acres

are now irrigated every year ;
while the profits yield

a return of 5l per cent, a year on an expenditure

of nearly .^'3,000,000 sterling. An extension of the

original scheme, called the Lower Ganges Canal, has

recently been opened, with every promise of no less

favourable results.

Three subjects, which strongly aroused the feel-

ings of Lord Hardinge, may conveniently be grouped

together: Human sacrifice, sail, and infanticide. Men-

tion has already been made of the measures adopted,

boon after his landing in India, to deal with the

practice of human sacrifice among the wild tribe of

Khonds in the Orissa mountains. By adding no fewer

than sixteen ofiicers to the staff aheady employed in

tliat region under Major Macpherson, Lord Hardinge

was able to boast that human sacrifice was practically

suppressed during his term of government ;
nor has

there since been any recrudescence of the practice.
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To Lord William Bentinck belongs the credit of

being the first Governor-General who prohibited sati,

or the burning of widows on the funeral-pile of

their husbands. The prohibition was necessarily con-

fined to British territory, and the practice still

continued in Native States. Two notable instances

occurred at this time. On the occasion of the murder

of Hira Singh at Lahore, twenty-four women sacri-

ficed themselves, of whom four were his wives
;
and

when the Raja of Mandi, near Simla, died, twelve

widows were burned alive with his body.
So also with female infanticide. It cannot be main-

tained that the crime is yet extinct among certain

classes, and in certain parts of the country ;
but in

those days it was rampant and scarcely concealed. I

have myself heard the Maharaja Dhulip Singh describe

how, when a child at Lahore, he had seen his sisters

put into a sack and thrown into the river. The

Governor-General did all in his power to put an end

to these two kinds of crime in Native States. His

procedure was first to persuade the princes to declare

them illegal, and then to instruct the British Resi-

dent to see that their edicts were carried out, under

pain of his extreme displeasure. At the present

day, it may be said that sati is unknown throughout
India, except perhaps in the independent State of

Nepal ;
and that infanticide is dying out in Native

States as it has died out in British territory.

The following may be cited as some of the principal

improvements made during the years 1846-47 :
—The
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Calcutta Conservancy was reformed; transit duties

were abolished between Native States in Central India

and on the Sutlej, that river and the Indus being now

practically freed from these imposts ; while the cul-

tivation of tea was much encouraged, under the super-
intendence of Dr. Jameson—especially in Assam, where
a company was formed for that purpose.
The preservation of the ancient monuments of

India also engaged the attention of the Governor-

General. He greatly admired the Taj, and ordered

parts of it to be repaired, as well as the palace at Agra.
He also removed the unseemly and grotesque orna-

ment which had been placed on the top of the Kutab
Minar at Delhi. Of all these celebrated buildings he

caused photographs to be taken—photography then

being an ai-t almost unknown in India.

This slight sketch of what was accomplished in

civil administration shows that the Governor-General

had not been idle or remiss. When the charsre was

I'rought against him, that he was so immersed in war-

like operations as to neglect such duties, a writer in

the Calcutta iiev/ety called it one of those 'drizzlino-

criticisms which he could well afibrd to in-nore.'

As some misapprehension may exist with regard to

the military reforms which Lord Hardinge carried out

after the close of the Sutlej campaign, it must be noted

that, on the one hand, the condition of the finances

imperatively domandiMJ that some reduction should be

made in the military budget; while on the other,

his experience in the field had taught liim hew
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such a reduction could be effected without any di-

minution in the general efficiency of the army. As

an old Secretary at War, Lord Hardinge was pecu-

liarly qualified to appreciate and to reconcile all the

various considerations which entered into the problem

he had to solve. The fii'st principle that he always

kept before him was to maintain unimpaired the

strength of the European troops in India
;
the second

was to redistribute the entire army, so that the North-

West Frontier and the Punjab might be secured

against any contingency.

Subject to these two dominant principles, Lord

Hardinge now felt himself justified in disbanding no

fewer than 50,000 Sepoys, and reducing the strength of

the Native regiments from 1000 to 800 men ^ Even

thus, the army was more numerous than it had been in

1837, the last year of peace in India. It is true that,

after the annexation of the Punjab, the former estab-

lishments were restored; but, as stated by Sir William

Hunter, Lord Dalhousie aftei-wards became convinced

of the impolicy of this increase, and himself proposed

a reduction. In Madras, the Native army was re-

duced under Lord Hardinge by 10,000 men
;
and in

Bombay by 7000 men. But at the same time the

Native Cavalry was augmented by eight regiments ;

and Sindh and Sikh levies were enrolled for the

frontier police, which thus assumed a semi-military

^ These numbers appear in Sir H. Lawrence's article in the Calcutta

Review for 1847, vol. viii. He obtained his figures from Col. Wood,
then Military Secretary to the Governor-General.
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character. The nuinLor of European regiments in

Bombay remained the same, but some of those in

Madras were transferred to the Bengal establishmeut.

In the general result, the total European force in

India was stronger by 10,000 men when Lord Hardinge

resigned office than it had been in 1837 ;
while the

Bengal army alone, European and Native, was stronger

by 30,000 men.

The condition of the ordnance naturally attracted

a special share of Lord Hardinge's attention. The

strength of the artillery, as regards both men and

guns, was fully maintained. The nine-pounders

(sixty in number), which had previously been drawn

by bullocks, were now horsed. ^Measures were also

adopted to place both field and siege artillery in a

more satisfactory position with reference to reserves

of ammunition. At Firozshah, and again at Allwdl,

the ammunition had run short. In the former battle

some excuse may be made, for out of seventeen

artillery waggons that went into action seven were

blown up by the enemy's fire.

The result of these reductions was to effoct a saving

of no less that j^i,160,000 in the military budget.

When to this was added the Lahore subsidy of

jf'220,000, and the revenue from the Jalandhar Doiib

and Cis-Sutlej districts of about .3£'50o,ooo, the entire

improvement in the finances amounted to .^'1,880,000

—a relief from financial strain such as the Indian

exchequer had not enjoyed since 1838.

These reductions were more or less unpopular in
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the army, as reductions always must be
;
but the

question involved was whether the force that remained

was adequate for any emergency that might arise.

The strength left was not, indeed, the strength of

numbers
;

it was the strength of a better distribu-

tion from a strategical point of view. The garrisons

on the North-West Frontier had been doubled. On
the Sutlej there were 50,000 men, with sixty guns ;

at

Firozpur 10,000 men, complete in every detail
;
and

at Lahore 9000 men. The Punjab was quiet ;
and

when the insurrection subsequently broke out at

Miiltan, Lord Gough had an ample force for the

operations which followed.

While denling with questions relating to the army, I

must not forget to mention the various boons conferred

upon the Sepoys. As before mentioned, twelve months'

'batta' was granted to them at the end of the war;
their pension for wounds was increased from four to

seven rupees a month
; hutting money was allowed

;

and all wounded men received a free ration in hos-

pital. Lord Hardinge had been called in England
the '

soldier's friend.' Might he not also be called

the friend of the Sepoy ?

Looking to the fact that Lord Hardinge was less

than four years in Lidia, this catalogue of work done

shows what an active mind, untiring labour, and

complete confidence in subordinates, can achieve. Now
he was longing for his holidays, like a schoolboy. In

one of the last letters which he wrote to his wife are

these words :
— ' I must shrink from no duty to a
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public which has rewarded me so largely, and must

maintain to the last the principle which I exact from

my subordinates, that public interests ought not to

be neglected. Whilst war and bankruptcy threatened

the State, I remained. Now, that peace is established

and prosperity reviving, I return with the conscious-

ness that I have done my duty.*

It is well to record, in these last days of his ad-

ministration, the debt of obligation he felt to those

officers who had served him so faithfully during the

intricate details and difficult negotiations of his Punjab

policy. Many of these 'politicals' were soldiers by

profession, who, when the war broke out, aided him

either in the field or in the districts where the pres-

ence of military men was required to inspire confi-

dence. They were a goodly list :
—Henry and George

Lawrence, Broadfoot, tho four Abbotts, Benson, the

Bechers, Lake, Reynell Taylor, Robert Napier, and last

(not least) Herbert Edwardes. All these have made

their mark in the annals of Indian history. By their

side may be ranged the civilians, such as John Law-

rence, Currie, Elliot, Maddock, Dorin, Cust, W.

Edwards, and a host of others.

As the services of many of these distinguished men

have been dealt with in formal biographies, I need not

enlarge on their merits. One word, however, must

be said as to the services of the two brothers so

intimately connected with Punjab administration.

Nor can I forget, amid tho host of Indian worthies

of that period, the name of George Broadfoot. Ho was
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the right-hand man of the Governor-General in the

earlier days of the Sikh negotiations, and to him Lord

Hardiuge owed especial acknowledgments. It has

been whispered that Broadfoot's instincts were too

asffirressive, but there is no evidence to show that this

was the case. Had he developed any such tendency,

it would assuredly have been detected. The Governor-

General on all occasions confided in him, and both at

home and in India Broadfoot received due acknow-

ledgment for his unremitting zeal and constant

exertions.

Henry Lawrence had been unknown to Lord Hard-

inge, except by reputation. It was not until he was

hastily summoned from Nepal to the seat of war

that his character and qualities shone forth. Chai-m-

ing and amiable, with strong religious feelings, he

was conscientious to a degree in his views and prin-

ciples. His resignation of his seat at the Lahore

Board, when those principles seemed to be involved,

and his withdrawal of his resignation from a sense of

public duty, are matters of history. It has been truly

said that to know Henry Lawrence was to love him.

He accompanied Lord Hardinge to England, and con-

stant intercourse during a long sea voyage served only

to bring out those qualities which he had so often

extolled. It is related that, when Henry Lawi'ence left

Lahore to take up his new appointment in Rajputana,

there was hardly a dry eye among the host of friends,

European and native, who came to bid him farewell.

John Lawrence, the future ' Ruler of India,' was a
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man whose character was cast in a different mould

from that of his brother. At the time of the progress

of the Governor-General up the country in 1845, he

was magistrate at Delhi, being known even then

as a civilian of no ordinary ability. Lord Hardinge
at once fixed his ej^e on him. He had been un-

usually active in forwarding stores and supplies to

the Frontier, so that when his services on the Sutlej

were applied for, Mr. Thomason demurred to losing so

good an officer. On the close of the war he was imme-

diately selected to take charge of the Jtilandhar Doiib,

which had now become a British province. The

Governor-General entertained so high an opinion of

his services that one of his last acts, as recorded in Mr.

Bosworth Smith's biography, was to recommend him

for one of the high appointments then about to become

vacant. John Lawrence's later career is now a chapter
in the history of India, as eventful as it is honourable

in every way to his memory.
The names of Hardinge and Gough must always

be connected with the battle-fields of the Sutlej.

The two chiefs had sometimes differed—differed too

on important tactical and strategical questions ; but

such was the mutual good-fellowship l)etween them
that their differences were soon merjred in the sincfle

desire of bringing matters to a successful issue. As
Lord Hardinge wrote in a semi-official letter shortly
before he sailed for England :

— ' The energy and in-

trepidity of the (.'ouiiiiauder-in-Chief, Lord Gouc^h,

and his readiness to carry on the service in cordial
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co-operation with the Governor-General, have overcome

many serious obstacles.' Their complete unanimity
on the night of the 21st of December, as well as in

the plan of attack at Sobraon, is an instance showing-

how any want of such co-operation might have led

to deplorable results. Again, in a letter written to

a friend from Simla in May, 1846, Lord Hardinge
remarks: 'I am most gratified that my excellent and

distinguished friend the Commander-in-Chief has re-

ceived the honours he has so nobly w^on. He is a fine

specimen of an English officer and an English gentle-

man.' The two soldiers were always on friendly terms,

and these relations continued till Lord Hardinge's

death.

The Governor-General was now on his way to

Calcutta, the seat of government which he had quitted

thi'ee years before with very difierent feelings. Then,

the state of the Punjab was a source of extreme anxiety;

now, its prospects were peaceful. The captured Sikh

guns, 256 in number, had already been conveyed in

triumph through the country, deeply impressing the

native population with a sense of our military power
and inexhaustible resources.

On the 24th of December, 1847, after Lord Hard-

inge's arrival in Calcutta, the European and native

inhabitants of the Presidency approached him in the

following terms :
—

'The inhabitants of Calcutta addressed your Lordship

on the occasion of your return to the Presidency, and

declared their sense of the distinguished services ren-
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dered by you to this country. In acknowledging that

address, your Lordship expressed your conviction that

a pacific course was the one best calculated to promote
the honour and interests of Great Britain and the

welfare of the people of India. We feel that in this

belief your Lordship commenced your administration,

and that it influenced you until war became the neces-

sity of self-defence. We can desire no happier future for

England and India than that this sentiment should pre-

vail with our rulers, and no more glorious achievements

when forced into the field than those which under divine

Providence have won imperishable honour for our arms

on the banks of the Sutlej. We cannot permit your

Lordship to lay down the high ofiice of Governor-

General without the expression of our admiration for

your distinguished career. We desire to have and pre-

serve in Calcutta some personal memorial of one who
has received the highest honours from the Sovereign
and the thanks of his countrymen whilst ruling this

vast empire.'

The result of this address was the erection of the

statue by J. H. Foley, R.A., previously referred to. It

was pronounced by the Royal Academy to be admirable

as a work of art
; and none could better befit the

character and services of the man.

The salutes which announced the arrival of Lord

Dalliousie in the Ilugli were indeed welcome sounds.

Tiien followed the same interchange of ceremonials,

with their attendant hospitalities, in which Lord

liardinge had been the principal actor a few years
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previously. Now, passing through the line of troops,

the slim fic^ure and handsome countenance of India's

' new Ruler
' was narrowly scanned by the crowd that

surrounded the steps of Government House. The

short period that intervened between the arrival of

the new Governor-General and the departure of his

predecessor afforded an opportunity for an inter-

change of views on those questions which pressed for

consideration. Then- discussions led to a satisfactory

concurrence of opinion, and the two statesmen parted

with that confidence in each other which their ante-

cedents inspired.

On the 1 8th of January, 1848, Lord Hardinge, with

Henry Lawrence and his personal staff, embarked on

the '

Mozufier,' a war steamer of the East India Com-

pany. Crowds witnessed his departure. There were

interesting passengers
—a tiger and Himalayan

pheasants for the Queen ;
Chinese dogs, and the old

charger Miani, who came home to end his days in

England. Once beyond the Sandheads a prosperous

run was made to Aden, where Lord Hardinge landed,

revisiting the works and making his final report on

the defences of the rock.

In view of the contingency of military operations in

Egypt at any future time, Lord Hardinge had been

directed by the Home Government to report on the

character of the route })etween Kosseir, on the Red

Sea, and the Nile. Mehemet Ali, then absent from

Egypt on account of his health, afforded us every

facility. On our landing, tents and all the apparatus
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of Eastern travel were found ready for our march. The

route taken was that which had beefl chosen by Sir D.

Baird when he lauded there with an Indian contin<''ent

in 1 S'oi
;
and it lias been more than once made use of

recently during the British occupation of Eg> pt. Some
live or six days" march through a wild and rocky gorge

brought us to the Nile. The soil was hard and capable
of bearing guns and wheeled carriages, although, from

the narrowness of the pass, this route had some dis-

advantages from a military point of view. On reaching
the river, we were met by the present Sir C. Murray,
then Consul-General, who had been deputed by the

Pasha to escort us. The days passed away pleasantly,

so that on our return to our old quarters at Alexandria

we felt that the duty of reporting on this military

route had been combined with recollections by no

means unintcrestincr.

After a few days' repose, H. M.'s ship
' Sidon' got

up steam, and on the 28th of February we were

sailing up the Adiiaticon a short visit to Corfu, where

Lord Hardinge saw his old friend Lord Seaton, sepa-

rated however by a distance of some 200 yards in

consequence of our being in quarantine. Then, after

a heavy gale, we were in four days safely harboured

in the port of Trieste. Without an hour's delay, the

journey was resumed by road and rail. AVe had in-

tended to pass through Paris, but the fall of the

Orleans dynasty rendered it necessary to take another

route. After a week's incessant travel lini; ui<''ht

and day wo reached Ostend, and embarking in a
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miserable cockle-shell of a steamer were deliehteJ

to find ourselves ofi" the Tower Stairs by daybreak
on the 20th of March.

The Indian career of Lord Hardinge had now closed.

His measures had been characterised by moderation

and vigour, and he had bequeathed to his successors an

excess of income over expenditure and the probabilities

of a continuance of peace. It was, perhaps, hardly to

be expected that treacherous intrigues would never

again disturb the existing aspect of security. But he

was conscious that he had done his duty, and now
looked forward to that repose which he had so long
desired. In this hope he was disappointed. It has

been truly said that a public man is a nation's pro-

perty, and he was again destined to serve his country
in that branch of the service to which he was so

devotedly attached.

M



CHAPTER XIII

Army Administration. Conclusion

In 1848, the very year of his return to Eng]and, Lord

Hardinge was sent to Ireland on special duty. The

Smith O'Brien riots were then agitating the country;

and the Government considered that he possessed no

ordinary qualifications, both civil and military, for

dealing with such a crisis as might at any moment

arise. On his arrival, he immediately visited the

disturbed provinces ;
but his personal intervention

was not required. The ignominious capture of the

author of these riots prevented any further agitation,

and Lord Hardinge returned to England.

In 1852 he was again called upon to serve in his

old dopartmcnt of the Ordnance, a department which

liad brought him into public notice shortly after his

first election to Parliament. His devotion to and

confidence in Peel induced him to adhere to the fiscal

policy which the latter had carried out in the face of

the opposition of a powerful section of tho Tory party.

He had also voted for the repeal of the Navigation

Iaws, though taking no prominent part in tho par-

liamentary struggles of that period. His political
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attitude was essentially Conservative on all questions

not involving the principle of Free Trade, as the

following correspondence will show.

'

St. James' Square,

'Feb, 23, 1852.
* My Dear Hardixge,

'

Though we have not been acting as members

of the same party, yet your personal kindness has been

always such, and I have such a reliance upon your
sense of what is due to the public interests, that

having felt it my duty to take any responsibility

rather than leave the Queen without a Government,
and having therefore accepted office^ I hope I may rely

with confidence upon your giving me your valuable

military assistance by accepting the ofiice of Master-

General of the Ordnance—a post which just now re-

quires the services of our ablest administrator. I have

named my intention to the Queen ;
and I am sure,

should you accept it, the public voice will ratify the

selection. I cannot imagine to myself any political

question which need raise the slightest difficulty. I

shall hope, therefore, to receive an early and satisfac-

tory answer.

'Yours sincerely,

'Derby.'

The following was the reply :
—

'

22,rd Feb., 1852.
' My Dear Lord Derby,

'I came home late, and have this instant re-

ceived your very kind letter, I can truly assure you
M 2
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that on grounds of personal regard to you, and of

professional duty to the public service, I should be most

anxious to afford to your Government any assistance

in my power. I 'have, however, on every occasion

since I came from India recorded my vote in favour of

Free Trade measures, and in honour and consistency I

cannot depart from the line I have adopted. In other

respects, I believe there is no difference of opinion

between us. I therefore infer that my acceptance of

the office of Master-General is limited to the military

administration of that department, without requiring

from me any change of political opinion. If this be

80, 1 am ready, as a professional man, to give you any
assistance in my power. But if this arrangement is in-

convenient to you, I shall consider the communication

as strictly confidential between us, and to be treated

as if it had never been made.*

In order to complete the correspondence, I must

quote from Lord Derby's reply, dated Feb. 24th, 1852 :

—'You have rightly interpreted my al)staining from

offering you the Cabinet. I wish to have you free;

and though I could not offer so important an office to

a political opponent, yet I hope I may rely on your

n»'»itrahty if a question should arise relating to Free

Trade in which you cannot concur with my views.

I may add that any vote of the kind is very little

likely to arise during the present session.'

It is needless to sny that on these terms Lord

Ilardinge undertook the duties of the office. Such

an undcrstan^liiifr has seldom heen airived at in the
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distribution of public appointments of great import-

ance. It shows how marked was the confidence

which Lord Hardinge enjoyed, and it may be said to

reflect credit on both the parties concerned.

One of the first acts of his Ordnance administration

was to augment the field batteries of artillery. In

his evidence before the Sebastopol Committee in May,

1855, he stated that on coming into ofiice he had

found only about forty or fifty guns fit for service in

Great Britain, and those of the date of Waterloo. He

at once proposed to Lord Derby's Government that

3C0 guns and 200 ammunition waggons should be im-

mediately prepared. The Government assented, and

the estimated sum was voted by the succeeding ad-

ministration. This timely action enabled the Ordnance

Department to supply seventy-eight field guns for the

Crimea, which would not have been possible if the

establishment had been maintained at the ficjure at

which Lord Hardinge found it when he came into

office. Durincr the Crimean War the Ordnance was

also required to send suddenly a number of heavy

guns to SebastopoL Three complete siege trains were

despatched with their ammunition, proving that the

department was equal to the emergency. When asked

by the Committee whether the arrangements were

good and the guns well manned on their arrival, he

stated that according to the latest reports nothing
could be more satisfactory than the state of the

artillery, which presented a strong contrast to that of

the French.
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Lord Hardinge's services at the Ordnance were not

destined to be of long duration. Later in the same

year (1852), on the death of the Duke of Wellington,

he was selected to succeed his old chief in the com-

mand of the army. The nomination was conveyed to

him in the most flattering manner by Lord Derby.

The office was one most congenial to his spirit, but he

felt that he had no easy task in following so pre-

eminent a man. Lord Eajrlan succeeded him at the

Ordnance, remainins in that office until he took com-

mand of the army in the Crimea.

One of Lord Hardinge's first acts as Commander-

in-Chief was to form a temporary camp of exercise

at Chobham (July, 1853), under the command of Lord

Seaton. The success of this experiment encouraged
him to press on the Government the purchase of

land at Aldershot for a permanent camp. Looking
to the fact that nearly every nation on the Continent

had establisht^d such camps of exercise, he felt that the

days of simple barrack-yard drill were numbered, and

that every means should be taken to render the army
more efficient in field manoeuvres. With this view,

and considering the enclosed character of the country

generally, it was necessary to secure a large tract of

land for tactical purposes. He proposed in the first

instance that about 9000 acres should be purchased.

Lord Palniei'ston, then at the Home Office, entirely

approved, and wrot(^ that he would urge Lord Aber-

deen and Sidney Herbert to support the proposal.

The land was purchased ;
and we have since been
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in possession of a training ground for our army at

Aldershot, with all its accompanying advantages, which

cannot be over-estimated.

Perhaps the most important military reform with

which Lord Hardinge's name is associated was the in-

troduction into the service of the rifle, in substitu-

tion for the old smooth-bore or Brown Bess. The

Small-Arms Committee of 1852, which had been ap-

pointed by his predecessor at the Ordnance, Lord

Anglesey, while strongly advocating the merits of

the Minie rifle, recommended that the bore should

be reduced. As the result of elaborate experiments,

the Enfield rifle of 1853 was finally adopted, though

it is interesting to record that, even at this early

date. Lord Hardinge expressed his opinion that

the best rifle he had seen was a breech-loader of Mr.

Princes. The Enfield was stronger, and at the same

time weighed less, than the Minie
;
and was then, un-

doubtedly, the best weapon available. It was well

tested at Alma and Inkerman
;
in the trenches too,

it was noticed that the Russians always retii'ed more

quickly when attacked with the rifle
^

. Unfortunately,

as must happen at a period of transition, the rifles

issued belonged to two diflerent patterns, requiring

difierent kinds of ammunition
;
while many regiments

retained the old smooth-bore during the early months

of the war. It was impossible to manufacture in

time a sufiicient number of rifles for the whole army

* In the words of Dr. W. H. Russell, the Times correspondent,
* It smote the enemy like a destroying angeh'
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in the Crimea, though Liege received a large contract

as well as Birniin<rhain.

Consequent upon the adoption of the rifle, the School

of Musketry at Hythe was established in 18^4, under

the command of Colonel Hay, for the training of

instructors in musketry. One of the first ofiicers

appointed to Hythe was Captain Lane Fox, of the

Grenadier Guards (now General Pitt-Rivers), whose

researches in the history of firearms had been of

great value to the Committee of 1852. He drew up a

code of instructions in musketry, which forms the

basis of the existing regulations ;
and he also trained

the regiments to which the earliest Minie rifles had

been issued, at Malta and afterwards in the Crimea.

On being invalided home, he was succeeded by Colonel

A. Gordon.

Since those days the art of rifle shooting has

advanced by leaps and bounds, in a great measure

under the stimulus furnished by the Volunteer move-

ment, while many successive committees have con-

ducted experiments and made reports upon every

description of rifle. But the words of Lord Herbert,

given in evidence before the Parliamentary Com-
mittee on Military Organisation, are not to be gain-
said :

— ' Lord Hardinge was the man to whom the

army owes most for the improvement of weapons
of war, and for cjirrying out tho.se changes with the

greatest energy and determination.' Nor was his

atUintion conlined to small-arms. The rillin<r of field

and heavy guns demanded an equal share of his time.
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He was continually in correspondence with the three

great gunnery firms—Lancaster, Whitwortl), and

Armstrong—to each of whose systems he gave an

impartial hearing, though none was approved for

adoption in the service during his lifetime.

It is now necessary to note the purport of Lord

Hardinge's general evidence before the Sebastopol

Committee, presided over by Mr. Roebuck, as some

might lay at his door to a certain extent the

shortcomings of our military administration during

the Crimean War. His position was that of every

Commander-in-Chief when an army is sent abroad on

active service. He was of course not responsible for

the policy of the war, nor was he responsible for the

results of the operations. In reply to the Committee

for a detailed statement of his duties as Commander-

in-Chief, he said that he was responsible for the dis-

cipline of the army ; that he merely recommended

oificers for reccimental and staff situations, while all

first appointments were made by him subject to the

Queen's pleasure. He also stated that he had given

to Lord Raglan the selection for all the appointments

in the Crimean army as they became vacant^ although

these appointments theoretically rested upon his own

recommendation, this being done on the principle

that a General in the field should select his own

officers. He entirely approved of the Letter of Service,

by which Lord R^aglan was authorised to correspond

directly with the Secretary at War, and was of opinion

that the practice should be followed on all similar
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uceasions. This LetttT of Service was the same as

that 8(,'nt to Sir Arthur Wclksley in 1H09, and again

in 1S15, when he took command of the army before

Waterhio. As an indirect example of its advantages,

Lord Hardinge mentioned that, after the landing in

the Crimea, he had given his opinion to the Duke of

Newcastle, but not to Lord Kaglan, that the spot

chosen was too close to Sebastopol.

He was then asked whether he concurred with the

Duke of Newcastle in thinking that the line of demarc-

ation between the Minister for War and the Com-

mander-in-Chief was not inconveniently indefinite. He

replied:—'I must say that, during the whole course

of my transacting business with the Duke of New-

castle, I am not aware since the war broke out of any

portion of the duties between us having been personally

unsatisfactory, nor do I know to what the question

alludes.' He subsequently said the same as regarded

Lord Panmure. The real fact is that the Secretary

of State has unlimited authority over the Horse

Guards. ' If I were,' he said,
' to recommend an officer

to go to the Crimea, and the Secretary at War thought

for any reason that he was a person not fit for the post,

I should at onco give way or request him to send me a

list of the best men he could find for my recommenda-

tion, as the ultimate appointment rested with the

Secretary of State.' If any inconvenience had ever

ari.sen, it was owing to the Secretary of State not ex-

pressing his pleasinc to the Commander-in-Chief. The

Secretary of State did not submit the names to the
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Queen, and he did not see what advantage would

accrue to him from having that power. He was a

political official serving in the Cabinet, and it would

matter little to him that the army should know

whether it was the Duke of Newcastle or Lord

Panmure who made the appointments. But to the

Commander-in-Chief of the day it was of great import-

ance that he should keep up that kind of connexion

between himself and the Crown, so that the officers

might know that the appointments proceeded in a

certain degree upon the recommendation of the

Commander-in-Chief, a privilege which had existed

for the last 100 or 200 years.

He acknowledged his responsibility for advising the

establishment of proper means of transport for the

army, the medical arrangements, and the equipment.

But with an army in the field, the commander of that

army would call upon the Commissariat to furnish all

transport, as the Commander-in-Chief at home would

know nothing of the arrangements, which could only

be made on the spot. He stated, moreover, that

instructions with regard to stores for every branch of

the army in the field were contained in the orders

issued by the Treasury to the Commissariat Depart-

ment.

With reference to equipment, military stores, &c.,

he remarked that ample provision had been made

when the army left England. When asked whether

the duty of providing general hospitals devolved on

the authorities in the War Office, he said :

' Cer-
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tuinly
*

; that he himself had no power to spend a

pound, all such arrangements b(;ing invariably made

by the Secretary of State and not by the Commander-

in-Chief. He also stated that all he could do was to

give instructions to the regimental surgeons, but that

when once war broke out he liad nothing to say to

medical arrangements beyond giving these necessary

instructions. With reference to the establishment of

the hospitals at Gallipoli, he could not interfere, the

whole being under the control of Lord Rnglan and the

Minister for War in this country.

As regards clothing for the troops, when Dr.

Smith advocated that the shako should be laid aside

and a lighter serge frock issued, Lord Hardinge was

able to say that he had already anticipated both

proposals. A common blouse, as well as white cap-

covers, was provided ; and last, not least, the old

stiff stock was abolished. More than a sufficient

supply of blankets had also been sent out, with every

article of field equipment. As to stoppages of pay,

which had been enforced in the Crimea, even when the

meat was of bad quality or insufficient, such a pro-

ceeding seemed to him to be most unjust. He quoted
nn instance of this which had occurred after the

liattle of Talavcra. lie luul himself represented to

the Duke of Wellington the discontented state of the

men owing to these stoppages. The Duke said,
'

I

will put that right in five minutes,' and wrote an

order at once to the effi^ct that the men must have

full pay when they got int(j quarters, and no stoppages.
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It was suggested by the Committee that the Com-

missariat were to blame when, after supplying food

for the whole army, they were suddenly called upon

to provide huts and other articles, and failed to do so.

Lord Hardino-e said he thought not. The difficulties

of the climate, the state of the roads, and, above all,

the misfortune of a large army depending entirely

upon the sea for its communications, made it

almost beyond human effort to get things right. He

maintained that no expedition ever left England

under greater advantages ;
in the Peninsula they had

no tents until 1814, four years after the Duke of

Wellinsfton assumed the command. The Commis-

sariat animals had been allowed to dwindle down to

too low a strength, the result of making war upon

a peace establishment. When he himself crossed the

Sutlej with 20,000 British and Native troops, his Com-

missariat transport consisted of no less than 1 20,000

bao-o-ao-e-animals, which had been procured without

any great pressure or hardship upon the Native popu-

lation.

When questioned concerning the recruits sent out

to reinforce the army before Sebastopol, he gave the

following explanation:
—The necessity arose entirely

from the fact that the peace establishment stood at so

low a figure
^ that, after the first effort had been made

^ The Commander-in-Chief has no control over the numbers of

the army, which are fixed by the Secretary of War, on the authority

of the Cabinet, and are included in tlio first vote of the Army
Estimates, a.s annually sanctioned by Parliament.
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to despatch a force of 25,000 men, no reserve of seasoned

soldiers remained at home, and no means existed of

supplying the waste of the army in the field except

by sending out recruits. Comparing the condition of

the army in tiie Crimea with that of the army in the

Peninsula, he pointed out that, when Wellington com-

menced his campaign in 1808, a system of double bat-

talions had been maintained for several years, while

the militia was in a state of high efficiency, having

been embodied to resist invasion. In the Crimea it

was impossible to expect the same efficiency from

boys, who suffiired severely from the inclemency of the

weather and from hard work in tlie trenches. He
did not consider that an earlier embodiment of the

militia would have made any material difference ;

for in the militia, too, there was at that time a

very large proportion of boys. Ten battalions of the

line had been brought home from the Colonies
; but,

before they could be utilised in the Crimea, it was

necessary in some cases to fill up their ranks with

recruits. These were trained as rapidly as possible,

but the Cape regiments and a battalion of Killes had

a large proportion of recruits in the ranks. Their

defect did not consist in being untrained, but in

being under twenty years of ago. and therefore unfit

to bear the hard work and privations of the campaign.

The root of the whole matter lay in the fact tliat we

possef-sed no re.serve, and no second battalions to feed

the battalicins in the ficM as had been the case in

former wars. The Government entered upon the war
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with too low an establishment, and the strain upon

the different departments proved that they were

unequal to the emergency.

One of the immediate results of the Sebastopol

Committee was the abolition of the Board of Ord-

nance as an independent department, and the transfer

of all its duties and powers to the War Office, under

the Secretary of State. This was effected by Letters

Patent datedMay 25th, 1 855, confirmed byAct of Parlia-

ment (18 and 19 Vict., cap. 117). As a former Master-

General, Lord Hardinge could hardly be expected to

look upon this reform with unmixed feelings. He

always maintained that the consohdated departments

would be too cumbrous for efficiency, and that the

chanee would never have been made if it had not

been for the shortcomings in the Crimea—shortcom-

ings which could be traced to other causes. But with

characteristic loyalty, he did everything in his power

as Commander-in-Chief to make the new system

work well. His relations with Lord Panmure (w^ho

had succeeded the Duke of Newcastle as War Minister

in February, 1855) were always cordial. Only on

one occasion did any difference arise between them
;

and this was on a question connected with rifles, as

to which Lord Panmure imagined that Lord Hardinge

had exceeded his powers. A friendly correspondence

ensued, and Lord Panmure ultimately admitted that

he was quite mistaken.

In the previous year (1854), Lord Grey had raised

an important debate in the House of Lords upon the
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anomaly of dividing the management of the army
between three departments—the War Office, the Ord-

nance, and the Horse Guards. The Duke of New-
castle, then Minister for War and the Colonies, de-

fended in the main the existing system, while Lord

Panmure urged the desirability of placing the entire

administration of the army under the Secretary of

State, and on preserving the office of Commander-in-

Chief. On this occasion, Lord Hardinge expressed
himself very strongly against the creation of anything
like a Board :

—' If the legislature attempted to limit

too much the authority and power of the Commander-
in-Chief as regards the management of tlie troops,

they would shake his authority in such a maimer as

to produce great difficulties in the event of our havino-

to carry on a war.' Now that the question has

again been canvassed, it seems desirable to recall the

opinion of one who possessed the unique experience of

having held in succession the three offices of Secretary
at War, Master-General, and Commander-in-Chief.

It was during his period of office at the Horse

Guards that the Militia l^ill was introduced. Lord

John Kussell had been defeated in (he Commons on

the question whether tlie Militia shouM 1)0 of a

general or a local character. Lord Derby came into

power, and Mr. S. H. Walpole introduced his Militia

Hill, which forms the basis of our present organisa-
tion. Lord Hardinge was naturally consulted on all

the details. During the French War he had had

opportunities of seeing how the ballot (or system of
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militia-recruiting" by drawing lots) worked ;
and he

came to the conclusion that, so long as the practice

of purchasing substitutes was permitted, the physique
of the men suffered. Although the ballot might be

a powerful engine for raising the force to the required

numerical standard, he argued that the militia must

rest either upon a system of voluntary enlistment or

upon the ballot 'pur et simple, without substitutes.

Mr. Walpole's Bill was carried
;
and although the

number of the militia still falls considerably short

of its established strength, voluntary enlistment has

so far succeeded that we now possess a force which

is as efficient as a militia can be in time of peace, and

which recent reforms have much improved.

To Lord Hardinge belongs the credit of having
established the artillery branch of the militia. The

Royal Artillerymen of that day threw cold water on

the scheme. They contended that, with the limited

amount of drill which was inherent in the militia

system, it would be impossible to raise the men
to the necessary standard of efficiency. Lord Har-

dinge was fii-m, and insisted on the experiment being

tried. The result has undoubtedly been successful.

The officers and men entered upon their new duties

with zeal and energy; and we now possess a con-

siderable force of artillerymen in the militia whose

sei'vices in time of war would be invaluable for coast

defence, thereby freeing the Royal Artillery for service

in the field.

During the Crimean War the militia was embodied.

N
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The reo-imcnts that volunteered for the Mediterranean

were sent to garrison Malta, Gibraltar, and the Ionian

Islands, -while the force generally gave its due pro-

]iortion of recruits to the line as long as the war

lasted. The artillery militia had already attained so

high a degree of eflicicncy that Lord Herbert pro-

posed to incorporate the Tipperary Artillery, com-

manded by the late Lord Donoughmore, with the

Royal Ai'tillery. It w^as obvious, however, that this

would injuriously affect the position of the officers of

the Royal Ai-tillery, who had qualified themselves by

a long course of training and service
;
and the pro-

posal dropped.

Lord Hardinge also introduced in 1856 the system

of Depot Battalions for recruiting, which have since

been superseded by the Brigade Depots, on the

completion of Lord Cardwell's scheme of military

re-organisation. He did not live to see the inaugur-

ation of the Volunteer movement ; but, considering

the views he entertained, that a soldier must shoot

as well as fight, it is certain that there would

have been no more ardent advocate of that powerful

defensive reserve of which the country is now so

proud. Another regulation which he carried w^as that

of gi-anting Queen's A.D.C.-ships to officers of the

Ka.st India Company's service. This was prior to

tiie amalgamation of the Indian with the Royal army.

It was an honour much valued by those officers, who

had hitherto been debarred as Company officers from

participation in such a privilege.
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The more prominent points of Lord Hardinge's

military administration have now been briefly touched

upon, all questions of controversy being avoided

"vrith regard to the policy and conduct of the war

in the Crimea. The full history of that war has yet

to be written. But enough has, I think, been stated

to show that during the time he was at the Ordnance

and at the Horse Guards he left his mark on the

administration of both departments.

On October 18th, 1855, shortly after the fall of

Sebastopol, Lord Hardinge was raised to the rank of

Field-Marshal for his long and meritorious services—
services which he rendered almost to the last, until

he was compelled by illness to resign a command in

which he took unflagging interest, only terminated

by his death. He was taken ill at Aldershot in the

act of presenting to the Queen the report of the

Chelsea Commission of General Officers. He re-

covered sufficiently to be able to ride about his woods

at South Park, devoting himself to those country

occupations in which he took so keen an interest.

A strong love for the arts ^ and for his garden was

inherent in his nature—tastes often cultivated by
those whose life has been passed amid scenes of

anxiety, with mental and bodily toil. He passed

* A good water-colour artist himself, Lord Hardinge took great

delight in the society of artists, being on intimate terms of friend-

ship with Sir Francis Grant and Sir Edwin Landseer, both of whom
painted pictures for him. The original of the portrait that forms

the frontispiece to this volume is considered one of Grant's hap-

piest efforts

N 2
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quietly away on the 23rd of September, 1856, in the

seventy-second year of his age.

His remains lie in the quiet and picturesque church-

yard of Fordcombe Church, near Penshurst, a church

to the erection of which he had largely contributed

as a thank-offering for many mercies. His funeral

was of the most simple character, in strict accordance

with his wishes. The body was carried to the grave

by his own labourers. Lords Gough and Ellenborough

stood by the coffin, on which were laid, as the only

marks of his rank, his head-dress and the sword of

Napoleon which had been given to him by the Great

Duke.

A monument in Penshurst Church incorporates

the following General Order, which was issued to the

army on the 2nd October, 1856 :
—

' The Queen has a high and grateful sense of Lord

Hardinge's valuable and unremitting services, and in

his death deplores the loss of a true and devoted

friend. No sovereign ever possessed a more honest

and faitliful councillor, or a more loyal, fearless, and

devoted servant.'

Can any subject desire a more touching or a more

honourable epitaph ?
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South Park, 70 (note), 195.
Stanhope's, Lord, liecoileclions

quoted, 24-27.
Statue, of Lord Hardinge, 23,

174.

Stoppages, of pay, 188.

SuB.siDiARY System, Lord Har-
dinge averse to, 124.

Sunday Laboitb, prohibition of,

69.

Surplus, in Indian budget, 16S.

Sutlej, crossing of, by British

army, 78, 122, 189.

Taj MahAl, repair of, 166.

Tarai, tiger hunt iu, 156.
Tea, cultivation of, 166.

Tej Singh, 73, 81, 91, 92, 99, 132.

Thomason, 163, 172.
Tiger Hunt, 156, 157.

Tithes, in Ireland, '32.

Transit Duties, abolition of, 166.

Transport, 172, 187, 189.

ViMiERA, battle of, 13-17.
Volunteebs, 184, 194.

Waldemab, of Prussia (Prince),
89. 94, 119.

Walker, Dr., 94, 137, 141.
Wai.iom:, Mr. S. H., 192.
War 1'ueparations, 61, 74-81.
Waterloo Campaign, 24-28.
Wellington, Duke of, 13, 16, 17,
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WlNCHKI.HEA, Lord, 46.
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THE END.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OP THE INDIAN
PEOPLES.

Standard Edition (Twenty-second), revised to 1895.
Eighty-fourth Thousand.

This Edition incorporates the suggestions received by the author
from Directors of Public Instruction and other educational authorities

in India; its statistics are brought down to the Census of 1891 ;
and

its narrative to 1S92. The work has received the emphatic approval
of the organ of the English School Boards, and has been translated

into five languages. It is largely employed for educational purposes in

Europe and America and as a text-book prescribed by the University
of Calcutta for its Entrance Examination from 1886 to 1891.

' "A Brief History of the Indian Peoples," by W. W. Hunter, pre-
sents a sort of bird's-eye view both of India and of its people from the

earliest dawn of historical records. ... A work of authority and of

original value.'— The Daily Neics (London).
' Dr. Hunter maybe said to have presented a compact epitome of the

results of his researches into the early history of India ; a subject upon
which his knowledge is at once exceptionally wide and exceedingly

thorough.'
—The Scotsman.

' Within the compass of some 250 pages we know of no history of the

people of India so concise, so interesting, and so useful for educational

purposes as this.'— The School Board Chronicle (London).
' For its size and subject there is not a better written or more trust-

worthy history in existence.'—The Journal of JEdticaiion.

'So thoroughly revised as to entitle it to separate notice.'—The Timef.
' Dr. Hunter's history, if brief, is comprehensive. It is a storehouse

of facts marshalled in a masterly style ; and presented, as history
should be, without the slightest suspicion of prejudice or suggestion of

partisanship. Dr. Hunter observes a style of severe simplicity, which
is the secret of an impressive presentation of details.'—The Daily
Beview (Edinburgh).

'

By far the best manual of Indian History that has hitherto been

published, and quite equal to any of the Historical Series for Schools

edited by Dr. Freeman. We trust that it will soon be read in all the

schools in this Presidency.'
—The Times of India.

Extract from a criticism by Edward Giles, Esq., Inspector of Schools,
Northern Division, Bombay Presidency:

—'What we require is a

book which shall be accurate as to facts, but not overloaded with

them
;
written in a style which shall interest, attract, and guide un-

cultivated readers ; and short, because it must be sold at a reasonable

price. These conditions have never, in my opinion, been realized

previous to the introduction of this book.'
' The publication of the Hon. W. W. Hunter's " School History of

India" is an event in litei'ary history.'
—Heis & Bayyet (Calcutta^.

* He has succeeded in writing a history of India, not only in such a

way that it will be read, but also in a way which we hope will lead

young Englishmen and young natives of India to think more kindly
of each other. The Calcutta University has done wisely in prescribing
this brief history as a text-book for the Entrance Exainination.'— Tliv.

Hindoo Patriot (Calcutta).
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SIRWILLIAM HUNTER'S 'DALHOUSIE.'
FouuTH EuiTio:.'. Seventh Thousand.

' All interesting and exceedingly readable volume Sir William
Hunter has ])roduced a valuable worlc about an important epocli in

English history in India, and he has given us a pleasing insight into

the character of a remarkable Englishman. The " Rulers of India"

Merles, which he has initiated, thus makes a successful beginning in his

hands with one who ranks among the greatest of the great names wliich

\vi\\ ])e associated with the subject.'
—The Timen.

'To no one is the credit for tlie improved condition of public intelli-

gence [regarding India] more due than to Sir William Hunter. From
the beginning of his career as an Indian Civilian he has devoted a rare

literary faculty to the task of enliglitening his countrymen on the subject
of England's greatest dependency. . . . By inspiring a small army of

fellow-labourers with his own spirit, by inducing them to conform to his

own method, and shaping a huge agglomeration of facts into a lucid and

intelligible system, Sir W. Hunter has brought India and its innumer-
able interests within the i)ale of achievable knowledge, and has given
definite shape to the truths which its history establishes and the

problems which it suggests. . . . Such contributions to literature are ajit to

be taken as a matter of course, because their highest merit is to conceal

the labour, and .skill, and knowledge involved in their production; but

they raise the whole level of public intelligence, and generate an

atmosphere in which th«' baleful influences of follj', ignorance, prejudice,
and presumption dwindle and disappear.'

—Saturday lieriew.

'Admirably calculated to impart in a concise and agreeable form a clear

general outline of the history of our great Indian Empire.'— Economint.
' A skilful and most attractive picture. . . . The author has made good

use of jiublic and private documents, and has enjoyed the privilege of

being aideil by the deceased statesman's family. His little work is,

consequently, a valuable contribution to modern history.'
—Acadimy.

' The book should command a wide circle of readers, not only for its

author's sake and that of its subject, but partly at least on account of

the very attractive way in which it has been published at the moderate

price of half-a-crown. But it is, of course, by its intrinsic merits alone

that a Work of this nature should be judged. And those merits are

everywliere conspicuous. ... A writer whose thorougli mastery of all

Indian subjects has bi.-en ac(iuired by years of practical experience and

patient re«earch.'— Tlif AthriKPiim.
' Never have we been ho much impressed by the great literary abilities

of Sir William Hunter as we have been by the perusal of "The Manjuess
of Dalhousie.". . . The knowledge displayed by the writer of the motives
of Lord 1 )alhoiiHif'H action, of the inner working of ins mind, is so com-

plete, that Lord LalliouHio himself, were lie living, could not si.ate them
more clearly. . . . Sir William Hunter's stylo is so clear, liis language
so vivid, and yet so simple, conveying tin; imprrssions he wishes so per-

Npicuously that they cannot but be understood, ih.it tlie work must have
a place in every lilirary, in every home, we might say indeed every
cottage.'

—
I-.'rruiii'i Seirx.

'

Sir Wiliiani Muntcr has written an admirable little volume on
" The Marquess of Laihousie

"
for his series of the "Rulers of India."

It can be read at a silting, yet its references—expressed or im])lied
—

HiigijCNttlie study and (dtHurvation of half a life-time.'— The Daily News.
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SIR WILLIAM HUNTER'S 'LORD MAYO.'
[Second Edition. Third Thousand.

* Sir William W. Himter has contributed a brief but admirable

biography of the Earl of Mayo to the series entitled " Rulers of India,"
edited by himself (Oxford, at the Clarendon Press).'— The Times.

' In telling this story in the monograph before us, Sir William
Hunter has combined his well-known literary skill with an ea,rnest

sympathy and fulness of knowledge which are worthy of all commenda-
tion. . . . The world is indebted to the author for a fit and attractive

record of what was eminently a noble life.'— The Academy.
' The sketch of The Man is full of intei-est, drawn as it is with com-

plete sympathy, iinderstanding, and appreciation. But more valuable
is the account of his administration. No one can show so well and

clearly as Sir William Hunter does what the policy of Lord Mayo con-

tributed to the making of the Indian Empire of to-day.'
—The Scotsman.

' Sir William Hunter has given us a monograph in which there is a

happy combination of the essay and the biography. We are presented
with the main features of Lord Mayo's administration unencumbered
with tedious details which would interest none but the most official of

Anglo-Indians ; while in the biography the man is brought before us,
not analytically, but in a life-like portrait.'

—
Vanity Fair,

' The story of his life Sir W. W. Hunter tells in well-chosen language—clear, succinct, and manly. Sir W. W. Hunter is in sympathy with
his subject, and does full justice to Mayo's strong, genuine nature.

Without exaggeration and in a direct, unafi'ected style, as befits his

theme, he brings the man and his work vividly before us.'—The

Glasgow Herald.
' All the knowledge acquired by personal association, familiarity with

administrative details of the Indian Government, and a strong grasp of

the vast problems to be dealt with, is utilised in this presentation of

Lord Mayo's personality and career. Sir W. Hunter, however, never
overloads his pages, and the outlines of the sketch are clear and firm.'—The Manchester Express.

' This is another of the " Rulers of India "
series, and it will be hard

to beat. . . . Sir William Hunter's perception and expression are here at

their very best.'— T/^e Pall Mall Gazette.

'The latest addition to the "Rulers of India" series yields to none of
its predecessors in attractiveness, vigour, and artistic portraiture. . . .

The final chapter must either be copied verbally and literally
—which

the space at our disposal will not permit
—or be left to the sorrowful

perusal of the reader. The man is not to be envied who can read it with

dry eyes.'
—Allen's Indian Mail.

' The little volume which has just been brought out is a study of Lord

Mayo's career by one who knew all about it and was in full sympathy
with it. . . . Some of these chapters are full of spirit and fire. The
closing passages, the picture of the Viceroy's assassination, cannot fail

to make any reader hold his breath. We know what is going to

happen, but we are thrilled as if we did not know it, and were still

held in suspense. The event itself was so terribly tragic that any
oi'dinary description might seem feeble and laggard. But in this

volume we are made to feel as we must have felt if we had been on
the spot and seen the murderer " fastened like a tiger

"
on the back of

the Viceroy.'— Daily News, Leadins Article.
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ON

MR.W.S.SETON-KARR'S'CORNWALLIS.'
TllIKl) I'iDlTION. FOLUTH TlluLSAND. ^

•TliiH new volniiie of the "Rulers of India
"

series keeps up to the

high staiiilard st-t by the author of " The Marquess of Dalhousie." For

dealing with the salient passages in Lord Cornwallis's Indian career no

one could have been better qualified than the whilom foreign secretary
to Lord LawTence.'—TheAllieneeiim.

^ We liope that the volumes on the "Rulers of India" which are

being published by the Clarendon Press are carefully read by a large
section of the public. There is a dense wall of ignorance still standing
between tlie average Englishman and the greatest dependency of the

Crown ; although we can scarcely Impe tfi see it broken down altoL;ether,

some of tliese adnnrable biographies cannot fail to lower it a little. . . .

Mr. Seton-Karr has succeeded in the task, and he has not only pre-
sented a large mass of information, but he has brought it together in an
attractive form. . . . We strongly recommend the book to all who wish

to enlarge the area of tlieir knowledge with reference to India.'—New
York- IleraJd.

' We have already expressed our sense of the value and timeliness of

the series of Indian historical retrospects now issuing, under the editor-

bhij) of Sir W. W. Hunter, from the Clarendon Press. It is somewliat

less than fair to say of Mr. Seton-Karr's monograph upon Cornwallis

that it reaches the high standard of literary workmanship whicli that

Heries has maintained.'— The Literar;/ WarJiJ.

MRS. THACKERAY RITCHIE'S AND MR. RICHARDSON EVANS'

*LORD AMHERST.'
'Tlie story of the lUiriiu'sc Wai', its causes and its issues, is re-tohl

with excclhnt clearness and ilirectness.'—Satunlai/ Rciieic.

'

Perhaps the briglitcst volume in the valuable series to which it

belongs. . . . Tlie chapter on " The English in India in Lord .Xndierst's

(»(ivemor-(tcncrftlsliip
"

sliould bo studied by tlioso wlio wisli to uuder-

Btand how the country was governed in 1S24.'
—

Quarterly Rtriew.

'There are some channing pictures of social life, and the whole book
is grxKl reading, .and is a neurd of patience, skill .and daring. The

puidic should read it, that it m:iy be cliary of destroying what has been
no toilsomely and bravely acquired.'

—National Oiiiit'ri'er.

'The book will be ranki^il among the best in the series, both on

account of the literary skill shown in its composition and by reason of

the exceptional interest of the material to whioh the authors have iia<l

arccsH.'—St. Jatne»ii (lazrttr.



©pinions of tf)e Press
ON

MR. S. LANE-POOLE'S 'AURANGZIB.'
Second Edition. Thikd Thousand.

* There is no period in Eastern history so full of sensation as the

reign of Aurangzib. . . . Mr. Lane-Poole tells this story admirably ;

indeed, it were difficult to imagine it better told.'—National Observer.
' Mr. Lane-Poole writes learnedly, lucidly, and vigorously. ... He

draws an extremely vivid picture of Aurangzib, hi.s strange ascetic

cbaracter, his intrepid courage, his remorseless overthrow of his

kinsmen, his brilliant court, and his disastrous policy ; and he describes

the gradual decline of the Mogul power from Akbar to Aurangzib
with genuine historical insight.'

— Times.
' A well-knit and capable sketch of one of the most remarkable,

perhaps the most interesting, ofthe MogulEmperors.'—-Sa^M/c7a^ Revieia.
' As a study of the man himself, Mr. Lane-Poole's work is marked

by a vigour and originality of thought which give it a very exceptional

value among works on the subject.'
—

Glasgoio Herald.

'The most popular and most picturesque account that has yet

appeared ... a picture of much clearness and force.'—Globe.

'A notable sketch, at once scholarly and interesting.'
—English Mail.

' No one is better qualified than Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole to take up
the history and to depict the character of the last of the great Mogul
monarchs. . . . Aurangzib's career is ever a fascinating study.'

—
Home News.

' The author gives a description of the famous city of >Shjih Jahan, its

palaces, and the ceremonies and pageants of which they were the scene.

. . . Mr. Lane-Poole's well-written monograph presents all the most dis-

tinctive features of Aurangzib's character and career.'—Morning Fast.

MAJOR ROSS OF BLADENSBUUG'S
'MARQUESS OF HASTINGS.'

*

Major Koss of Bladensburg treats his subject skilfully and attrac-

tively, and his biography of Lord Hastings worthily sustains the high

reputation of the Series in which it appears.'
—The Times.

' This monogTaph is entitled to rank with the best of the Series, the

compiler having dealt capably and even brilliantly with his materials.'

—English Mail.
* Instinct with interest.'— Glasgow Evening News.
' As readable as it is instructive.'—Globe.
' A truly admirable monograph.'

— Glasgow Herald.
'

Major Ross has done his work admirably, and bids fair to be one of

the best writers the Army of our day has given to the country. ... A
most acceptable and entrancing little volume.'—Daily Chronicle.

'It is a volume that merits the highest praise. Major Ross of

Bladensburg lias represented Lord Hastings and his work in India

in the right light, faithfully described the country as it was, and in

a masterly manner makes one realize how important was the period
covered by this volume.'—Manchester Courier.

' This excellent monograph -ought not to be overlooked by any one

who would fully learn the history of British rule in Indrn.'— Manchester

Examinir.



©pinions of tt)C IPrcss
ON

COLONEL MALLESON'S 'DUPLEIX.'
'J'liiKi) Kditiox. Fifth Tikhsani).

• lu the character of Dupleix there was the element of greatness
that contact with India Beems to have generated in so many Eurojiean

minda, French as well as English, and a broad capacity for govern-

ment, wliich, if sufl'ured to have full ])lay, might have ended in giving

the whole of Southern India to France. Even as it was, Colonel

Malleson shows how narrowly the prize slipped from French grasp.

In 1783 the Treaty of Versailles arrived just in time to save the

British power from extinction.'— Times.

' One of the best of Sir W. Hunter's interesting and valuahle series.

Colonel Malleson writes out of tlie fulness of familiarity, moving with

ease over a field which he had long ago surveyed in every nook and

corner. To do a small book as well as this on Dupleix has been done,

will be recognised by competent judges as no snuvll achievement.

When one considers the bulk of tlie material out of which the little

volume has been distilled, one can still better appreciate the labour

and dexterity involved in the performance.'
—Academy.

' A most compact and effective history of the French in India in a

little handbook of 180 pages.'
—

Noiicou/ormint.

' Well arranged, lucid and eminently readable, an excellent addition

to a most useful series.'—Record.

COLONEL MALLESON'S *AKBAR.'
FouKTH Edition. Fifth Thols.vnd.

' Colonel Malleson's interesting monograph on Akbar in the "Rulers

of India" (Clarendon I'ress) should more than satisfy the general
reader. Colonel Malleson traces tlie origin and foundation of the

Mughal Empire ; and, as an introducti(m to the history of Muhamma-
dan India, the book leaves nothing to be desired.'—St.James'g Gazette.

'Iliis volume will, no doubt, be welcomed, even by experts in

Indian history, in the light of a new, clear, and terse rendering of an

old, but not worn-out theme. It is a worthy and valuable addition

to Sir W. Hunter's promising series.'—Al/iciitrum.

' Colonel Malleson has broken ground new to the general reader.

The Ktory of Akbur is briefly but clearly tol«l, with an account of what
he was and what lie did, and liow lie found and how he left India. . . .

The native chronicles of the reign are many, and from tlieni it is stiU

|K>RBible, as C<tlonel Malleson has shown, to construct a living portrait
of this great and mighty potentate.'

—tfcots Ohiterver.

•The brilliant hit<torian of the Indian Mutiny has been assigned in

this volume of the series an important epoch and a strong personality

for critical study, and he has admirably fulfilled his task. . . . Alike in

drcHH and «tyle, this volume is a fit companion for its predecessor.'
—

Manchitlrr (iuaidiun.
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CAPTAIIf TEOTTEE'S 'WAEEEI HASTII&S.'
FouETH Edition. Fifth Thousand.

' The publication, recently noticed in this place, of the "
Letters,

Despatches, and other State Papers preserved in the Foreign Depart-
ment of the Govemment of India, 1772-1785," has thrown entirely new
light from the most authentic sources on the whole history of Warren

Hastings and his government of India. Captain L. J. Trotter's

Warren Hastings is accordingly neither inopportune nor devoid of an

adequate raison iVetre. Captain Trotter is well known as a competent
and attractive writer on Indian history, and this is not the first time
that Warren Hastings has supplied him with a theme.'— The Times.
'He has put his best work into this memoir, . . . His work is of

distinct literary merit, and is worthy of a theme than which British

history presents none nobler. It is a distinct gain to the British race

to be enabled, as it now may, to count the great Governor-General

among those heroes for whom it need not blush.'—Scotsman.
'

Captain Trotter has done his work well, and his volume deserves

to stand with that on Dalhousie by Sir William Hunter. Higher
praise it would be hard to give it.'—Neto York Herald.

'

Captain Trotter has done full justice to the fascinating story of the

splendid achievements of a great Englishman.'
—Manchester Guardian.

'A brief but admirable biogi-aphy of the first Governor-General of

India.'—Newcastle Chronicle.
'A book which all must peruse who desire to bi=

"
up to date

" on

the suhject.'—The Globe.

MR. KEEIE'S 'MAMAYA MO SIlfMIA.'
Second Edition. Third Thousand.

' Mr. Keene has the enormous advantage, not enjoyed by every
producer of a book, of knowing intimately the topic he has taken up.
He has compressed into these 203 pages an immense amount of informa-

tion, drawn from the best sources, and presented with much neatness and
effect.'—The Glohe.

' Mr. Keene tells the story with knowledge and impartiality, and also

with sufficient graphic power to make it thoroughly readable. The

recognition of Sindhia in the "Rulers" series is just and graceful,
and it cannot fail to give satisfaction to the educated classes of our
Indian fellow-subjects.'

—North British Daily Mail.
' The volume bears incontestable proofs of the expenditure of con-

siderable research by the author, and sustains the reputation he had

already acquired by his "Sketch of the History of Hindustan.*"—
Freeman's Journal.

'

Among the eighteen rulers of India included in the scheme of Sir

William Hunter only five are natives of India, and of these the great

Madhoji Sindhia is, with the exception of Akbar, the most illustrious.

Mr. H. G. Keene, a well-known and skilful writer on Indian questions,
is fortunate in his subject, for the career of the greatest beai'er of the
historic name of Sindhia covered the exciting period from the capture of

Delhi, the Imperial capital, by the Persian Nadir Shah, to the occupation
of the same city by Lord Lake. . . . Mr. Keene gives a lucid description
of his subsequent policy, especially towards the English when he was

brought face to face with Warren Hastings.'
— Tlie Daily Graplii''.



©pinions of tbc Press
ON

MAJOR-GENERAL SIR OWEN BURNE'S
•CLYDE AND STRATHNAIRN.'

Thikd Edition. Fourth Thousand.

' In "
Clyde and Stratbnnirn," a contributiou to Sir William Hunter's

excellent " Rulers of India" series {Oxford, at tlie Clarendon Press),
Sir Owen Burne {^ives a lucid sketch of the military hi.story of the

Indian .Mutiny and its supjiresisioii by the two great Boldiers who give
their names to his liook. The space is limited for so large a theme, but
Sir Owen J'urue skilfuUj' adjusts his treatment to his limits, and rarely
violates the conditions of proportion imposed upon him. . . . Sir Owen
Rurne does not confine himself exclusively to the military narrative.

lie gives a brief sketch of the rise and ju-ogress of the ftlutiny, and
devotes a chapter to the Reconstruction whicli followed its suppression.
. . .
— well written, well ])rop()iti()ucd, and eminently worthy of the

aeries to which it belongs.'
— 2'lie Tinted,

'Sir Owen Burne who, by association, experience, and relations with
line of these generals, is well (pialified for the task, writes with know-

ledge, perspicuitj', and fairness.'—iSn / n rdai/ Rerieiv.

' As a brief record of a momentous epoch in India this little book is

a remarkable piece of clear, concise, and interesting writing.'
— The

Coloiiien and India.

'Sir Owen Burne has written this bonk carefully, brightly, and
with excellent judgement, and we in India cannot read such a book
without feeling that he has jiowerfully aidetl the accomplished editor
>>f the series in a truly patriotic enterprise.'

—Homhay Gazetti'.

' Tlie volume on "Clyde and Stratlmairn
"

has just ai)peared, and
proves to be a really valuable addition to the series. C'onsidoring its

size and the extent of ground it covers it is one of the best books a1)out
the Indi.-m Mutiny of which we know.'— I:'iiq/Miii(iii.

'Sir Owen Burne, who has written the hitest volume for Sir William
Hunter's " Hulers of India" series, is better (pialified than any living
person to narrate, from a military standpoint, the story of tiie sujvpres-
sion of the Indian Mutiny.'

— Jhiilt/ 'reh'ijniph.

'Sir Owen Bume's book on "Clyde and Stratlmairn" is worthy to
rank with the lust in the admirable series to whicii it belongs.'

—
Mnnchfrlrr i'..iiimiiitr.

•The book is n<luiirably written; and there is probably no better
•ketch, ecjually brief, of the stirring events with which it deals."—ttcotuman.

'Sir Owen Burne, from the part ho» played in the Indian Mutiny, and
from his Ion;,' counexioii with the (JovernnKiil of imliii, and from the
fact that he was military Kc<r('tHry cf Bord Stratlmairn both in India
nnd in Ireland, is wellinuilified for the task which he has undertaken.'—
Vht Al/irtiirmii.



©pinions of tfje Press
ox

YISCOTOT HARDIiaE'S 'LOUD HARDn&E.'
Second Edition. Thihd Thousand.

* An exception to the rule that biographies ought not to be entrusted
to near relatives. Lord Hardinge, a scholar and an artist, has given
us an accurate record of his father's lotig and distinguished services.

There is no filial exaggeration. The author has dealt with some con-
troversial matters with skill, and has managed to combine truth with
tact and regard for the feelings of others.'—The Saturday Revieiv.

'This interesting life reveals the first Lord Hardinge as a brave,
just, able man, the very soul of honour, admired and trusted equally
by friends and political opponents. The biographer . . . has produced a
most engaging volume, which is enriched by many private and ofiicial

documents that have not before seen the light.'
—The Anti-Jacohin.

' Lord Hardinge has accomplished a grateful, no doubt, but, from
the abundance of material and delicacy of certain mattei's, a very
difficult task in a workmanlike manner, marked by restraint and

lucidity.'—TAe Pull Mall Gazette.

' His son and biogi-apher has done his work with a true appreciation
of proportion, and has added substantially to our knowledge of the

Sutlej Campaign.*— Vanity Fair.

' The present Lord Hardinge is in some respects exceptionally well

qualified to tell the tale of the eventful four years of his father's

Governor-Generalship.'
—The Times.

' It contains a full account of everything of importance in Lord
Hardinge's military and political career

;
it is arranged ... so as to

bring into S])ecial prominence his government of India ; and it gives
a lifelike and striking picture of the man.'—Academy.

'The style is clear, the treatment dispassionate, and the total result

a manual which does credit to the interesting series in which it figures.'
—The Globe.

' The concise and vivid account which the son has given of his

father's career will interest many readers.'—The Morning Post.

'

Eminently readable for everybody. The history is given succinctly,
and the unpublished letters quoted are of real value.'—The Colonies
and India.

'

Compiled from public documents, family papers, and letters, this

brief biography gives the reader a clear idea of what Hardinge was,
both as a soldier and as an administrator.'—The Manchester Examiner.

' An admirable sketch.'— T?ie Neiv York Merald.

' The Memoir is well and concisely written, and is accompanied by
an excellent likeness after the portrait by Sir Francis Grant.'—The
Queen.



©pinions of tljc Iprcss
ON

SIR HENRY CUNNINGHAM'S 'EARL
CANNING.'

TiiiRU Kdition. J'lHTKrii Thousand.
'Sir Tleiiry Ciinniiighain's rare literary skill and his knowle<l!;,'e

of Indian life and afl'airs are not now displayed fur the Hrst time,

and he has enjoyed exceptional advantages in dealing with his

|)re§ent 8ul)ject. Lord Granville, Canning's contemporary at school

and colleague in public life and one of his oldest friends, furnished his

biographer with notes of his recollections of the early life of his friend.

Sir Henry Cunningham has also been allowed access to the Diary of

Canning's private secretary, to the .Journal of his military secretary,

and to an interesting correspondence between the Governor-General

and his great lieutenant, Lord Lawrence.'—The Times.

'Sir H. S.Cunningham has succeeded in writing the history of a

critical period in so fair and dispassionate a manner as to make it

almost a matter of astonishment that the motives which he has so

clearly grasped should ever have been misinterpreted, and the results

which he indicates so grossly misjudged. Nor is the excellence of his

work less conspicuous from the literary than from the political and

historical point of view.'— Glanaotv Herald.
' Sir H. S. Cunningham has treated his subject adequately. In vivid

language he paints his word-pictures, and with calm judicial analysis

he also proves himself an able critic of the actualities, causes, and results

of the outbreak, also a temperate, just ajipreciator of the character and

policy of Earl Canning.'
—The Court Journal.

REV. W. H. BUTTON'S 'MARQUESS
WELLESLEY.'

Second LiurinN. Tmuu Thousand.
' Mr. Hutton has brought to his task an open mind, a trained

historical judgement, and a diligent study of a great body of original

material. Hence he is enaliled to present a true, authentic, and

original portrait of one of the greatest of Anglo-Indian statesmen,

doing full justice to his military policy and achievements, and als-o to

his Rtatesmaidikc efforts for the organization an<l consolidation of that

Empire wliich he did so much to sustain.'— Timen.
' To the admirable candour and discrimination which characterize

Mr. Mutton's m<inot;raph as an historical study must be added the

literary {pialities which distinguish it and make it one of the most

readable volumes of the scries. The style is vigorous and picturesque,
and the arrangement of details artistic in its just regard for proportion
and pempective. In sliort, there is no point of view from which tlie work

deserves anything l)ut j)raise.'
— Olumjow Ili-rnld.

'The Kev. W. H. Hutton has done his work well, and .achieves with

force and lucidity the task he sets himself: to show how, under

Wellesley, the Indian company developed and ultinmtely became the

supreme power in India. To our thinking Ids estimate of this great
Htntexman is most juMt.'

— Ithtck nuil White
' Mr. Hutton hax t«ld the story of Lonl Wellesley's life in an ad)nir-

nblc manner, and has provided a most read.able book.'— MaiichcMer

Exinuittfr.
' Mr. Hutton'H range <if information is wide, his division of sidijects

B|)pri>priat<?, and his diction scholiirly and precise.'
—Sulunhiy llriietc.



Opinions of tbz Press
ON

SIR LEPEL GRIFFIN'S ' RANJIT SINGH.'
Third Edition. Fourth Thousand.

' We can thoroughly praise Sir Lepel Griffin's work as an accurate
and appreciative account of the beginnings and growth of the Sikh

religion and of the temporal power founded upon it by a strong and
remorseless chieftain.'—The Times.

' Sir Lepel Griffin treats his topic with thorough mastery, and his

account of the famous MahiCrdJEi and his times is, consequently, one of

the most valuable as well as interesting volumes of the series of which
it forms apart.'

—The Globe.

' From first to last it is a model of what such a work should be, and
a classic'—The St. Stephen's Eevietc.

' The monograph could not have been entrusted to more capable
hands than those of Sir Lepel Griffin, who spent his official life in the

Punjaub.'
—The Scotsman.

' At once the shortest and best history of the rise and fall of the

Sikh monarchy.'
—The North British Daily Mail.

' Not only a biography of the Napoleon of the East, but a luminous

picture of his country ; the chapter on Sikh Theocracy being a notable

example of compact thought.'
—The Liverpool Mercury.

MR. DEMETRIUS BOULGER'S ' LORD
WILLIAM BENTINCK.'
Sec(jnd Edition. Third Thousand.

'The " Rulers of India" series has received* a valuable addition in

the biography of the late Lord William Bentinek. The subject of this

interesting memoir was a soldier as well as a statesman. He was
mainly instrumental in bringing about the adoption of the overland
route and in convincing the people of India that a main factor in Eng-
lish policy was a disinterested desire for their welfare. Lord William's

despatches and minutes, several of which are textually reproduced in

Mr. Boulger's praiseworthy little book, display considerable literary
skill and are one and all State papers of signal worth.'—Daily Tele-

graph.
' Mr. Boulger is no novice in dealing with Oriental history and

Oriental affairs, and in the career of Lord William Bentinek he has
found a theme very much to his taste, which he treats with adequate
knowledge and literary skill.'—The Times.

'Mr. Boulger writes clearly and well, and his volume finds an ac-

cepted place in the very useful and informing series which Sir William
Wilson Hunter is editing so ably.'

—
Independent.



©pinions ot tt)C Ipress
ON

MR. J. S. COTTON'S ' MOUNTSTUART
ELPHINSTONE.'

Skc(»M) Hditiun. Tuiuu 'I'noi sand.

'.Sir William Hunter, the editor of the series to wliich this book

belongs, was happily in9])ired when he entrusted the Life of Elphin-
stone, one of the most scholarly of Indian rulers, to Mr. Cotton, who,
himself a scholar of merit and re|)ute, is broui^ht by the nature of his

daily avocations into close and constant relations with scliolars. . . . We
live in an nge in which none but specialists can aftbrd to give more time
to the menu>irs of even tlie most distinguislied Anglo-Indians than will

be occupied by reading Mr. C'otton's two hundred pages. Ho has per-
formed his task with great skill and good sense. This is just the kind
of Life of himself which the wise, kindly, high-sonled man, who is the

suliject of it, would read witli pleasure in the Elysian Fi<lds.'—Sir M.
E. (irant Duft', in T/ie Acadrmij.

' To so inspiring a theme few writers are better qualified to do ample
justice than the author of" The Decennial Statement of the Moral and
Material Progress and Condition of India." Sir T. Colobrooke's larger
biography of Elphinstone appeals mainly to Indian sjjecialists, but
Mr. Ciittim's slighter sketcli is adn)iral)ly adapted to satisfy tlie growing
demand for a knowledge of Imlian history and of tlie jjersonalities of

Anglo-Indian statesmen which Sir William Hunter has done so much
to create.'— T/ie Tunes.

DR. BRADSHAW'S ' SIR THOMAS
MUNRO.'

' A most Valuable, ccimpact and interesting memoir fur those looking
forward t(» or engaged in the work of Indian administration.'—Scotsman.

*
It in a careful and sympathetic survey of a life whi'.li should always

serve as an example to the Indian solilier and civilian.'— Yorhnhire Post.
'A true and vivid lecurd uf Munio's life-work in almost auto-

biographical {•<vui'-~ai,i.s</oio Jlini/ii.
' 0( the wcirk before us we have nothing but praise. The story of

Munro's career in India is in itself of exceptional interest and im-
portance.'— FreeiiKiii'H Jounial.

I
The work could not have been better done ; it is a monument of

painRtaking care, e.xhausf ivc rescarcii. and nice discrimination.'—Piople.
'Tliix excellent and spirited little monograph catches the salient

point-* of Munro's career, ami supplies some most valualde quotationa
from his writings and papers.'

— Manchester iluanlian.
'
It would be impossible to inutgine a more attractive and at the

same time in»tnictive bonk about India.'— //ii'<»r;)ooi Courier.
'

It in one of the best volumes of this excellent seiies.'—Imperial and
Atinlir Qiiarh ill/ Jierlem.

'Tlie bonk throughiiut is arranged in an admirably dear manner and
tliere is evj.lent on every page a demre for truth, and nothing but the
truth.'—< 'omintrcr.

' A clear and nchohirly piece of work.'- Indian Journal of Education.



©pinions of tbe IPress
ON

ME. MOESE STEPHEIfS' 'ALBUQUERQFE.'
Second Edition. Third Thousand.

' Mr. Stephens' able and instructive monograph . . . We may commend
Mr. Morse Stephens' volume, both as an adequate summary of an

important period in the history of the relations between Asia and

Europe, and as a suggestive treatment of the problem of why Portugal
failed and England succeeded in founding an Indian Empire.'

—The

Times.

' Mr. H. Morse Stephens has made a very readable book out of the

foundation of the Portuguese power in India. According to the

practice of the series to which it belongs it is called a life of AfFon.so de

Albuquerque, but the Governor is only the central and mo.'^t important

figure in a brief history of the Portuguese in the East down to the time

when the Dutch and English intruded on their preserves ... A plea-

santly-written and trustworthy book on an interesting man and time.'

—The Saturday Revieto.

' Mr. Morse Stephens' Albuquerque is a solid piece of work, well put

together, and full of interest.'—The Athenaum.

' Mr. Morse Stephens' studies in Indian and Portuguese history have

thoroughly well qualified him for approaching tlie subject . . . He has

presented the facts of Albuquerque's career, and sketched the events

marking the rule of his predecessor Almeida, and of his immediate

successors in the Governorship and Viceroyalty of India in a compact,

lucid, and deeply interesting form.'—The Scotsman.

SIE CHARLES AITCHISOI'S'LORD LAWHEl^CE.'
Third Edition. Eoukth Thousand.

' No man knows the policy, principles, and character of John
Lawrence better than Sir Charles Aitchison. The salient features

and vital principles of his work as a ruler, first in the Punjab, and

afterwards as Viceroy, are set forth with remarkable clearness,'—
Scotsman.

' A most admirable sketch of the great work done by Sir John

Lawrence, who not only ruled India, but saved it.'—Manches/cr

Examiner.

' Sir Charles Aitchison's narrative is uniformly marked by directness,

order, clearness, and grasp ;
it throws additional light into certain

nooks of Indian affairs
;
and it leaves upon the mind a very vivid

and complete im])ression of Lord Lawrence's vigorous, resourceful,

discerning, and valiant personality.'
—Newcastle Daily Chronicle.

' Sir Charles knows the Punjab thoroughly, and has made this little

book all the more interesting by his account of the Punjab under John
Lawrence and his subordinates.'—Yorkshire Post



SDpmions of tt)C Iptess
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LEWIN BENTHAM BOWRING'S
'HAIDAR ALI AND TIPU SULTAN/

Second Edition. Thikd Thousand.
' Mr. Bowring's portraits are just, and his narrative of the continuous

military operations of the period full and accurate.'— Times.

'The story has been often written, but never better or more con-

cisely than here, where the father and son are depicted vividly and

truthfully
" in their habit as they lived." There is not a volume of

the whole series which is better done than this, or one which shows

greater insight.'
—Daily Chronicle.

' Mr. Bowriug has been well chosen to write this memorable history,

because he has had tlie best niean.s of collecting it, having himself

formerly been Chief Commissioner of Mysore. The account of the

Mysore war is well done, and Mr. Bowring draws a stirring picture of

our determined adversary.'
—Army awl Navy Gazette.

'An excellent example of compression and precision. Many volumes

might be written about tlie long war in Mysore, and we cannot but

admire the skill with wliicli Mr. Bowring has condensed the history of

the struggle. His bot)k is as terse and concise as a book can be.'—
North British Daily Mail.

' Mr. Bowring's book is one of the freshest and best of a series most

valuable to all interested in the concerns of the British Empire in the

East.'—Eiif/linh Mail.

'The story of the final capture of Seringapatam is told with skill

and graphic power by Mr. Bowring, who throughout the whole work

shows himself a most accurate and interesting liistorian.'—Perthshire

Adrcrtisvr.

COLONEL MALLESON'S 'LORD CLIVE.'
Second Edition. Thiud Thousand.

'This book gives a spirited and accurate sketch of a very extra-

ordinary piTsonality.'
—

/Speaker.
' Colonel Malleson writes a most interesting account of dive's great

work in India—so interesting that, having begun to read it, one is

unwilling to lay it aside until the last page has been reached. The

cliaractcr of Clive as a leader of men, and especially as a cool, intrepid,

and resourceful general, is ably described; and at tlie same time the

author never fails to in<iicate the far-reaching political schemes which

inspired the v.ilour of Clive and laid the foundation of our Indian

Empire.'
—North Urilixh Daily Mail.

' Thin monograpli is ndmir.ibly written by one thoroughly acquainted
and in love witli his nuh']cct.'

— Glasijow Jfirald.
' No one is better suited than Colonel Malleson to write on Clive,

and he lian performed his ta.>-k witli distinct success. The whole narra-

tive is, like everything Colonel Malleson writes, clear and full of

vigour.'
— YiirUshirr I'lmt.

' Colonel Malleson is reliable and fair, and the especial merit of his

book is tliat it always presents a clear view of the whole of the vast

theatre in which ( 'live gradually produces such an extraordinary change
(tfucenc.'—NewcUKi/e Daily Chronicle.



Opinions ot tbe press
ON

CAPT. TROTTER'S ' EARL OF AUCKLAND.'
'A vivid account of the causes, conduct, ami consequences of "the

costly, fruitless, and unrighteous" Afghan War of 1838.'
—St. James's

Gazette.

'To write such a monograph was a thankless task, but it has been

accomplished with entire success by Captain L. J. Trotter. He has
dealt calmly and clearly with Lord Auckland's policy, domestic and

military, with its financial results, and with the general tendency of

Lord Auckland's rule.'— Yorkshire Post.

'To this distressing story (of the First Afghan War) Captain Trotter
devotes the major portion of his pages. He tells it well and forcibly ;

but is cb-awn, perhaps unavoidably, into the discussion of many topics
of controversy which, to some readers, may seem to be hardly as yet
finally decided. . . . Tt is only fair to add that two chapters are devoted
to " Lord Auckland's Domestic Policy," and to his relations with
" The Native States of India." '—The Times.

'

Captain Trotter's Earl of AucJcland is a most interesting book, and
its excellence as a condensed, yet luminous, history of the first Afghan
War deserves warm recognition.'

—Scotsman.
' It points a moral which our Indian Rulers cannot afford to forget

so long as they still have Russia and Afghp^nistan to count with.'—
Glasgow Herahl.

Supplementarv Volume : price 3s. 6d.

'JAMES THOMASON,' BY SIR RICHARD
TEMPLE.

' Sir R. Temple's book possesses a high value as a dutiful and

interesting memorial of a man of lofty ideals, whose exploits were
none the less memorable because achieved exclusively in the field

of peaceful administration.'—Times.
' It is the peculiar distinction of this work that it interests a reader

less in the official than in the man himself.'—Scotsman.
' This is a most interesting book : to those who know India, and

knew the man, it is of unparalleled interest, but no one who has
the Imperial instinct which has taught the English to rule subject
races "for their own welfare" can fail to be struck by the simple
greatness of this character,'—Pall Mall Gazette.

' Mr. Thomason was a great Indian statesman. He systematized
the revenue system of the North-West Provinces, and improved every
branch of the administration. He was remarkable, like many great
Indians, for the earnestness of hi.s religious faith, and Sir Richard

Temple brings this out in an admirable manner.'—British Weekly.
'The book is "a portrait drawn by the hand of affection," of one

whose life was " a pattern of how a Christian man ought to live."

Special prominence is given to the religious aspects of Mr. Thomason's

charactei-, and the i-esult is a very readable biographical sketch.'—
Christian.



©pinions of tbc Press
ON

SIR AUCKLAND COLVIN'S 'JOHN
RUSSELL COLVIN.'

'The conchuliiiL; volume nf Sir William lluutor'!* admirable "Rulers

iif India" scries is devoted to a biography of John Russell Colvin.

Mr. Colvin, as privato secretary to Lord Auckland, the Governor-

(Joneral during tlie first Afglian War, and as Lieutenant-Governor of

the Nortli-West Provinces during tlie Mutiny, bore a jironiinent ]iart

in the government of British India at two great crises of its iiistory.

His biographer is his son, Sir Auckland Colvin, who does full justice to

his fatlier's career and defends him stoutly against certain allegations

which have passed into history. ... It is a valuable and effective

contribution to an admirable series. In .style and treatment of its

subject it is well worthy of its companions.'
— Times.

'The story nf .Tohn Colvin's career indicates the lines on whicli the

true history of tlie first Afghan War and of the Indian Mutiny should

be written. . . . Not only has the author been enabled to make use

iif new and valuable material, but he has also constructed therefrom

new and notewtuthy explanation^ of the position of aftairs at two turning-

points in Indian history.'
—Acadenvj.

'

High .OS is the standard of excellence attained by the volnmes of

this series, Sir Auckland Colvin's earnest work has reached the high-

water mark.'—Armtf and Xavi/ ilazeile.

Sir Auckland Colviu gives us an admirable study of his subject, both

as a man of afi'airs and as a student in private life. In doing this, his

picturesque theme allows him, withoiit outstepping the biographical
limits assigned, to present graphic pictures of old Calcutta and Indian

life in general.'
—Mancliester Courur.

' This little volume contains pictures of India, )iast and present, which

it would be hard to match for artistic touch and line feeling. We wish

there were more of the same kind to follow.'—St. James's Gazette.

'SIR HENRY LAWRENCE,' BY
GENERAL MCLEOD INNES.

'An atlmiralilc account <>f tiie work ilime by one of tiie greatest and

jnOBt ncible of llie men who have .adorned our Indian Empire. . . . No
man is hitler

(j\ialifieil
to write al)out the defence of the ReBidoncy than

(Jeneral Inue". — At/ieiinnini.

'We can cordially recomnieud this account of the modern Christian

hero.'—Acadvmy.
' A sympathetic sketch. Genenil Innei tells his story with soldierly

brevity and a sturdy belief in liis hero.'— Time*.

'The lessons taught by Sir Henry LawreiicoV work in India :in-,

iicrhapH, at thi« moment .-is deserving of serious retlection as at any time

since his dcatli. We welcome this excellent little biography of the

great soldier-civilian by a distinguishcil officer of exceptional knowledge
and exporiencc'

— Dnih/ Nrvn.

'ITiiH book is a very good mcnioir, as nearly as possible what a book

of the kin<l siiould be.'— Nco/^w*)/*.
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